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ABSTRACT
The present thesis contains the text, along with 
an English translation, of a collection of folk songs that 
are current in the Mera^h district of Uttar Pradesh. This 
is prece ded by an introductory study of the^e same songs.
The collection, the first one from this area, 
represents about two fifths of a larger number collected by 
the writer during a total of ten months spent in the field. 
The selection was made in such a way as to ensure that all 
types of songs are adequately represented. All ,the songs 
were obtained at first hand.
The introductory section begins with an account of 
the Mera^hl language area, its inhabitants, their religious 
beliefs and practices, their superstitions and the important 
social events of village life, particular reference being 
made to birth and marriage ceremonies. In this way the 
background to the songs is established and the significance 
of the numerous allusions to the life of the district becomes 
clear.
There follows a classification of folk literature, 
so that the place of the songs in this wider corpus can be 
seen.
The next chapter gives a study of the subject matter 
of the songs of the collection, especially as regards the way 
in which it reflects the married life of the people.
There follows a discussion of the form of the 
songs and the technique of composition which may claim to 
represent a new departure in the study of the folk poetry 
of northern India•
The nature of Merathi folk poetry having been 
thus described, it is then shown how it influenced Hindi 
literature to a considerable extent. Here a number of 
correspondences between the two are noted for the first 
time •
The introductory section concludes with an exam­
ination of the main grammatical features of the dialect, 
stress being laid on the points of difference from Standard 
Hindi•
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INTRODUCTION
The collection of songs contained in this volume
is the first collection of Merathl folk songs, though
Rahul Sankrtyayana has published a collection of folk songs
from the neighbouring district of Muzzaffarnagar collected
from one individual.'1' A few Merathl songs have been quoted
in articles on Merathl folk poetry by some writers from 
2that region, but the total of those published in this way
is very small*
I have taken no song from any such articles. All
my songs have been collected by me during my many tours of
the district between 194-9 and 1952. During my first tour
I collected about five hundred folk songs and I later visited
the villages in order to get fuller versions of songs that
were plainly incomplete and to obtain as many texts of the
same songs as possible. I covered about fifty villages in
*various parts of the district. In some cases I had to visit 
several villages to make sure that the text of my songs was 
correct and to find out the frequency and importance of 
variant readings. In all I spent about ten months in the 
field, living in the villages, attending marriage and birth 
ceremonies, going to fairs and going round the fields and
1. Rahul Sankrtyayana, Adi Hindi Ki Kahaniyan aur Giten,1951
2. Homvati Devi,"Merathi git; Nayg. Sam§j, July, 1950 _
V. S. Premi,"Kuru £rades*.Ke lokgrfc/," Sammelan Patrika
Lok Samskrti Vise^ank, 195^i pp.172-182.
3. See map, p.
3settlements outside the villages. I also made notes on the 
beliefs of the people and studied the dialect.
All the songs were obtained at first hand, being 
taken down as they were sung by Merath! singers. Most of 
the songs were recorded when being actually sung by the 
people in the normal course of their daily life, but quite 
a large number nevertheless were necessarily recorded at 
singing sessions arranged specially for me. For obvious 
reasons I endeavoured as far as possible to establish my text 
from the older inhabitants of the district.
From my basic collection of five hundred songs 
approximately two hundred songs are being given here, these 
being selected in such a way as to give as widely represent­
ative a collection as possible within this scope. No import­
ant type of song, from the points of view of both form and 
content, has been omitted.^ These two hundred have been 
edited in London from notes made in the field, and the
grammatical points have been checked with the assistance of
2an informant from the Merath district.
The text of the songs is given in Devanagari, since 
this is the convention in Merath District whenever any such 
song is written down.^ The translations are fairly literal
1. Folk songs sung by professional singers are, however,
completely excluded. See below, p.41.
2. Mr. Ved Prakash Vatuk, from Fezalpur
5. See below, p.
and follow the original songs line for line.
In foot-notes giving the number of a song, this 
number alone (or the number of the song followed by the 
number of a line) will occur. Thus "46, 1,5" is to be 
interpreted as "See song No. 46, line 5"*
The glossary that follows the text of the songs 
contains unfamiliar Merath! words occurring both in the intro­
ductory chapter? and in the translation of the songs for which 
there is no ready English translation. A number
of Sanskrit and Hindi words (marked respectively "S." and
"H.") are also included.
For the transliteration of Mera^hl, Hindi and Sanskrit 
words in the introductory chapters of the thesis1 and in the 
English translations of the songs the following symbols are 
used, as being the ones most commonly found in such tran­
1* With the exception of Chapter 6 .
5scriptions:
Consonants:
T . 1 u u S e ai o au
k kh g gb •n
c ch d db n
t 4 db• n•
t th d db n
P ph b bb m
7 r 1 v d 9 s
f (for Hindi *5)
Words which have been thoroughly assimilated into English 
are given in the most usual English spelling (e.g. Panjab, 
Brahman).
For the outline grammar of the songs (Chapter 6) the
transcription used by J. Burton-Page in recent articles on
1 2 Hindi language has been adopted.
1. See e.g., ,fThe Syntax of Participial forms in Hindi”,
B.S.O.A.S*« XIX, 1, p. 95, note 1.
2. See below, p. \^ , note 1 .
7Merathl is a variety of the Kha^I Boll dialect of 
Hindi, on which Standard Hindi is based. Merathl derives 
its name from Mera^h, the district where it is spoken. Kha^i 
Boll is the language of a very wide area, extending over 
Western Rohilkhand, Upper Doab and the Ambala District of 
the Panjab.^ The Kha^I Boll of each of these three areas
has its own peculiarities and can be called a variety of 
Kha^I Boll. This difference is due to several political and 
cultural factors. Khafl Boll of Western Rohilkhand is closer 
to Standard Hindi than its other two varieties, i.e. the KhaX'i
pBoll of Upper Doah and Kha^i Boll of Ambala. Probably this 
is a result of the long association of Muslim rulers with the 
Western Rohilkhand region. Many features which we find in 
the spoken language of the Upper Doab have completely dis­
appeared from Western Rohilkhand!. Khapi Boll of Ambala 
being on the border of Panjabi is very much influenced by 
Panjabi. The language of the Upper Doab has not been much 
influenced by Panjabi like the Ambala Khapi Boll. Nor has 
it come closer to Standard Hindi like Rohilkhand! Khaf! Boll. 
The language of the Upper Doab is referred to by some Indian
1. Sir George Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India. Vol.ix,191* 
P. 65.”The dialect of Western Hindi spoken in W'estern Rohilkhand 
in the Upper Gangetic Doab, and in the Pan^ab district of 
Ambala is what I call Vernacular Hindostani, that is to say, 
it is the form of speech on which the Literary Hindostani 
that took its rise in Delhi is based.” p. -so
2. Ibid., ”The language of W. Rohilkhand possesses the strong­
est resemblance to Literary Hindostani....The language of 
Upper Doab also agrees with Literary Hindostani but the 
agreement is not quite so strong.”
Chapter 1
MERATH DISTRICT: ITS PEOPLE: THEIR RELIGIOUS LIFE
8Scholars as Kauravi, the language of the Kuru Pradesa,,and
considered as Pure Kha*£i Bol!.^
The Upper Doab consists of three districts, Saharanpur
Muzzaffarnagar and Merath. The language of each of thitae
districts has its own peculiarities. Merath district is the
southernmost district of the Upper Doab and the language of
this district has not been so much influenced by the neighbour
ing dialects or languages as that of Muzzaffarnagar and
Saharanpur, the other two districts of the Upper Doab. I do
not agree with Sir George Grierson that "The language of the
2district Muzzaffarnagar is;the same as that of Merath."
Even in the specimens given in his Linguistic Survey we find
that there are certain phonetic and grammatical features in
the dialect of Muzzaffarnagar which we do not find in that of
Merath. Though it is true that the district boundaries do
not precisely agree with the linguistic boundaries that I
should wish to establish, one is justified, nevertheless, in
treating Merath! as a separate variety of Upper Doab Kha^!
Boll.
The Merath district is bounded on the north by the 
district of Muzzaffarnagar and on the south by Bulandshahar.
On the east the boundary throughout is formed by the Gauges,
1. Rahul Sankrtyayana, Adi Hindi k! Kahani.yan aur Giten. 1951% 
pp. 2 , 4-5.*
2. Grierson, Linguistic Survey, p. 240.
9which separates it from the districts of Bijnaur and 
Moradabad of the W. Rohilkhand Division. All along the 
western boundary flows the Jamuna, which divides the U. P. 
from the Panjab and separates the Merath district from Delhi 
and Karnal. The district has a total area of 2500 sq.miles.
The Upper Doab in ancient days was known as "the land 
of the K u r u s " a n d  as mentioned above, even today many 
scholars call it Kuru Prade^a and its language Kauravl. The 
capital of the Kurus, Hastinipur was situated in the Merath 
district of this region.
It is generally believed that the Pandavas were 
particularly closely associated with the Merath district. In 
every village or town there exists some local tradition about 
its close connection with the Mahabharata. Here it is not 
possible to give an account of all these local traditions 
but we may mention briefly a few of the important ones.
SainI, a village in the Mavana Tahsll is said to be 
the great gate of the city of Hastinapur. Parlksctgaph is 
believed to be the place where the fort of the King Pariksit 
was situated. In Hapur Tahsll, Puth, the name of which is 
traditionally derived from Puspavati, was the pleasure garden 
of the Pandavas. Raja Karan ka Khepa is said to be the place 
of residence of Raja Karna, the famous warrior of the
1. Arjun Caube Ka^yapa, Adi Bharat. 1953> P-85*
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Mahabharata battle. Ga^hmuktesvar which is on the bank 
of the Ganges is said to have been a part of Hastinapur in 
theMahabharata period. In Barnava there is a large mound 
known as "Lakha Mandap". It is said that it was here that 
the Kauravas tried to burn the Pandavas in the palace of wax.
In addition to these there are many ponds, khe^as (ruined 
villages) and rivulets which are linked with the great heroes 
of Mahabharata.
There are several legends in the district which have 
their roots in the Mahabharata. One of the most popular of 
them is that of Navalde. We shall discuss this legend in 
detail later.^
During the period of Muslim rule, the district, being 
in close proximity to Delhi, saw many changes of fortune. 
According to the local tradition, the Ja^s entered the District 
in the eleventh century and pushed the Taga chieftains south­
wards. From the death of Aurangzeb until the British 
Conquest in 180J, the district, as indeed the whole Doab, was 
in a state of permanent disorder. It was nominally under 
the rule of the Delhi emperor but the real rulers were the 
local Jat and Gujar chieftains who looked upon themselves as 
K^atriyas. Even today Ja*£, Gujar and other Rajput tribes 
own most of the productive land of the district. The pre­
dominance of these tribes in the district has done much to
1. See below, p'Tp.
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condition the folk culture. These tribes accepted the 
Brahmans and still hold them in great reverence because they 
gave dignity to their status and ceremonies. Because of 
the power held by these local chieftains, the Brahmens accept­
ed many of their customs as if they had been Hindu in origin.
The mutiny of 1857 first broke out in Merath. The 
Jats, Gujars and the Ahirs helped the British Government.
They were given special places in the forces on the basis of 
their loyalty and won still higher social status.
All the Jats and Gujars of this region have a more 
or less vague tradition that they originally came from the 
Panjab and Rajasthan. There are several conflicting theories 
about their origin but one fact which emerges from all of them 
is that they are non-Aryans. A modified system of polyandry 
exists among them and widow-marriages are allowed. Early 
marriages and unsuitable matches are also quite common.
The majority of the people in the villages of Merath 
district depend for their livelihood directly or indirectly 
on the land, and therefore real cultural distinctions between 
the castes have largely disappeared. The rich landowning 
castes are Ja^s, Gujars, Tagas and the Rajputs. Ahirs and 
poor Gujars breed cattle. Brahmans are either farmers or 
priests and many migrate to towns to teach or to do work of a 
clerical nature. Illiterate Brahmans take employment as 
cooks, but they will not accept employment in other manual 
work. It is the number of the bullocks and ploughs owned -
12
indicative of the size of the land - which determines the 
status of a farmer in the village. All other castes not 
mentioned above, who serve the farmers and do not own land, 
are known as "Kamln". They are the barber, potter, waterman, 
washerman, tailor, weaver, camar (shoemaker) and the sweeper. 
The last two are considered the lowest. All the kamins 
serve their patrons without any immediate payments but are 
paid in kind (grain, cotton, sugar and so on) twice a year 
at the time of the harvest. On special occasions such as 
child-birth and marriage they make themselves available to 
the family on a full-time basis.
The Nal (barber) performs many valuable services for 
Hindu families in the villages. He not only works as barber 
but also acts as spokesman for his patron in matters of 
marriage and other ceremonies. In marriage ceremonies he 
acts as a messenger.*■ He also accompanies his master on 
long journeys. Camars work as farm labourers also.
Although in other parts of Northern India they are treated 
as untouchables, in the Merathi villages their condition is 
much better. In most Jat, Gujar and Rajput families they 
are allowed to do all indoor work except cooking.
The Brahmans still occupy the highest place in the 
village society. Even an illiterate Brahman by virtue
1. See below,
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of his caste is respected by the people of other castes, 
who greet him by saying "Palagan" (I touch your feet).
Though each caste has its own peculiarities, all 
the people of the village are united by a common rural 
culture. There are Pancayats of each caste which settle 
the caste disputes, but they are part of a large village 
community. The distinctions of caste do not affect the 
manner of life. It is the financial condition which 
creates distinctions here. A rich Brahman farmer will 
naturally educate his children in the town and marry his 
daughters intthe educated families of his caste, but a poor 
Brahman will live on the land and culturally his life is 
not different from that of a Jat farmer.
Besides Hindus there are many Muslims in the 
district, most of them converts from Hinduism, who still 
retain their pre-Muslim customs and manners. Islam does 
not seem to have affected their mode of life, and they cele­
brate Hindu festivals and worship several Hindu deities.
Hinduism as practised here is very different from 
the Hinduism described in the Scriptures. There are no 
sectarian differences. People worship not only the 
traditional Hindu gods without any preference but also many 
other minor deities which have no authority in the Hindu 
Scriptures. Festivals, fairs, pilgrimages, and several 
other practices are expressions of religion. Religion
here is part of life and cannot be satisfactorily studied
without studying the whole social and cultural life.
/ _The traditional Hindu gods, Siva, Visnu, Durga,
Ganesa, Laksmi and so on are worshipped in the district.
Though they derive their authority from the Puranas, many
new interesting additions have been made to myths connected
with them. On all auspicious occasions Ganeda is represented
by a luup of yellow clay with a red thread tied round it.
We do not find much formal worship of Ramo^ and Krsna in
this region. They are worshipped only on the festivals
connected with them. Only Siva is worshipped daily through-
0out the district and most of the Hindu temples are Siva
temples. In every village there is some represention of 
# .Siva, a li&ga in a Siva temple or under a pipal tree near
  0a well. The priests are not Brahmans but Gosains. Siva 
being adutosa is more acceptable to the people who want 
immediate results. Every day village people offer water at
0  * S . .the Siva shrines after taking a bath. No traditional
Sanskrit or Hindi prayers are recited by the worshippers,
and the worship consists merely of a repetition of the name
of the deity. Siva is also worshipped on all festive
0  ^occasions and a special ceremony takes place on Sivaratri,
14th of Phagun month. On this occasion Ganges water is
1offered with leaves of bel. At the Siva temple in Pura
1. The wood-apple tree ("Aegle marmelos").
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people offer Ganges water from Hardvar. It is carried by 
special bamboo yokes - known as Kavar - on the shoulders 
and a pilgrim has to cover the long journey by foot. In 
the next chapter we shall discuss the songs connected with 
this holy journey.^
The birthday of Rama is celebrated throughout the 
district. He is the most reverenced of all the gods, 
though we do not have many temples of Rama. Tulslfs 
Ramcaritmanasa is regarded as a scripture and its recitation
a holy and a virtttous act of dharma. People greet each
Ota- e\
other by saying "Ram Ram”. Ramcaritmanasa is^the form of 
popular drama known as Ramlila.^ The Ramlila presents the 
life of Rama to the people as an example on which they 
should model their own lives. Rama is not only regarded as 
an incarnation of Visnu but also an ideal man, "Maryada 
Purusottama" and this is why every Hindu takes pert in Ramlila 
whether he worships Rama or not.
Krsna's birthday on the Krsnastnu of Bhadon is also 
celebrated. The people fast for the whole day and remain 
awake until midnight. There is no tradition of Krsna lila 
as is found in the Braj. In Kirtans we find both Rama and 
Krsna. Ganeda is worshipped by young students on the 
festival of Gane^a Cauth. On Dlvall, Laksmi is worshipped
1. See below, p. 56.
2. For a brief discussion of Ramlila see Sri Krsna Lai 
Adhunik Hindi Sahitya ki Vikas. 1942, pp.l9$-202, aAd 'Syii Farmar, BhArtiya Lok Sahitya, 1954. pp.17 3-1 7 5 .
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and on Vasant Paneami, Sarasvati. Gamunda, represented 
by a red stone under a plpal tree near a well is widely 
worshipped, generally by wornen, there are festivals con­
nected with her. The first milk of a cow or a buffalo is 
first offered to her. Gaurl is worshipped by unmarried girls,
Satyanarayanajki Katha frequently forms an important 
part of private religious ceremonies. The Katha of 
Satyanarayana in Sanskrit is traditional. The village priest
also comments on it in Hindi or Merathi. In it there are
stories of people who became prosperous and happy by respect­
ing the Katha and of those who because of neglecting it and 
showing disrespect suffered all sorts of miseries. We are 
not told at any point what the story of Satyanarayana is.
The Katha is recited on all auspicious occasions in order to 
bring happiness and success.
Like Satyanarayana Ki Katha, Devi worship is widely 
practised all over the district. Devi has a very important 
place in the religious life of the people. She is supposed 
to be the giver of all good things and preserver of mankind. 
For nine days in the month of Cait beginning from astml, which 
are known as Nau Durga, the whole folk life of the district 
is centred on the worship of the Devi. Fairs are held at 
the temples of the Devi, and yatras are made.
The Goddess Sanjhi, who is widely worshipped during 
Navaratri, is neither a traditional goddess nor one of the
17
minor deities who will be discussed later. Her image is 
moulded in a special kind of plaster on the wall of every 
house on the first day of Kvar. Every evening unmarried 
girls worship her and sing songs in her praise. I would
ite. _
suggest that she is a local version of^goddess Durga. On 
the Dadahara day she is carried in a procession to the 
nearest river or pond for immersion. Such immersion pro­
cessions are very common all over India.
Among the minor deities are Bhumia, Bupha Babu and 
Guggi or Zahar Divan. Bhumia is the god of the village.
His shrine is on the boundary of the village. He is wor­
shipped on all auspicious occasions such as childbirth and 
marriage•
Bupha Babu is the god of skin disease. Fairs are 
held in his honour at about a dozen places in the district. 
These fairs are generally held on the bank of a village pond, 
the mud of which is supposed to have the blessings of the god, 
and the worshippers put the mud on the parts of their bodies 
affected by skin disease and on their foreheads. There is 
a local priest, a potter who stands with a stick, having 
peacock plumes tied at the top* This !tMorchal,t is supposed 
to be the flag of B3pha Babu. Both Muslims and Hindus 
gather at such fairs.
Gugga or Zahar Divan is the most respected saint of 
both Hindus and Muslims all over Doab. He is also known as
18
the Sant of Baga^ and a disciple of Guru Gorakhanath. His
grave is near Hisar in Ranjab. The ninth and fifteenth of
Bhadon are his days, when fairs are held at various places
in the district in his honour. The most important of these
fairs is that of Niloha. The pilgrims carry flags on long
sticks to the fairs; therefore a Gugga-fair is known
ChaTiyaun Ka mela (a fair of sticks). Jogls who act as
priests of Zahar Divan are asked by the people, during the
month of Bhadon to conduct the vigil in their houses in order
to please their deity. At these vigils the Jogis sing his
legend which will be discussed later.^ The local tradition
2about him is as follows
Gugga was a Cauhan Rajput of Ga^h Dadera in Bikaner. 
His father*s name was JeojI and his mother*s Bachal. Queen 
Bachal was barren and it was due to the blessings of Guru 
Gorakhanath that Gugga was born. Not only Guggi, but also 
his horse, who saved the life of his master in several danger 
ous situations, was born miraculously. Queen Bachal had a 
sister named Kachal who also had two sons, Arjan and Sarjan. 
They were also born in a miraculous way like Gugga. When 
Gugga grew up he had a dispute about his property with his 
cousins. They wanted a share in his property anihe refused. 
Then they complained against him to the king of Delhi and 
induced him to attack Gugga. In the course of the struggle
1. See below, p.46
2. An account of the saint is given by Sir R.C. Temple inLegends of the Punjab, 1884-, vol.l, pp. 121-209
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Gugga killed his two cousins. At this his mother 
grieved and she said that she would never see the face of 
Gugga again. Gugga was so full of remorse that he left 
his home. After his wanderings he felt that he did not 
wish to live any more. He prayed that the earth might 
swallow him uja. This could not happen till he became a 
Muslim. He recited the Kalma and the earth opened and 
swallowed him.
There are some other minor local plrs (Muslim sainted 
dead) in the villages, at whose shrines Hindus and Muslims 
make offerings on Thursdays. In the mont£ of Kvar during 
the Kanagat period (the first fortnight) the dead ancestors 
are remembered, food is offered to the crows, and Brahmans 
are feasted. It is believed that through the crows the 
food reaches the dead, and through the feasting of Brahmans 
and the giving of presents to them, ancestors obtain happiness. 
On other occasions as well* inviting a Brahman to a dinner and 
afterwards giving him money as a present is considered to be 
a religious act. Other such religious acts are tc feed dogs 
with flour cakes on Tuesdays, monkeys with gram on Saturdays. 
Ants are usually offered sugar. Cows can be fed as a religious 
offering on any day, usually in the evenings. All these acts 
are done when someone in the family is unwell or some favour 
from the gods is desired. In every house the first rot!
(bread) is kept for the cow and the last for the dog.
There is a large number of wandering mendicants in the
20
district. Many of them are worshippers of Bhairava and 
carry with them large bagpipes. They usually sing the
episode of the marriage of Siva. They seem to be in the
tradition of the Kath-Panthis.  ^ Some of them are said to 
be experts in Indrajal and are believed to have powers of 
curing people or doing harm to them.
Building a well or a dharmsala and offering water to 
travellers on a road are also virtuous acts. There are 
many religious ceremonies connected with the building of a 
well and the planting of an orchard. After the work is 
finished it is usual to give a feast to the Brahmans.
Religious fairs are a regular feature of the life 
of the people. In addition to the fairs connected with the 
deities discussed above there are several other fairs which 
are held on the bank of the Ganges. A villager considers 
that he has three mothers: his own mother, the earth and the
Ganges. Respect for the aarth is shown by offering two 
streams to the earth at the time of milking. Before begin­
ning ploughing the farmer touches the earth with his hand 
and puts some soil on his forehead. A wrestler on entering 
the arena, first of all picks up some clay and puts it on 
his forehead. This reverence for the earth and looking upon 
her as mother is expressed in many songs. In them seems to
1. On the_Nath-PanthIs see Ramkumar Varma, Hindi Sahitya Ka 
Alocanatmak Itihas. 2nd edn. , Allahabad, 1^ 4-8, pp.14^-17^.
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echo the following line of the PrthivI Sukta:^
RTcTT HtR: g^r 3T^  g f :
The Ganges is believed to be the destroyer of sins 
and giver of prosperity. As is well known, the people have 
a feeling of great reverence towards the Raver Ganges. They 
consider it a holy act to bathe in its w a t e r 0/v\ot make long 
journeys to the fairs held on its banks. Somavatl Amavasya, 
(when Amavasya falls on a Monday,) Purnamasi of Baisakh and 
Kartik, Sukla NavamI of Jeth, and the times of solar and 
iunar eclipses and some other such occasions are considered 
most holy for bathing in the Ganges. On these occasions 
people gather at different places on the banks. They pray 
to the river, bathe in it and take home its holy water. The 
Kartik Purnamasi fair held at Gafhmukte^var is one of the 
largest fairs of Northern India, and about 500,000 pilgrims 
congregate from all parts of the neighbouring districts.
Many pilgrims to the Ganges make these journeys on foot and 
some of them wilfully make the mode of travelling painful in 
order to atone for their sins. The Ganges is indeed the 
mother of the Doab because its many canals make this plain 
fertile and prosperous. The Ganges fairs are therefore one 
of the chief parts of the religion of the people of this area.
1. PrthivI Sukta, 12.1.11 • 1
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There are many beliefs connected with the lamp.— 
clay lamp. It is believed by the women that the light 
resides in the well with its family consisting of mother,
^ sister and wife^ , after being extinguished it retires to 
the well. There are a few songs of extinguishing the lamp 
which are addressed to it.^ Before lighting a lamp a 
woman washes her hands well and with a reverence approaches 
the lamp and lights it. After lighting it she bows to it. 
As soon as it is lighted the children say"Ram Ram”. It is 
considered improper to put out a lamp by blowing it. A 
woman extinguishes it with the air by moving her ancal (the 
end of the upper garment or of the sari).
There are many beliefs connected with the crow.
When some dear one is away and if a crow is sitting in the 
courtyard, someone, either a sister waiting for her brother 
or a wife waiting for her husband, makes him fly away. If 
the crow flies away the person expected will come soon.
The tv/itching of the big toe and left eye are also 
indications of the arrival of a husband.
Most villagers believe in the effects of the evil
O- Uniieye. Because of this^mother.j( put a tiny black spot on the 
forehead of childre . There are many syane (the wise
ones) who on request and payment give threads or amulets
1 . 91, 9 2, 93.
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which are believed to possess miraculous powers of pro- 
(tectionand success. Some children wear a necklace made 
from the claws of a tiger or an owl and a tiny sun and moon 
made of silver hanging on it. The pipal tree is supposed
to be a resting place of ghosts, and children are not allowed 
to play under it after drinking milk. Pipal wood is not 
used for any purpose. It is believed to be a sacred wood.
A barren woman is despised and it is a bad omen to see her 
face. If a man dies without a son, he becomes a ghost 
known as ut. Sometimes he tries to do harm to the children 
of other people.
It is not possible to give an account of all the 
beliefs of the people, because every act and every object, in 
the villages of this district, has beliefs connected with it. 
In my opinion their belief in ghosts, tree spirits, pirs and 
other minor deities is stronger than their belief in God.
Among the forces which make people believe in them one must 
almost certainly include selfishness > i. the desire for profit 
and fear of calamities. Many of the tales and superstitions 
which surround a number of everyday objects clearly support 
this view.
Folk songs are an inseparable part of the customs 
and ceremonies of life, and we shall therefore briefly des­
cribe here the customs relating to birth and marriage, the two 
most important occasions for festivities.
Birth
After the birth of the child the mother is given 
boiled water mixed with several herbs. This water is boiled 
in a clay pot decorated with Cakras and Swastikas drawn with 
cowdung. It is the sas (the mother-in-law) who decorates 
the pitcher, put herbs in it, fills it with water and puts 
it on the fire for boiling. For this she is given a neg 
(present). At the same time Swastikas are drawn on the aw 
wall with cowdung. This is known as 'Sathiya Rakhna Ceremony*, 
and is done by the nanad(the sister of the husband), and for
iit she also gets her neg. After all these cerinonies, according 
to local convention either on the sixth day or on some other 
day the ritual of cleaning the house and bathing the mother 
takes place. This is known as 'Cha^I*, and only after this 
ceremony are other people allowed to go near the mother and 
child. In the evening of the same day the ritual of *Tir Sadhni 
(holding the arrow) is done. The mother sits on a Caui with 
the baby, and the devar (husband*s younger brother) is 
summoned. The arrow is made of grass stalks; for this ritual 
the devar also receives a neg.
After all these rituals the ceremony of *KuanPujna* 
(worshipping the well) takes place. The mother goes to the 
family well in a large procession of the village women and 
worships the well. -
1. A *Cauk* is a design made up of auspicious symbols which id 
traced with flour on the floor on all ceremonial occasions.
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Usually on the tenth day the naming ceremony, which is 
known as "Daston", is held. On this day the priest comes 
and performs a yajna and after astrological calculations 
names the child. In this ceremony the wife and husband 
sit with their upper garments tied together. On the same 
day usually a feast for the community is arranged according 
to the status of the family,<w>l-(:he mother's brother brings 
presents for the mother and child which are known as 
Chochak.
Marriage Ceremony
Sagal. (betrothal) is the beginning of the marriage 
ceremony, when the father of the ‘Jirl sends presents through 
his barber and Brahman. In the presence of the members of 
the community and relations the boy sits on the Cauk and 
accepts them. After this ceremony the people assembled are 
given sweets.
After Saga! a Pill Citthi (yellow letter) is sent 
by the father of the girl. This letter contains the date 
of the marriage and of the sending of the Lagan (the letter 
containing the exact time of the wedding).
Lagan (date). This is a letter containing the exact 
date and the time of the wedding ceremony. It is written by 
the family priest of the girl's father and taken by him or the 
family barber. The Lagan is usually sent fourteen days to a 
month before the date fixed for the wedding. The Lagan is 
accompanied by money, clothes and other presents and a coconut.
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These objects are delivered to the boy in the presence of 
his assembled relations and the members of the community.
Before the despatch of the Lagan the girl, holding it in her 
hands , sits on a Cauk surrounded by singing women, this 
ceremony is repeated by the boy after the Lagan has been 
delivered to him.
Te1-Ban. The boy and girl for several days before
the marriage are rubbed over with a paste of oil, turmeric 
and flour. The ceremony of ban is performed by five married 
women. The rubbing is followed by a bath, and the hands and 
feet are dyed with henna. The number of times ban is to be 
performed is generally entered in the Lagan> tfwvoL. Ao - 1 ': . s  
usually three, five, seven or nine for the boy and two less 
for the ^irl, the actual number being determined by the priest 
on the basis of the boy's horoscope. On the first day of 
Tel-Ban the ceremony of KaAgana takes place. A coloured 
thread, to which is attached a piece of red cloth containing 
betel-nut, an iron ring, mustard and salt, is tied to the 
right wrist of the boy and to the left wrist of the girl. On 
one of these days the boy goes to worship the potter's wheel 
and on another the rubbish-heap.
Mandha. One day before the departure of the marriage 
procession the Mandha ceremony takes place. A bamboo is 
fixed in a small pit, in which are put turmeric, betel nut 
and so on. On the top of the bamboo are tied mango leaves^o^eL
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Ou kala^a (pitcher full of water) is also put near it.
On this day a large feast is given to the relations and 
the members of the community. The maternal uncle of the 
boy brings bhat, which consists of money, clothes, ornaments 
and other presents for members of the bride’s family, and 
a set of clothes and ear-rings for the bride. The maternal 
uncle of the girl also brings bhat for her. Bhatai (one 
who brings bhat) is welcomed at the door by his sister, the 
mother of the bride or the bridegroom.
After being garlanded and crowned the boy mounts a 
ho^TAj^ and the party starts off in as grand a procession as 
the means of the two families permit. At this time the 
bahnol (husband of a sister) of the boy seizes the bridle of 
his horse and makes a show of stopping it.^- After getting 
a neg he allows him to proceed. At the outskirts of the 
girl's village the procession halts and the news of their 
arrival is sent to the father of the girl by the barber.
The father of the girl sends refreshments and later ccmes 
with his relations to welcome them. At this time the elders 
of both sides meet and exchange presents. Then the baratis 
(the members of the party) are taken in a procession round 
the village and accomodated in the village caupal, which is 
then known as Janvasa.
1. If the boy has no married sister, this duty is 
performed by a cousin's husband.
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Barothi. Later in the -evening the boy is taken 
to the threshold of the girl's house on horseback, after 
dismounting he strikes the torana (a wooden frame suspended 
over the door) with the branch of a tree. The girl's 
mother or sister then measures him with a string and performs 
the arta ceremony by waving round his head a thali (brass 
tray) containing a small lamp of flour and ghi with rice 
and dub.'*' He then returns to the Janvasa.
Fhere (the turns round the sacred fire). This is
the ceremony which makes the marriage binding. It takes 
place at night in the courtyard of the girl's house under a 
mandap specially prepared for the occasion. The priest 
makes a Cauk, lights the sacred fire and recites the Vedic 
Wedding Mantras. The bridegroom holds the bride's right 
thumb and they sit on separate wooden seats known as Pataras. 
The bridegroom sits on the left side of the bride facing 
eastwards. The bride's priest then calls upon her father 
to perform the Kanyadan ceremony (giving away of the daughter). 
This he does by smearing her palms with the turmeric paste, 
which is known as "Hath Pile Kama" ceremony.
After the priests of both sides have agreed to the 
traditional conditions on behalf of the bride and the bride­
groom, the phere ceremony takes place. The bride's priest
1. Skt. durva: the so-called "bent grass" or "panic grass"
(Panicum Dactylon).
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ties the bride's shawl to the boy's dupatta. Then they 
circle slowly four times round the fire keeping their right 
sides towards it. The bride leads in the first three phere 
and the boy in the fourth. After the fourth phera both 
sit down changing their places. The fathers of the bride 
and bridegroom each give a cow to the other's priest. The 
girl's father gives the boy dat (dowry) in money and jewels.
The boy's father distributes money among the Kamlns of the 
two families. tu
On the following day presents are given to^bridegroom's 
relations and the members of the barat. On the next day or 
on the same day the barat starts back again, taking with it 
the bride, who remains for a few days in the susral (father- 
in-law's house) and then returns to her pihar (father's house) 
until the ceremony of calla.^
As will be clear from the above account of the customs
relating to birth and marriage, these are the occasions of 
festivities and rejoicing in the otherwise uneventful life 
of the villages. At various ceremonies the songs are sung,
and we shall discuss these in detail in the next chapter.
1. This is the ceremony marking the second visit of the 
bride to her father-in-law's house.
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THE PLACE OP POLK SONGS IN MERATHI FOLK LITERATURE
Chapter 2
In the folk poetry of Merath District, as in other 
parts of Uttar Pradesh, there are two main types of poems, 
which I shall call Popular Songs and Folk Songs. These are 
very different from each other in theme, style and tradition. 
By Popular Songs I mean songs composed by folk poets which 
have become very well known in the villages. By Folk Songs 
I mean songs whose composers are not known and which have 
been accepted by the people and passed on by word of mouth 
from one generation of singers to another. Their tradition 
is quite distinct from that of the more artificial, and 
sometimes more artistic, Popular Songs.
POPULAR SONGS
Popular Songs constantly come into popularity and 
go out into oblivion. The poems of new poets with newer 
themes and newer styles take the place of old poems. These 
songs thus have alimited life. The number of poets who 
compose such poems is very large. These poets may be 
divided into the following three classes:
1. Sant and bhakta poets
2. Sangita writers
3# Pracaraks (propagandists)
Sant poets are in the tradition of the Nirguna 
School of Hindi poetry. 1 They are called Mahatmas. Mahatma
1. 5)or a brief ^ account of_the Nirguna School see Ramcandra 
Sukla, Hindi Sahitya Ka Itihas .l$4-2, pp. 60-93*
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Sohan Das, Ganga Das, Sankar Das and Sisram are among 
the best known sant poets of this century. Their poems 
are known as "gyan paka^", the subject matter being 
brahmajnana. These gyan paka^s are sung by the wandering 
mendicants and other people who practise Yoga. These poems 
are not sectarian and are free from fanaticism.
Most of the bhakta poets are Krsna bhaktas. Their 
lyrics are devotional bhajans and their narrative poems are 
about many episodes from the life of Krsna and the stories 
of his bhaktas. The most often repeated among these stories 
concerns Narsi Mehta, a merchant of Junaga^h whom Krsna 
helped at the bhat ceremony of Narsi's daughter^ More than 
fifteen poets have composed poems entitled Narsi ka Bhat in 
different styles and metres but Mahatma Latur Singh's 
composition is so famous that the older compositions including 
Phul Singh's have been nearly forgotten. Radhesyam 
Kathavacak's Radhedyam Ramayana a Ramabhakti work, is 
similarly renowned. One result of this is that the metre 
and the style in which it is written is known as "Tarz 
Radhesyam"•
Now we come to the Sangita writers. The word
Sanglta in Mera^hi means "a play in verse” written either 
for acting or for reading. A Sahgita for acting is called
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svang, and these pieces are now more widely appreciated 
than the other ‘type of SaAgita. 'The theme of a SaAgita 
may be a traditional legend such as U§a Aniruddha, Raja 
Haridcandra, Raja Moradhvaja and Rukmini Haran, or a 
popular love story - national, foreign or local, such as 
Hira Ranjha, and Kanvar Nihalde.
There are two main styles of svang, the Hatharas 
style and the Rohtak style. 1 Of these the former is by 
far the older, and one of its main characteristics is the 
use of folk metres such as Lavani, Jhulna and 
Among the poets of this school Ku^e Singh is the best known.
The father of the Rohtak style was Dip Cand, who lived in 
the later part of the 19th Century. Lakhmi Cand, MaAge Ram 
and Bulli are amongst the leading svaAgls of this tradition. 
Instead of Rathras style metres, the Rohtaki svaAgis use 
Ragni metre?
The older metres are no longer in use but many old 
themes continue to appear. Farmers working in the field can 
be heard singing somoof the many love lyrics from the svaAgs, 
and the ragni has become like the Gazal, a love poem and a 
favourite song of the ‘people of the district. These folk 
songs are one of the few entertainments of the village people
1. Da^arath Ojha, Hindi-Natkaka Udbhava aur Vikasa, 195^»P*^0
2. For a brief discussion of these metres see Jagan Nath Prasad 
Chanda Prabhakar, 8th. edn._195£*
3. For a brief discussion of Raglni metre see Devendra Satyarth 
Dharti Gati Hai« 1948, pp. 91r91.
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and so well liked that a farmer will travel ten miles to 
see a svang. The performances are given by the professional 
svaiigls. Dancing, music and singing are the constituent 
parts of a svang.
There is a Merath! version of the Alha ballad, which 
is found in almost all the dialects of Hindi.^ The Merath! 
Alha was composed by Matrulal Attar of Merath. The form 
and style of the Alha ballad are also known as Alha^
Several Merath! poets have made use of this style in composing 
narrative poems about Mahatma Gandh! and Azad Hind Fauj.
We now come to the pracaraks known as bhajnls, who 
are very different from the sant-bhaktas and the svaAgls.
Since the svangis and other singers attracted large crowds 
and that poetry was a part of people*s life, the Arya Samajls 
wrote verses in a similar style as a means of propagating 
their ideas. The Arya Samajls were hostile to the svaAgls 
and Krsna bhaktas and regarded their poetry as degenerate.
They were opposed also to the traditional folk songs and 
found them vulgar and obscene. Arya Samaj! pracaraks called 
maha^ayas have written innumerable lyrics and narrative poems 
and they can be seen at special occasions with^harmonium and 
the dholak. Thanks to their good training and better 
education,and the superiority of their means^these pracaraks
1. William Waterfield and Sir George Grierson, The Lay of Alha 
(Oxford University Press), 1923.
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were able to publish their poems in large numbers. The 
names of Mahadaya Bastiram, Bhisma Brahmacari, Prthivi Singh 
Bedhapak, Ramsarup Azad, Tej Singh and Sukhlal Musafir are 
well known all over the Upper Doab. The names of their 
books reflect their character, for example: Bedhapak ki bi.jli. 
Tufan Mail, Igvar Singh ki top. Bhisma ki Gar.i etc. Their 
poems may be divided into four classes:
1. Poems opposing superstitions, non-vedic beliefs, 
idol-worship and so on, which they called 
"Pakhand-khandan", and the songs of awakening.
2. Vedic manglik songs to replace the traditional 
folk songs which were supposed to be vulgar and 
obscene.
3. Hymns, prayers and songs of praise.
4-. Narrative poems and versified biographies of 
prominent men and women of India.
Arya Samaji bhajnis worked with missionary zeal 
in their attempts to spread propaganda against svang and 
Alha and met with some success for a time. Because of their 
puritanical and intolerant attitude, however, this success 
was not maintained, and the svang and Alha continued to 
attract large numbers of village people. To counter the 
influence of Alha and Radhe£yam Ramayana the bhajnis
1. £ri krsna Lai, Adhunik Hindi Sahitya Ka Vikas. 194-2,p.2?.
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sometimes wrote in their styles, but this had little effect.
Most of the Arya Samaji pracaraks were sympathetic
to the National Movement and in the second and third decades
of this century they also wrote inspiring poems calling the
Singh, Ram Prasad Bismil, Lala Lajpat Rai and other Indians 
who died in the struggle for freedom became heroes of their 
poems.
the Indian National Congress and formed their independent 
parties. Many pracaraks who had worked for the Congress 
joined these parties, with the result that we find today 
that every party has a number of pracaraks. People in the 
villages no longer come to listen to the local party leaders 
who depend on the ability of their pracaraks for an audience. 
To get large audiences during election campaigns they also 
arrange performances of the svangs by famous svangis. The 
sva&g in such cases has no relation to the party programme 
and is used only as a means of entertainment to please the 
villagers.
Other minor organizations and public institutions 
also employ pracaraks for raising funds. These bhajnis 
also compose poems on the events of the locality, rising
1. Sri krsna Lai, Adhunik Hindi Sahitva K ikas. 1942,p.27
youth of India to give their lives for freedom.^ Bhagat
After independence Socialists and Gandhiites left
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prices, famine, illness etc., and introduce criticisms 
of the behaviour of the Government officials. During the 
last war Lakhml Cand, the famous svangi of Hariyana, was 
employed by the Indian Government to work for the recruiting 
campaign. His songs inspired many Jats to join the Indian 
Army. One of his songs is the following:
?Y & Y  
*rrY sfc frr^
<ft T*?rl qTTT
q^qY 3ft '?^ nr qrrorr 
fj=rcSYr ^  i? 
h€Y  ?Y ft Y  
«TTY sY frR^
Come and join the army!
Recruits are standing in front of your door.
Here you have a dull life
And wear old and tattered clothes.
There you will get high boots.
Come and join the army!
Recruits are standing in front of your door.
Most of these village poets are literate and their
1. Devendra Satyarthi, DhartI Gatl Rai,
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works are published by local publishers. There is always 
a great demand for such publications in the local bazaars 
and the fairs. The publishers and the literate singers of 
these poems continually revise the language of their verses 
often in the direction of removing dialect forms which would 
not be readily intelligible to non-dialect speakers from the 
towns. Therefore the language of these poems is neither 
pure Merathi nor literary Hindi. The mixed language has its 
own peculiarities and presents many interesting linguistic 
features. The songs of the sant and the bhaktas are much 
influenced by Braj but the works of the bhajnis employed by 
various political, religious, cultural and social associations 
are full of expressions from literary Hindi.
This literature, as I have said, lacks stability.
Many poems which were very popular ten years ago are now 
completely forgotten and new ones have taken their places.
But this does not happen to folk songs, which, although 
preserved by an almost purely oral tradition, tend to retain 
their form and melody.
FOLK SONGS
There are two main types of folk songs: those sung 
by professional singers and those sung by the people them­
selves.
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A) FOLK SONGS SUNG BY PROFESSIONAL SINGERS.
Professional singers generally sing long narrative 
poems• These can safely be called folk-epics. The most 
important of these are Hira-Ranjha, Navalde, Gugga and 
Dhola-Maru. Such epics are sung by the jogis. There are 
many villages in this region entirely populated by jogls.
Their profession is singing and they are probably the descend­
ants of the bhlts. Their poems are not written down and are 
preserved by an entirely oral tradition, A jog! may take 
a whole day or a whole month to sing an epic. He changes 
the poem according to his audience. If a jog! is literate 
he will sometimes try to bring in Sanskrit words and to make 
the descriptions longer to suit what he imagines to be the 
taste of his audience. But often this effort spoils the 
poem, and only shows his ignorance of Sanskrit. It is very 
difficult to persuade a jogl to restrict himself to the 
traditional descriptions and words. To hide what he imagines 
to be his ancestors' lack of education, he uses many new 
words; but he does not change the theme of the epic. I 
have excluded such poems from my present collection because 
there are several versions of the same poem according to the 
education, status and intelligence of the singer. As
mentioned above they do not change the main theme of the 
poems. We shall give here the brief outline of the three 
most important epics.
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h i r a-r aRjha
This poem is sung by the jogis to keep cattle
disease away from the village or, if it has already come,
to drive it away* It is usually in the rainy season that
the cattle diseases spread and therefore singing sessions
of this poem are held in this season. Ranjha is regarded
as the protector of buffaloes and a pir in this district.
The story of Hira-Ranjha is the most often repeated
love-story of Pan jab.'1' They are celebrated as the types of
constant lovers much in the same way as Laila-Majnun in
Arabic and Shlrin-Ferhad in Persian poetry. Many Panjabi
poets have put it into verse and the poem of Waris All Shah
2is considered to be the best.
The main story in the Mera^hl version is as follows: 
Ranjha was born in a ja^ family at Takht Hazara in the Panjab 
and Hir was the daughter of Chucak Siyal from Jhang. They 
first met on the bank of Canab and fell in love with each 
other. Later she persuaded her father to appoint him as a 
buffalo herdsman. Her uncle did not approve of this friend­
ship and persuaded her father to marry her to Shlda of khe^a. 
Ranf^Jha became a jogl in frustration and after long wanderings 
managed to take away Hir from her husband*s house. He was 
subsequently captured and tried. When the king ordered Hir
1. Sir R. C. Temple, Legends of the Punjab. 1885, Vol.II.pp.177 
and 597-580.
2. Mohan Singh, An Introduction to Panjabi Literature,1951*
 pp. 115-116.
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to go back to her husband, fire broke out all over the town. 
Seeing this wrath of nature, the king had to change his 
decision in favour of Ranjha, cW.the couple went happily 
to Jhang. Hir's family were not pleased with this and they 
asked Ranjha to go home and return with a marriage procession 
to take Hlr away as his wife after the ceremony. As he 
left they poisoned Hlr. When Ranjha heard the news he 
rushed back to Jhang and entered into the grave of his 
beloved after the grave had opened miraculously in answer to 
his prayers.
Jogls in their poeMs depict Ranjha as a wandering 
saint and generally give a fabulous account of his doings.
They have introduced many episodes to show that Ranjha was 
the sixth plr and had supernatural powers. The mixture of 
Hindu and Muslim beliefs in the poem is an important character­
istic. For svangls Ranjha was purely a great lover, an 
ideal lover. It seems probable that the Gujars brought 
this legend with them from the Panjab and when they found 
Ahirs and other cattle breeding tribes of the Doab worshipping 
Krsna as Gopal, they gave this status to Ranjha and adddd 
many new episodes and details to the story. Like Kr^na 
he is believed to have possessed a magical flute whose music 
controlled three hundred and sixty buffaloes which were in 
his herd.
1. There is a local tradition among the Gujars of the Upper 
Doab that they originally came from the Panjab. This is 
supported by several writers on the subject.
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NAVALDE
This poem is named after its heroine and from a 
literary point of view is the finest Merathl epic. This 
legend like Hlra-Ranjha is also well known in the Panjab and 
Sir R. C. Temple gives its text in his Legends of the Punjab.^ 
but the Merathl Navalde is a more beautiful poem than its 
Panjabi version. It is elegant in style and rich in similes 
and metaphors and like a mahakavya has detailed descriptions. 
This differs from the Panjabi poem in theme, and is shorter 
and does not go further than the death of Raja Parakh, whereat 
r • in the Panjabi version the snake sacrifice by Raja Janmejaya 
is given in great detail. The story of Navalde has its roots 
in the Adi Parva of the Mahabharata and Navalde of this poem 
corresponds to Jaratkaru of Mahabharata.
The story in short is: Raja Basak (Vasuki) king of 
snakes, who is suffering from leprosy as a punishment for 
breaking a promise to marry his daughter Navalde to the 
Pandava king Parakh (Pariksit), helplessly cries as none of 
his kinsmen is prepared to go and bring amijal for him as a 
cure for leprosy from the well at Khe^a, built and guarded by 
the Pandavas. Hearing him crying his daughter Navalde, whom 
he had buried in the underground cell, comes out to go and 
bring the water from the well to cure him. The king is
1. Temple, Legends of the Punjab. Vol.I, pp. 414-528
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surprised to find that his daughter is still alive. He 
stops her from going to the well fearing that Pandavas will 
capture her if she goes there. But at last she leaves 
Patal for the well in the Mirtamandal (martyamandala) 
dressed very beautifully and veiled. Seeing her walking so 
gracefully Indra and the Sun in turn try to force her to show 
them her face, but by saying that she was their cousin she 
sends them back ashamed of their behaviour. Then she meets 
a cowherd named Hansa playing fascinating ragas and raginls 
on his flute. She falls in love with him but the mother of 
Hansa does not approve of the marriage, pointing out that 
Navalde was the cousin of her son. At last she arrives at 
the well which is guarded by the deer who insist that she 
shouldopen her veil before drawing water. But when she 
lifts the veil from her face all the dder die at once and she 
has to bring them back to life. Then Khwaza Khizr, the god 
of water, does not let the water come up and insists on her 
showing her face and she then does so. When she is about 
to leave, King Parakh comes and tries to capture her. There 
is a long magical fight and at last she yields to him and he 
lets her go after she has promised to come back. She bathes 
her father and purposely covers his toe which remains still 
affected by leprosy. Under the excuse of fetching water 
again for the toe she goes back to King Parakh, gets married
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to him and lives in a glass palace knowing the wicked 
and revengeful nature of her cousins. Raja Basak sends 
Tatig (Astlka) who manages somehow to reach the king and 
bites him. The king at once dies. Vaidya Dhanvantari 
is called urgently to cure the king but Tatig bites him 
on his way to the palace and through his further tricks 
prevents the fourteen hundred disciples of the Vaidya from 
reaching the king.
This poem is sung by the jogis to the accompaniment
* r  . of a Sarangi for curing illness, avoiding evcl events and
curing snake-bite. In this district there is a well near
the town of Parikchatgaph which is known as Navalde kaI
kuan, andit is believed that its water has the miraculous 
power of curing leprosy. There are several other places 
associated with this legend. Two versions recorded by me 
are very similar to each other except that in one the well 
is at Hastinapur and in the other at Safidon(also known as 
Sarpadaman) in the Panjab. The Panjabi version also 
places the well at Safidon.'1'
GUGGA or ZAHAR PlR
The legend of Gugga who is also known as Zahar Pir 
has come from the Panjab like the legend of Hira-Ranjha.
1.Temple, Legends of the Punjab. Vol. I. p. 414.
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It has been mentioned in the last chapter that he is wor­
shipped throughout the district. Thousands of pilgrims 
go to his shrine at Gaf£t Dadera in the Panjab, and local 
fairs are held in his honour in the month of Savan and 
Bhadon. A brief outline of the legend of Gugga has been 
given in the last chapter. 1 The jogls, as is their way, 
have introduced many episodes which show Guggafs supernatural 
powers and his great authority over the pirs. Guru 
Gorakhanath plays a very important part in the birth of 
Gugga and later helps him on the battlefield. He is re­
ferred to as ’Gorakhanath ka cela*. In the end he is shown 
reciting Kalma so that he could enter the earth as he 
was overwhelmed with remorse for killing his two step-brothers.
This legend thus shows both Hindu and Muslim beliefs 
and ideas, and Gugga is reverenced by both Hindus and Muslims. 
The influence of the Nath Panth on this legend, as on others, 
is very great. This poem is sung by the jogls when somebody 
is ill or during the vigil in the night for bringing prosperity 
to the family of the yajman. Such sessions are also arranged
at the Gugga fairs. Jogis play the damru and dhutara while
2singing and burn guggal.
Another folk epic is Dho£a, which is sung by the
1. See above»;ppv rl8>^ 19* e lun.jab , rc] . I. pp
2. The exudation of the tree Amyris Agallochum.
professional singers known as dhulayyas. Most of them 
come from Braj and their poems are in Braj • There is no 
distinct tradition of Merath! Dhola, though this story is 
widely appreciated and there are hundreds of Malhors about 
Dhola which we will discuss later. Dhola like Alha attracts 
large crowds. The Dhola of Braj has been fully discussed 
by Satyendra in his Bra.i Lok Sahitya ka adhyayan. 1
B) FOLK SONGS SUNG BY THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES
Now we come to the second type of folk songs which
are sung by the people themselves. The words of many of
2these have remained unchanged for centuries. The songs 
that the grandmother sang are sung today by her grand-daughter. 
Though there is very little change in the songs that survive, 
there is a tendency, in the changing social and cultural 
conditions, for the older songs to disappear when their sub­
ject matter ceases to have relevance to the circumstances of 
the present. All the songs in the present collection are 
traditional and inseparable parts of social life, festivals, 
rituals, ceremonies and other such elements of village 
culture. As long as the rural culture and the present 
pattern of communal life in the villages remain such songs 
will remain alive and fresh.
1. Satyendra, Bra.i Lok Sahitya ka adhyayan, 1949,pp. 558-393
4 2. This is clear from the number of archaic words found in
the poems and not now current in the spoken language. See 
below pp. imjvr
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Folk songs are either sung for some religious purpose 
or for recreation. We can therefore divide them into two 
main classes: Religious Songs and Recreational Songs.
RELIGIOUS SONGS
Religious Songs can be sub-divided into three main
classes:
1. Songs of Samskaras
2. Songs for Other Religious Occasions
3. Magic Spells
Songs of Samskaras
In the villages there are two elements in religious 
ceremonies, the priestly and the popular. In some ceremonies 
the songs sung by the women are not necessary for the validity 
of the ceremony, but are auspicious accompaniments or adorn­
ment to the priestly ritual: such songs are called 'Mangalik'. 
In other ceremonies the songs themselves constitute the ritual 
and have the same place in the ritual as the Vedic Mantras 
in the priestly ceremony.
The tradition of singing Mangalik songs at the 
various religious ceremonies seems to be very ancient. In 
the MaitrayanI Samhita the method of singing the gatha at 
marriage ceremony is described. There are references to 
the singing of gathas to the vina at/marriage ceremony and 
at the Slmantonnyana in the Paraskar ---------------— --------
1. Maitra.yani Samhita. 3* 7* 3
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1 - - - pG^hyasutra and A^valayan Grhyasutra respectively. In
— T — - 3 -the Valmiki Ramayana^ at the birth of Rama and in the
— - Zj.Bhagavat Purana at the birth of Kr§na there are descriptions
5of the singing of songs by women. In the Ramacaritmanasa
we read of the singing of auspicious songs at the time of 
birth and marriage.
Out of the sixteen samskaras only two, the samskara 
of birth and marriage are universally observed. All the 
older women know the songs of these two samskaras and the 
young girls learn them as part of their upbringing. In 
some villages the wife of the local bhat is regarded as an 
authority on the songs and acts as leader of the singing 
group.
1, Parskar Grhyasutra. 1.7 3f«r RTtrfc!:
srrfsrHfl-^ cit <
*rf c=TT :
5IF>rr m
rnrcr fltsrf nTFrrf*? *rr2. Agvala.yana Grhyasutra. 1.14.6. 
3* Ram ay an a . Balk§nd.. 18.________________________ xvii, xviii, ixx.
4. Bhagavat Purana, Skandh X.
6 . Tulsidas - Ramcaritmanasa.- Edited by Pandit & of 
Nagri PracSnuinl, 1933.
fRfc5 e5YiTTfI fRTTTT TO *rr£“
I r ^ '^ r  Am RfT *rrm nrm w  jarrrr «» r .
RTR RT R t m  R^ fi R^ T BttXT H
R ^ c5  R J fT O  WXTt n f R  ^ 5  c5R T^[ It <T T ? 5cfn fe , i j .
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Birth Songs
It has been mentioned in the last chapter^that 
except for the naming ceremony the priest does not play 
any part in this most colourful ceremony and all the rituals 
are conducted by the older women of the community by singing 
songs. These songs are known as 'Bihal* or *Sohile'. The 
Bihals are sung every night for ten days after the birth of 
a boy and for three days after the birth of a girl. There 
are also special songs for different rituals, such as the 
worship of the well by the mother of the new born child.
The motif of delivering the child in the forest 
after being exiled by the husband is found in many songs and 
in some of them the words Ayodhya, Rama-and Kau^ilya occur.
It seems that such songs are based on the episode of banish­
ment of Slta by Rama and the birth of Lava and Ku£a in the 
forest.
On this occasion every member of the family expects 
presents and the mother*s nanad expects more than anyone. 
These expectations and everyone*s effort to appear important 
are the theme of many birth songs.
Marriage Songs
As in the birth ceremony, at marriage also some 
rituals are conducted by the priest and some by the women who
1. See above, pp.a^-itT
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sing songs. The number of popular rituals is much greater 
than that of the Vedic ones. These rituals are called 
rituals of 'Budhiya Puran'. In the previous chapter a 
brief description of various ceremonies connected with 
marriage has been given,^and therefore only the songs of 
important ceremonies will be discussed here.
Laris and Banaras. At Lagan there begins the singing 
of songs every night in the houses of the bride and the bride­
groom and it goes on till the day of the wedding. Songs 
sung at the bride’s house are called 'LSt !' or 'Suhag* and 
those sung in the house of the bridegroom are known as Bananas.
In some la^Is, the laddo (the dear one) is represented 
as requesting her grandfather to find a suitable bridegroom
for her and as being anxious about the possibility of having
2 _a dark-skinned husband. La^Is with similar themes are also
5 4- 5sung in Rajasthan, Gujarat and the Panjab.
In Bananas the handsome face and dress of the bride­
groom are praised and he is also advised how to behave in the 
father-in-law's house.
Lafi and bananas are also sung at the Tel-Ban ceremony.
1. See above pp.iS-^
2. The term lad<|o is normally applied to a bride, and its 
use here to refer to a girl whose marriage is not yet 
arranged is somewhat exceptional.
3. Surya Karan Parlkh, Rajasthani Lokgit. 1932, pp.42-47 
4-. Jhaber Cand#Meghani, Raqliiyali Rat. Vol. II.
5* Devendra Satyarthf, Bela Phule Adhi Rat. 194-8, pp. 551-355
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Songs of Bhat. These are songs of welcome and in
them the wishes of the members of the family, their aspirat­
ions and expectations of presents from the bhatal are expressed. 
On the same day the Mandha is worshipped and the songs sung 
at this worship are love songs.
Songs of Barothl. Some of the songs of barothi 
indicate the former existence of marriage by capturing the 
bride. In one of such songs the bride on one hand: points 
out to her grandfather that the armies have invaded the home
and on the other she requests her b^hatan tovelcome the bride­
groom. Most of these songs are amusing and contain both 
the expression of welcome and joking abuse.
Wedding Songs. During the wedding ceremony many 
songs are sung and in most of them the marriage:is compared
to gambling. The most important of these are the songs of*
•Hath Pile Karna' and the 'Phere' which are the central
ceremonies of marriage. In these songs we find a popular
interpretation of the Vedic marriage ritual.
Songs of Vida. A moment of great significance in
a Hindu marriage ceremony is the time of Vida, when the bride
leaves her home for her susral. Parents and other members
of the bride's family and the bride herself cannot restrain
0
themselves and give way to tears. In Sakuntala even Kanva
1is moved at the time of Sakuntala's departure.
FfT+'tvnrrwriTft 
SgrBTj *mcrR5t?5rTJ73 rrfW°r: g
0
1. Kllidas, Sakuntala. 4th Act/6.,.
: l\
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These songs are full of sadness, and express the anxiety 
of the bride and her parents# One such song is attributed 
to Amir Khusro.^
The tradition of Vida songs is found all over 
Northern India. Vida songs in Rajasthan are known as 'Olyu1
_ p
and are very similar to Merath! Vida songs in theme and style. 
SONGS OR OTHER xRELIGIOUS OCCASIONS
In the preceding chapter an account of the religious 
life of the district has been given. The saags connected
with it can be classified as follows: 
i. Songs of Dev!
ii. Songs of Sanjhi
iii. Songs of Other Festivals
iv. Songs of Pilgrimages 
Songs of Devi are sung on the night of the vigil 
and in them the Dev! is praised and the preparations for the 
pilgrimage are described.
Songs of Sanjhi are called arta. Sanjhi appears 
in these songs as a simple village woman.
Songs of Other Festivals. Songs are sung at almost 
all the other festivals in the calendar. The mast important 
are the following:
At the Devauthan festival the songs are sung to
1 . 18
2. Parikh, Rajasthani Lokglt. pp. 71-75
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awaken the gods. In these songs prayers are offered to 
the gods for more cows, bullocks, good sons and good crops.
On the Govardhan festival after Divali the cowherds 
go round the village singing songs which are called "Hlpo". 
Their employers give them presents. This custom is also 
prevalent in the Maikal Hills.^
Songs of the Janmastml and Ramnaumi festivals are 
also known as "Bhajans". A Bhajan; Lk: a sort of general 
religious song which can be sung on any religious occasion.
On the occasion of Holi men sing songs for several 
days before and after the festival. Village bands with 
thirty or fifty players on many types of drums and percussion 
instruments play for weeks. The music and the men's songs 
that go with it, take the name of Holi.
In the month of Kvar boys go at night to every house 
in the village with a tesu, i.e. a lamp supported on a three- 
legged stand, and sing songs in praise of the tesu. These 
are gay songs full of strange happenings without any order.
The f^irls at the same time go roundwith a Jhanjhl - an 
unbaked earthen pot with holes all around and a little clay 
lamp burning inside it. These songs are similar to the 
songs of -£esu in theme and style.
Songs of Pilgrimages. Under this heading come the 
songs sung on the pilgrimages such as the Devl-yatra, a
1. Verrier Elwin and Shamrao Hivale, Folk Songs of the Maikal- 
Hills, 1944, p 293.
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journey to the Ganges fair and so on.
Men*s songs
Men usually do not sing on the yatras except on the
1festival of Sivaratri when they bring the water from Hardvar.
These songs are called ’Bam1 or Bhole ki Bam*. The words
"bolo re bhal bam" are attached to the end of each bam. These
are in a Doha-like metre.
Women*s songs
Women*s songs are known as Prabhatis because they 
are sung early in the morning while going on a pilgrimage. 
These are also known as bhajans, being in praise of the 
gods. Most of these bhajans are about Rama and Krsna who 
are shown as making love to the pilgrims.
Magic Spells. The poems of this group are known 
as Mantras. There are mantras for curing snake bite, 
scorpion sting and rheumatic pains. There are several 
mantras whose recitation forms the main part of the ritual 
to drive away cattle disease from the village. Most of the 
mantras are in theory to be taught by Gurus only to select 
disciples but most of the villagers know them. In some of 
these songs Eanuman is invoked.
RECREATIONAL SONGS
In this group are seasonal songs and action songs.
The aim of singing them is that of pleasure and recreation
1. See above p. 15
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and they have no religious significance•
Seasonal Songs
The month of Savan is the peak of the rainy season.
In this month fall two festivals of women, Tijjan and Saiuna, 
which are celebrated by singing and swinging in the orchards. 
Songs of Savan are the most numerous and can be classified 
as follows:
Songs of Savan
  r
Narrative Songs Lyrics
______________________k __________ ____________Songs of C o n j u g a l S o n g s  of Brotherly 
love affection
There are many narrative Savan songs outstanding 
among which are Candravali, Lahariya, Mora and Sipahl.
Candravali's song^is found in other parts of Uttar- 
Pradesh.® It is a song of Mugal India. Candravali goes 
to fetch water and is captured by the Mugal who does not 
release her in spite of the requests and offers of money 
and wealth by her parents and her in-laws. In that helpless 
situation^under the p/uLftsLst: Qf thirst, she sends the Mugal to 
fetch water and in his absence sets fire to the tents and is 
burnt in it. In Bundelkhand the song of Mano Gujari, in 
Bihar of Bhagvati and in Panjab of Sunder Paniharin have a
1 . 49
2. Satyendra, Braj Lok Sahitya ka Adhyayana, 1949, P*321
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similar theme.^
In the Lahariya song a husband returns to his2
village after twelve years of absence and sees his wife 
drawing water. She does not recognize him because it was 
aachild marriage. He jokes with her and she becomes angry 
and does not give him water to drink. At home she discovers 
in conversation with her mother-in-law that he is her husband. 
She then rushes to the banyan tree and meets him?
of the ideal lover. The wife falls in lov .th the mora.
Her husband is jealous and goes out and kills the mora. He 
brings it home and asks his wife to cook it. Seeing the 
mora dead the wife is disturbed, and he tries to pacify 
her by offering to give her a mora of wood or of gold, or 
to have a mora tattoed on her chest; but she does not want 
any of these things. It was only the living mora that she
loved because of the sound of its voice. A similar theme
5is found in a Gujarati folk song.
1. Devendra SatyarthI, Bela Phule Adhi Rat, 1948, p.209
2. 48
3. The following are^a similar songs from other parts of India: 
Panihari ^Rajasthan), Parikh, Rajasthani Lokgit,PP?5-76 
Rami ka Git (Ga^hval), SatyarthI. Bela Phule Adhi_Ra^.pp51-5: 
Dabar nainl (Braj), Satyendra, Braj Lok Sahitya ka Adhyayana ]5p 217-18_ _ _
Rupa ka Git (Kamaun),Satyarthi,Ibid, pp.54-55 
Mu^iyare^ni (Panjab),Satyarthi, IbidAP£.93-93 
Re Mevafa,(Gujarat),Jhaver Cand Meghani,RadhiyalI Rat.Vol.1. 
p . 17 •
5 . Devendra Satyarthi,"Braj Bhartl", Bfraj Lok Samskrti.edited by Satyendra, Agra, 194-8, p.28. ............1—
In the Mora song^the mora - ^ p e a c o c k i s  the symbol
1
Sipahi is a very sad song in which a jealous mother 
poisons the wife of her son just before his return after a 
long separation.
Songs of conjugal love are more about viyoga 
(separation) than samyoga (union). In viyoga songs the 
pangs of separation are expressed. The parrot is used for 
carrying messages. Birahamasas are also a sort of viyoga 
song telling of the twelve months of separation. Barahamasas 
can be compared with the sat rtu varnan of literature. There 
are many songs in which a wife tries to prevent her husband 
from going away on business. In some the wife tells about 
her unhappy condition.
In the songs of brotherly affection, there is a 
recurring theme of abrother's going to visit his sister and 
feeling distress at her mother-in-law’s unkindness to her. 
Action Songs
Action songs can be divided into three classes:
i. Sung by women 
ii. Sung by men 
iii. Sung by children
Women customailly sing at work, and songs to accompany 
grinding, spinning, plucking vegetables, or drawing water 
from a well are sung all over the district. The theme of 
these songs are the pleasures and pains of married life, and
1 . 50
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the feelings of discontent caused by the joint family 
system. There are also nursing songs which are sung to 
put a child to sleep, or to amuse him while he is being 
washed. There are many w a M n g songs which are sung by 
women carrying food to their husbands at work in the field, 
or going to the bazar or to the field. These action songs 
are sung unaccompanied. Each watklng song ends with the 
exclamation 'Hare '
In Merath district there is no tradition of women*s 
folk dancing exbept at Khopia - which is a women's feast 
held on the night of departure of a marriage procession to 
the bride's house. Then the women wear masks and dance.
No man is allowed to see this dance. The songs sung on this 
occasion are highly erotic.
The farmers of the district sing while ploughing, 
or lifting water for irrigation or driving bullock carts. 
Their most famous action songs are Malhors,^ known also as 
Gahas (Gathas) or Palhayas (Pravalhika), which are sung 
after midnight while working at the kolhu (Sugar mill).
Merath district is one of the main sugarcane growing areas of 
the State. Therefore Malhors are much sung here. The 
Dohas of Ahlrs and the Birhas of Bhojpuri bear a close
1. Malhor_is probably derived from the root "malh" (to enjoy). 
In Mahapurana of Pu^padanta (29.4-5.5) "malhana" is used 
meaning "full of joy" or "full of inspiration." We may have 
therefore: „____/ r i. .
<r*-
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resemblance to the Malhors in form and style. A Malhor 
consists of two couplets in the Doha metre followed by 
the line 'Re meri bavafl malhor'. The Doha metre used is 
not always regular. Some Malhors are in pairs, the first 
putting a question and the second giving the answer. Some­
times several malhors are connected together by a very brief 
story.
When Malhors first came to light^they drew the
2attention of Hindi Scholars. Dr.V.S.Agravala in a comment 
on an article of mine tried to trace their ancestry and he 
sees their early examples in ancient folk literature of which 
naitajSapralapau is an archaic example.
According to their theme we can group them under
three headings:^
a. Spiritual Malhors
b. Nlti Malhors
* . .c• S^ngar Malhors
In the Malhors of the first group the impermanence 
of life and material possessions, the futility of being proud 
and ideas on nature and God are expressed in symbolic but 
simple language.
In the Niti Malhors popular wisdom has found express­
ion and these can be compared with-the Dohas of Rahim and Vrnd.
1. See my article,"Malhor (Kuru Pradesa ka ek gitT. Janapad
Pt.l,vol.ll, 1953
poems into three Patakas:Niti, Srngar and Vairagya.
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S^ngar Malhors are like the ’Love Epigrams* of 
Chinese poetry. 1 In them different phases of love and youth 
have been expressed. In several S^ngar Malhors we find 
short anecdotes used to illustrate the love theme. These 
are glimpses of love from the village life. Youth and 
love are interwoven in these Malhors. A large number of 
Malhors about Dhola-Maru are found in the district. From a 
literary point of view Malhors are among the best specimens 
of Mera^hi folk poetry and therefore it is not surprising 
that they have influenced early Hindi poetry.
There are also action songs of the dhobis which they 
sing while washing clothes in the village pond by striking 
them on a stone. Each song is followed by the line, *Chiyo 
Ram, Chiyo Ram\ Curan and cat vendors are heard singing very 
short songs known as, ’Lataka*, to attract customers. These 
are amusing songs. Nu^cA^film song writers have composed many 
such songs which have become so popular in the towns and the 
villages that they have tended to rsplace the old folk songs 
of this particular type.
Beggars going round a village and waiting in front of 
a door sing songs and play cimta (tongs), which one of 
their attributes. Each song is followed by Harganga. The 
cimta and Hargaga clearly show their relationship to Siva.
1. See Arthur Waley, One Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems.
1928 edition, p 14.
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There is an abundance of children's songs. Many 
of them have no meaning and only make amusing rhymes. Most 
of the games played by children are played with one or more 
songs. There is a Gurupuja festival in the month of Savan, 
when all the boys pay reverence to their teachers in the 
school. Their multicoloured sticks about eighteen inches 
long* are blessed by the teacher. These sticks are called 
"catijas11 The boys dance with thege sticks in groups of 
six* eight* twelve or sixteen, making avery beautiful rhythm
i
by striking their sticks* one against another. While the 
stick dancers are dancing the rest of the boys sing songs 
which being in a caupai-like metre, are known as Caupai.
The boys go in a large band* singing and dancing* to the 
house of every boy in turn. At each house they are given 
sweets* and the teacher is given presents.
1. Use of ca^^&s Merath district is exclusively at this 
occasion* wnile_in Braj and Rajasthan they are associated
with the Raslila.
CULTURAL LIFE MIRRORED IN THE FOLK SONGS
Chapter 3
We have seen in the last chapter the extent to 
which folk songs penetrate village life. People are born 
in the atmosphere of folk songs, grow up with them and find 
great comfort in them in times of need, and they also ex­
perience happiness by singing them at festivities. Polk 
songs are an integral part of their life and therefore it is 
natural that this life should be reflected in them. Some­
times the songs also contain ideas on morality, behaviour 
and etiquette. In the songs of religious ceremonies we 
find detailed information on rituals, customs and religious 
beliefs. Such songs have preserved the cultural traditions 
like Smrtis and have been safely handed down from generation 
to generation.
In the songs of Devi^full details of pilgrimage are
given and a village womeua does not need the help of a priest
-  -  -  2in making preparations for the pilgrimage. In Barahamasas 
the usual festivals of the community during the twelve months 
of the year are described.
There is a great wealth of popular wisdom in them. 
Subhasitas from such songs guide the people in the moments of 
conflict and are always quoted by them in serious discussions.
1. 22
2. 55,56
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A pane of a village pahcayat usually quotes an appropriate 
subhasita from songs when giving a decision.
There is much social, cultural, and religious 
material in Merathl folk songs but rather than discuss here 
all the aspects of social, cultural and religious life of the 
people mirrored in these songs, we shall pay particular 
attention to the family life reflected in them.
Folk songs have so far been used as evidence by 
many scholars in support of their statements on the life 
of the people who sing them, but here I wish to construct 
a picture on the basis of the songs by treating them as 
reliable documents of social and cultural life. We have 
seen in the last chapter that many types of Merathl 
songs show a close resemblance to the songs of Punjabi, 
Rajasthani and Gujarati as well as those of other Hindi 
dialects. Therefore our conclusions may be applied 
with care and reservations to the other parts of Northern 
India especially the above mentioned language areas.
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Several Indian scholars seem to have^romantic
attitude to Indian folk songs and they regard them as ex-
<£.pressing true Indian Culture and^traditional attitude to 
life which educated Indians have forgotten. They have thus 
given romantic interpretations of the songs and have drawn 
imaginary conclusions to prove that life, culture and the 
traditions of rural India are ideal. These conclusions have 
no relation with reality. The same tendency is found in 
Indian films in which village life is depicted as being 
highly idealistic and quite unreal.
1. Ram Nareda TripathI, Gram Sahitya. Vol. I, 1951, p 39*
"  tTCtqt 1 W t  eTTf 3TT fH 3|Tq eft rrfqqTsY if ^  qqq
3ft HHTT % f^H t V t  H R  HHT3f % f f ft  rrqtf CTT t^'’ 3tTt 3rt 
q c q ff q t fT f  f^ T tt  q ttf^ Y  % 3TH ? .»
Surya Karana Parikh, Ra.iasthani Lokgxt. pp 19-20
It f *> _ 1 f>^ e ~ V “ _ M
. t,
qf qf r^ qt 3rrqR?fiT h? . "
BalderUpadhyaya.BhotjpurI Lokgit. page 4-7
" qtqqrr n R Y  if fqffrf t o  qT qTerRtq r r ^  I, fqfrr
fqffs I ,  fJRTHT qtfq t  qtriY if f  if eft ■font fq®q 3T? qt 
srtqt t rnr% crqfqq swrer ?t qqTq tftqT, TOTqjt
rf*TT Hfr5H ftcfT
LaksmI_Kant Varma, Lokglton men Kavyagat Saundarya, Sammelan 
Patrika, LvUXo^k^ik Vd^ a^Ayp f275
• q3 qfqqY if qTHHT, f5TH qtT Ht=q$ qr 3rf3rqTcqq ^ 3  ft 3ffqq
§®TT % tq—3 BTqqtciY if HTc5t"idT 3ftT qPqqciT qT 3f c 33^
fqgq ft qqfq %. HTfrfcqq % qf qq ft qfqT
f Tq fq=g HRfT 3ftT tfpffq qt fc^Y rr fs&q qfcf1^1 • •
TfTcT
Rpq.
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This tendency seems in part to be the result of 
Mahatma Gandhi*s great reverence for the rural culture and 
his famous slogan, lfBack to the Village*'. It appears that 
the conclusions of these scholars are probably based moi/wtjf 
on the religious songs which describe the ceremonies and 
have certain references to Sita, Rama and their ideal family 
and so on. In their great enthusiasm for these ©ngs they 
seem to have paid less attention to the recreational songs 
which present a very different story.
I do not approach folk songs with such emotional 
reverence and with preconceived ideas of finding in them 
the values of ancient Indian Culture, very high standards 
of morality, unselfishness and generosity. The picture of 
village life, reflected in the folk songs of Merathl is not 
so ideal, but is nevertheless real. The village people do 
not appear so peace-loving, tolerant, religious and unselfish 
as they are often described by Indian folk song experts and 
film-directors.
We have seen that most of the Merathl folk songs are 
sung by the women. From these songs it appears that the 
sphere of activity of a village woman is very limited. It 
is not therefore surprising that the.theme of most of her 
songs is family life. In the men*s .eongs also we find 
references to her difficulties.
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Life in the village is communal, and though there is the
inevitable division into castes, the whole village is like
a family. To this unity the songs may be considered to
make substantial contribution, since no caste distinctions
appear in the songs, which are the common property of
different castes. The songs, in fact, rise above all
artificial walls which separate man from man.
A family in a village is the smallest social group.
In an average family there are the sons and grandsons, their
wives and children and unmarried daughters, living together,
1
having joint ownership of the land and other property.
In songs of birth and marriage a long list of members of a 
family is found.
In the most delicate situation in a joint family is 
the bahu (the daughter-in-law), who has to work hard and 
preserve the unity of the growing family. Therefore great 
care is taken in marriage affairs, particularly in fixing 
the marriage of a son, in order to maintain the unity of
Clh>the family. Marriage is regarded^a family affair. The
future husband and wife are not consulted: it is the fathers2
and grandfathers who; settle things on their behalf. A bride
3
is not married to aperson but to a family. Probably the
1. 60,72 
2 . 5,11,18
3- 19
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idea of having everything in common has given rise to the
joking relationship between a woman and her husband’s
younger brother.
The father or the grandfather of the girl goes
out to find a suitable bridegroom • good family for
her,o~<*. Sometimes the search takes a very long time.^ In
some songs the daughter requests her father to go and search
for a bridegroom for her and also makes her ideas known with
regard to the 0‘hoice. Such songs must be very old because
this practice has completely died out in the Merathl villages.
In most of the songs the girl appears ’dumb like a cow* and
accepts anyone to whom her father decides to give her. She
has no say in the whole matter. This theme has been expressed
_ pin a touching way in the songs of Vida. Because the
marriage of a daughter presents so much difficulty and puts
the father in an inferior position,^ the birth of a girl is
not celebrated with enthusiasm. Getting a daughter married
4.is a religious duty which must be fulfilled by the parents 
at all costs. Therefore they do not hesitate to force a 
marriage on her even if she may not like it, for they fear 
social criticism for the delay. In the following Malhor
1 . 6 
2 . 1 6 ,17* 18
3. 11,16
4 . 37,1 12
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the helpless position of a daughter is expressed:
t p tt t Jf nrY* I »
^  3rap
fsR 3tT^ T ^  3f"faf Y
^ Y f  $ Y  f a
After the marriage the young bride comes to live
in her susral where she finds herself in a quite different
2 3 4situation. There she not only has to grind, cook, spin,5and fetch water from the well^but also do outdoor work such
0as hoeing, watering, plucking vegetables and so on. She 
has to carry food to the field and from there bring a 
large bundle of fodder on her head. In one of the songs a 
wife compains to her nanad that her neck is aching through
7carrying heavy bundles of fodder. For all her hard work
there is no appreciation or reward. All expect her to
work for them and nobody cares for her. On the contrary
8they create trouble for her.
In addition to all this thankless hard work she finds 
that she is not only a wife but also a daughter-in-law and
CX/wAa sister-in-law and she must serve/respect her husband's
9 vfamily. In a Vida song a grandfather says to his samadhl,
1. 1*7
2. £22,19,60,97 
5. 19,974. 79
5. 51
6 . 60,96,72,141 
g. 8^
9. 16
1
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(his daughter’s bridegroom's father), "She is the slave 
girl of your palace and we are your slaves, please look 
after her." Though these words are intended merely as 
an expression of politeness, thereiis much truth in the®.
So many duties and restrictions are imposed on her in her 
susral that it seems to her like a prison.
The husband also seems to take the marriage as a 
family affair. In order to keep uji the spirit of the 
joint-family and fearing that he willbe blamed for favouring 
his wife and thus being called selfish, he tends to believe 
the tales of his mother and sister, who are usually jealous 
of her. We shall discuss in detail later their relationship 
with the bahu. He punished his wife for being rude to her
nanad or sas or for other such petty things. Some of these
1 -  2 punishments are like tortures. In the song of Candravali
the husband hearing the news of his wife's abduction bursts
out laughing and says that it does not matter and he could
get a few like her, while his father and brother weep^at
once aad go to secure her release. In one song the husband
3brings poison for his wife who drinks it in milk and dies.
In a birth song he expels his pregnant wife from his house 
for complaining about the bad smell of bitter tobacco. She
1. 89
2. 49,1.28,29,30,31
3. 53
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then gives birth to a child in the forest. 1 Because of 
the social taboos he does not meet her in the day. It 
is only in the night that the wife* after finishing her
... phousehold work,, goes to the atari which is the meeting
place. ^A^ari is the symbol of union in Merathi songs
If the husband is attracted by some other woman^then even
this short union in the atari is not possible. In one
song the unhappy wife complains that she has never slept
together with her husband and requests him to fulfil her
3wish at least once. It is quite clear from many songs
4.that he does not attach much importance to her and treats
her as a property and a means of amusement. He never
takes her out, but leaves her at home to look after a large
number of crying children.^
The wife does not seem to have a personality or
individuality. Marriage is a game between the fathers of ^
bride and the bridegroom,and the bride is the stake. In
spite of all the social inequality and ill-treatment, even
in adverse circumstances she remains faithful to her husband.
In the Lahariya song we have seen that she rebukes the
7traveller in harsh language. This is found in many songs.
1. 32. A small room built on top of what is otherwise a single 
storey house.
3. 66,1.12,13
4. 60,72,73,79
5 . 88
6 . 11
7. 4-8,1.13.14.1 6 .17
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She does not eat before her husband, and keeps 
fast to ensure his long life. She is instructed in all
these things by her parents on the eve of her departure
2for the susral, and till the end of her life she proves 
that she follows that path of dharma. There are of course
*songs in which she wishes to have an affair with her devar,
falls in love with a peacock, or desires the death of her
5husband in order to be able to marry a gardener's son.
There are several references to the sauk (co-wife).
This term in the songs also means a concubine. Bringing
a sauk is regarded as an expression of the greatest ill-will
6towards his wife by the husband, because after her arrival
even the limited love and affection formerly shown to the
first v/ife disappears, end she suffers as a result. Such
7songs express sexual frustration in very clear language. 
Therefore sauks are great enemies and may try to get rid
Q
of each other by murder. The reasons for a second marriage
9are very clear from a song in which a wife after hearing the 
news of her husband's second marriage rushes home end asks 
her mother-in-law, "Do I come from a low family or did I
1. 51
2 . 19
5. 71,76
4. 51
5. 175
6 . 79.1.23,24
7 . 60.1 .25-28
8 . 57.1.27-30
9. 57.1.5-10
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bring a small dowry that your son is getting married?”
The mother-in-law says quite happily, "You are dark com- 
plexioned, 0 bahu, my son has a liking for a fair woman."
In most cases the second wife is from a low caste, the 
daughter of a waterman or a gardener. In another song,'*' 
knowing that her husband loves a gardener's daughter, she 
asks him to bring some poison, drinks it in milk and dies.
She tells her husband in a dream after her death, "The 
gardener's daughter is more beautiful, you had better marry 
her." When a husband does not return home after a long 
absence, the wife curses the unknown woman who has fascinated 
her husband. In one song with such a theme terrible
2language full of Curses is used against a sauk by the wife.
This is a glimpse of married life as reflected in 
the Merathl folk songs, and w§ can say on the basis of similar­
ities which exist between themes of folk songs of various 
regions of Northern India, that a similar picture could be 
painted of these parts too. Dr. Bhaglrath Mi^ra in an
article on married-life in Hindi folk songs has praised it
3in very poetic language. In his opinion married life in
1. 53
2. 60.1.25-28
3. Bhaglrath Mi3ra, Sahit.ya, Sadhana aur Sama.j. 1951 IBS
•• sn’cqc*? rr to, m i r  3rtt arr^F. srtoq ftoqwT %
s t I t  H T T c r t o  s p t  t s t  nrh t o f i f e  q r r r r  %  t p r r q
?5T5n1<TT q SH 3ft^T ?T 1 toFTCrT fsr3°r f3TT
w $ T f  t f t o
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our folk literature is not one-sided and selfish but fulL 
of duty and dharma, and its love, sacrifice and idealism 
are the main characteristics of Indian Life, Sri Ram Nare^a 
Tripathl believes that the women approve of the joint-family 
system and their singing the same song again and again with 
the name of a different member of the family is an indication 
of this approval.*^ He also praises the virtues of the
i/r\ prestrictions common/married life. There are several 
other Indian scholars who do not tire of praising the pure, 
simple and romantic married life of the village people•
I am inclined to believe on the basis of the present 
study that a sentimental attachment to the traditional m y  of 
life in Indian villages has blinded such writers to the 
unhappiness which is frequently caused by the out-dated 
conventions of arranged marriage, social taboos and the 
joint family, and which is so often stressed in the songs.
Though the lot of the wife as described above^ is 
in no way enviable, even such a wife is fortunate as compared 
with one whose husband is much younger than her. There are 
many cases where the husband is amere child at the time of 
marriage. This seems so common that the reasons for a
1. Ram Nare£a Tripathl, Gram Sahitya.1951 p. 56
"  t ? = | 3 i T  i f  a f « r f c 5 c T  g « r r  I .  a a t r r t a t  i f  s f e  *\tt
* Tarr f#*rr airr %. stTt a? %
asn aaa aaaTaY =?Y nYa irraY I. faa% nt^qY Y
to Y=?r % to fg^Y'tsrT'pnr £.»
2. Tripathl, Gram Sahitya, p. 87 
3* See above, pp.
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woman's sadness are always supposed to be either the
1
quarrelsome mother-in-law or a child husband* This 
practice is very widespread among the Jats, Gujars and 
Camars of the district. Such marriages very clearly 
illustrate the notion that marriage is strictly a family 
affair. From the point of view of the boy's family such 
a marriageadds one adult to the working team of the family 
and for the sake of the family the individual suffering has 
to be ignored.
This is a very peculiar situation in which the wife 
has to suppress her desires and look satisfied and happy 
at having the good fortune of being married, and in which 
she must not show on her face any trace of the agony she 
feels. She is neither samyogini (united) nor viyogini 
(separated), neither really married in the true sense of 
the term nor unmarried. She can neither enjoy life nor 
cry openly.
In several songs with this theme we see a 'very strong
conflict between duty and the emotions. When she is annoyed
with the childish behaviour of her child husband, she pushes
him away, but after some time when the sense of duty comes2
back she picks him up and kisses him. In some cases "she
1. 175
2 . 97
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quietly burns behind the veil like ghi in a golden lamp”,^
2but in some cases complains to her mother-in-law or to the
traveller inquisitive of knowing the reason for her unhappin-
3 4-ess. She is more unhappy when people talk about this fact
or when some member of the family taunts her. In one song^ 
such an unhappy bride rushes to her father and asks him why 
he has married her to a child. The father puts the blame 
on the Brahman and the Brahman in his turn on the barber and 
at last when she comes to the barber, he says, "It is because 
of your bad karmas, it is not my fault”. The pain of such 
an unhappy bride finds an outlet in the working songs.
Child marriage is also quite common. In the Lahariya 
song a husband who returns after an absence of twelve years 
is not recognized by his wife. In several other Savan songs 
the same theme recurs. After such a marriage ceremony the 
bride does not go to live in her susral. After a few years 
when the bride and the bridegroom are considered to be suff­
iciently mature the calla ceremony takes place, and the bride 
comes to her susral for the first time. Sometimes'*a bride 
awaiting calla in her father*s house is very sad because her 
parents are taking no notice of the fact that she is now a
1. 167
2 . 172
3. 1694-. 90
5. 84-
6. 4-8
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grown-up girl, 1 In one case even after the calla the
bridegroom is not fully grown-up, and the bride complains
to her mother-in-law, "Get your son buried in barren land,
during a long night of eight pahars he does not get up 
2 -  -even once." IJhola Maru*s love story is based on a child 
marriage. Sometimes an adult husband refuses to bring 
home the wife to whom he was married as a child and she 
withers in her father*s house.  ^ Child marriage does not 
seem to be a very old practice because in the marriage songs 
which can be assumed to be older than the recreational songs, 
we do not find a single instance of the bride and bridegroom 
being very young. These songs are full of the laddo*s 
wishes and requests which can only come from a fulhjmature 
girl.
There are several songs in which a marriage!is a 
love marriage. A man meets a girl and shyly asks her 
"Being so beautiful why are you still unmarried.* The 
answer is always the same, "A good match could not be found 
in spite of continuous search for a bridegroom in all - 
directions.” In his turn, for not being married the boy 
blames his elder brothers who were his guardians after the 
death of his parents in his childhood. In such cases as
1. 812. 172
3. 674. 54*78
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the girl asks for the permission of her mother, which 
is often given. Such marriages, however, are very rare, 
since unmarried girls are not normally given freedom to 
move outside their homes.
Now we will discuss the relationship between the 
bahu and the other members of the family: devar, jeth 
(husband's elder brother), jitharvi (wife of jeth), sas, susar 
and nanad.
1 U  iievar occupies a very important place in the life
of a wife. He is the only friend of a new bride in the
susral^ to whom she can disclose her pain and pleasures,
but a devar is unable to help his bhabhl, being the younger
member of the family and therefore having no voice in the
affairs of the family.
There exists an affectionate relationship between
degar and bhabhl. In one song she asks him to meet her
in the orchard where she stands alone. He expresses his
inability, being afraid of his elder brother. She then
assures him that she will not let him be killed alone and
will become sat! with him. She will cling to him in all
2circumstances as a creeper clings to a tree. In another 
*song^the devar says that his wife is more beautiful than her 
but she is in her pihar. The bhabhl replies that her
1 . 84
2 . 71
3. 76
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husband is more handsome than him but he has gone away on 
business. Here flirtation is indicated. Such flirtation 
seems to be allowed. There would appear to be some support 
for this view in the fact that amongst Jats and Gujars a sort^ 
of polyandry is practised. 1
In several songs of separation the wife in the 
absence of her husband seems to be more unhappy at the fact 
that her devar is foolish and young, thus implying that
2otherwise he would have taken the place of her husband.
In these cases the husband is probably in the armed forces.
As s’taiaJL above these are mostly the songs of Ja^s and Gujars.
A restrained and innocent joking relationship exists among 
the dvijas as well, and in their songs the devar does not 
appear in such contexts. In the Candravall song^ he faints 
at hearing the news of his bhabhl's abduction and at once 
sets about obtaining her relase.
The jeth is rather jealous of his younger brother's
ZLwife and tries to hurt her by sarcastic and taunting remarks. 
His wife makes her work hard because being the wife of the 
eldest son of the family, she has a similar place of honour 
in the family as the sas.
It is the sas who makes the life of the wife miserable
1. See above, p. xi
2. 14-7 
3* 4-94. 84,79
83
and exercises her authority over her. Her bahu refers to 
her as "Bairan" (enemy).'*' In one song, at the first 
arrival of the bride she does not speak to her and pretends 
to be ill. Her fever quickly disappears when the bride 
offers to massage her feet and discloses that her brothers 
are respectably employed. The sas is very seldom good-
2natured and usually talks harshly to her daughter-in-law
and makes taunting remarks about her brothers and father,^
zlShe does not welcome the brother of the wife and does not
5allow him to take his sister to his home, even in Savan.
— T — 6A famous Savan song *Sipahi* tells a tragic tale 
of an unfortunate wife. Her husband is returning home after 
a long absence. She shows great surprise at the changed
behaviour of her sas and asks why in the past she gave her
dry bread to eat, sour butter-milk to drink and a broken bed 
to sleep on, and why today she gives khlr to eat, milk to 
drink and a red bridal couch in the a^ari to sleep on. The 
sas convinces her that this change is due to her husband*s 
arrival. The husband comes and asks him mother about his 
wife. After being told that she is asleep in the atari, he 
goes to find her and discovers her dead. The sas had 
poisoned her. In a Gujarati folk song, *No dithi1 the theme
1. 62
2. 61,62,63i70
3. 64
4. 62
5. 61
6 . 50
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is very similar to this.'1' From Ambala district of the 
Punjab a song, 'Sajno kl dhl * has been recorded which again
pis very similar to the Merath! song. In the ’Papaiyo'
*song of Rajasthan we find the same theme expressed. This 
once again shows the unity of Indian Folk life, an underlying 
unity uhder visible diversity. In words of Dr. V.S.Agravala, 
“The spirit of these innumerable songs is the same. In 
spite of the difference of language the heart of an Indian, 
his experience of sorrow and joy, and his hopes and dis­
appointments remain the same. From the point of view of 
the words, songs may be different but a thread of meaning
unites them. This unity is expressed in different ways in
a.the songs of different provinces. 11
The reasons for the anger and jealousy of the sas are 
generally very trivial. Petty things of every day life 
may hurt her pride. An answer to her abuses from the wife 
seems to her like a challenge to her a ufchority. She does 
not consider her bahu more than a slave girl who has been 
bought at a very low price. Sua songs of the Maikal Hills 
are also full of such themes, "The most common theme of the 
Sua songs and ballads is the unhappy lot of a girl under the 
rule of parents-in-law in her husband’s house."
1. Jhaber Cand Meghaui, Radhiyall Rat. Pt.l, p.27
2. Sat^arthiA Bela_Phule Adhi Rat* p.104
5. Pinkh, Rajasthani Lokgit, p. 82
4. V. S. Agravala, Introduction to Dhire Baho Ganga, by 
Satyarthi, 1948, p.$.
5. 70 _
6 . Verrier Elvin and S.Hivale, Folk Songs of,Maikal Hills, p.
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It seems from the following Sanskritdloka that the wife has
always suffered in this way:^
: tTTTfcT aTTfd Tfc ym^aaofT I 
'CrffTanWHt fcT ^RT^TT «
3f=rrrrm"hr f*4 ^fra, f jctt r =t:
?T=d: f^TTgj^T aT^aTaaTiT: afa ii
The nanad is shown taking the side of her mother
against her bhabhi. The only time she is friendly to her
bhabhi is when the latter expects a child^ o*Ji then she dances
_  Paround her bhabhi to obtain presents. According to the
village code of behaviour the nanad is also to be respected
- - 3like the sas by the bahu. This makes the nanad authoritarian
and sometimes cruel and hard like her mother. She takes
— t 4pleasure in hurting her bhabhi by harsh words. She com­
plains to her brother if she finds an opportunity of doing 
so against her bhibhi. In one of the songs the bahu refers
to her nanad as 'the lightning' 5 The sussr does not P1^  
much part in the indoor life of the family, of which sas is
the chief. There are some cases where he tries to have an
affair with his daughter-in-law but she says "Do not touch
1. My mother-in-law does not look at me, and even if she does, 
it is with a frown. Nanad, who is expert in speaking 
heart-piercing words, rebukes me all the time. What shall 
I say about the behaviour of others? Even a thought of
it makes my heart shiver. 0 friend, my only fault is 
that my husband looks at me with affection.
2. See above, pan
3. 2,3*1.274. 64
5. 63, 1.25.
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me. I am like embers beneath a cool surface.11^  But
in most cases he is concerned about his daughter-in-law when
2his family prestige is at stake. He takes pride in
having a daughter-in-law because as the father of the bride-
3groom he is respected by the parents of the bride. But 
he cannot help her, as he is not allowed by convention to 
talk to her. In Candravali song^he at once starts to secure 
the release of his daughter-in-law.
The only place which a wife longs for is her Pihar. 
She is proud of her pihar and her brother. She cannot 
tolerate anything said against him. When she leaves her 
father's house for the first time the brother is "very sad
5 rand faints.''^ She calls him "Bir" (warrior) because she 
has full faith and trust in his affection and his strength 
and the spirit of sacrifice for his sister. He always 
visits her in the month of Savan and listens to her sad 
stories and tries to help her. In one song the sister 
writes to her brother that her husband wants to marry again. 
The brother immediately goes to them, and finding that his 
brother-in-law has already married again, prepares to kill
7the second wife. The depth of her love for her brother can
1 . 100
2. 16,4-9 * 1 • 25,27,28
3. 11,16 
4-. 4-9
5. 18, 1.19,20
6 . 61,62,63
7. 57
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be seen in the following song:
gg hf gTcit 3f§ 
f^ TDf 3fTg
gY tf fYfY gTg^Y 
fcgY t^ TOf fgtrrg
In Savan a wife desires to go to her pihar though
it is the month of union. It may seem strange but when ve
see that her life in her susral is unbearable such a wish is
understandable. Her brother comes to take her home in Savan
and is very much distressed if he is told by the members
2of her family that he cannot take her to his home.
Though the susral is the home of her husband she
*r 3curses it and gives her blessings to her pihar. Even a 
sight of such a pihar is great comfort to her.
So the oppressed and unhappy wife lives within the 
four walls of the house, under the threats and rebukes of the 
sas, nanad and jithani. There is no holiday and no rest from 
the never-ending work, which is not rewarded even by appreciation 
The only occasions of happiness in the uneventful course of 
life are the festivals, fairs, birth and marriage celebrations 
in the community, when she can sing and express her emotions
1. 99
2. 61 v
3 .  3 5 T S  ¥ T  g r  H T H  ? T  
3fY*%T FT gTT 
gt?T gr Hsra gfc
4 . gg c5Y % HHTT . ?0*.
i*gY
*iTT iYf t fgggt f t . ■jf.*
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and feelings, her sorrows and pains in the singing. That 
is why such songs - songs of sorrow and tears - so constantly 
recur.
Chapter 4 
FOKM OF THE SONGS.
Folk poetry is praised for being spontaneous and 
natural and seems to be as unbound by convention, order 
and limitations as a mountain river or wild flowers. But 
the study of Merathl folk poetry shows that it is more con­
ventional in form, technique and patterns of expression 
than literary poetry. A poet is an individual and can be 
unconventional, but the composer of folk poems has no 
individuality. He is like a drop in the ocean, he is un­
known and remains unknown. His poem has chances of survival 
only when accepted by the majority of the people as an 
expression of their own feelings. It is not only for the 
content that the unknown folk poet or poetess needs approval 
of the people but also the form. Therefore folk poems 
conform to established patterns of expression, form, technique 
and symbolism.
Of course, new conventions do occasionally come into 
being but their number remains small. These conventional 
elements of composition spring up from life and are parts 
of the living context. When taken out of the context and 
deprived of their melodies the poems seem to standnnaked, 
their conventional expressions stale and metres irregular 
and incomplete. The soul of such a composition is the melody 
which gives new life and freshness to the conventional express­
ions and perfection to the incomplete and broken metres.
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In the natural flow of the melody all irregularities 
disappear*
Therefore the study of the metre of these poems 
will not yield satisfactory results in terms of the number 
of the matras. It is not the metre and rhyme but melody 
which is the main concern of the singers* This fact can 
be illustrated by examination of the children*s songs which 
are considered to be quite regular. These are known as 
Caupai and are a sort of marching song.^ To suit the dance
it is divided into seven long gramas. A Caupai may have
-  -  214 to 17 matras but in all cases the gramas will be seven.
These irregularities in the Matra structure of the lines 
are not so great as to make^impossible for them to be forced 
into|structure of regular melody, since the extra matras will 
be compressed.
Before discussing the melodies of the songs it will 
not be out of place here to examine the length of the poems 
in this collection. It will be seen that these folk songs 
vary considerably in length. The shortest are to be found 
among men's action songs, which normally two
couplets only. Narrative songs, on the other hand, may well
1. See above, p. Cl.
2. The following example shows it:
T T  ^  R T  *  |L+'•s -S s 5 $ *
\ hT <tTh - ,s
h % V r  s -^  S  S- -S SSS S JT
7 H  ?  H R  H T  J fT  %
S S S S S s s  -  ' “I **2* ™
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be forty or fifty lines in length. In most cases the 
longer narrative poems are divisible into stanzas on the 
basis of the presence of a refrain, or of the repetition 
of the first line - again as a sort of refrain. But 
sometimes the absence of such rhymes or refrains makes 
any such division impossible.
1When stanzas can be established, they will not’
necessarily be of the same length: a mixture of three-,
five- and six-line stanzas in the same poem, for example,
is not uncommon. Such stanza divisions run parallel to
melody division and repetition.
According to the style of singing there is variation 
in the melodies which are quite large in number. Styles of 
singing can be put into three main groups:
1 . Marriage and other ceremonial songs axe accompanied 
by the dholak^and the tala of the dholak controls the melody 
of the song. Kaharva is the most popular tala for the songs
of happiness, joy and festivities; and for Srngar, Dadra or
Khemta.^
2. All the savan songs are Jhula (swing) songs and 
it is the motion of the swing which goes in harmony with the 
melody of these songs.
A ® . . 1 TjljkC fcki •4* ^  , !TI , St. , k*, ^  •.3 . For a more detailed discussion^of the_nature of these 
talas see special number of Sangit, Tala Arfik, 1940. 
Hatharas.
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J. Action singing is kept in harmony with the 
motion of the work in action. There are certain songs which 
can be sung for several actions but with each action they 
have a particular melody appropriate to the motion ox the 
action. For example the men’s action songs - Bam, Hi^o 
and Malhors, - all of them in Doha metre - have different 
melodies in spite of the common metre. Each of the three 
songs has a peculiar tail attached to it, which not only 
is in harmony with the work but also controls the melody 
of the song. This tail is the essential difference and 
in its absence the singer cannot sing it properly.
Bam has fBolo re bhai bam* after a Doha 
Hi^o has 'Hipo re hipo' after a Doha 
Malhor has 'Re merl bavapi Malhor' after a Doha 
The songs of the dhobis (generally in a doha metre) 
go with the beat of the cloth on the stone and those of the 
beggars go with the beat of the cimta. Beggars' songs, 
though in the Caupai metre, are sung very differently from 
the childrens' caupais.
As above the metice of the songs i$ not regular
and their lines do not always rhyme. To achieve a regular 
melody several methods are employed as appropriate to the 
occasion. These are as follows:
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A - Changes affecting the words
1. Shortening the vowel of a word or dropping
the last consonant. Examples:
H TcT  ( H T c t ) ,  = T T R  ( T T T R ) ,  ( H S T ) ,  4 H * T ( 4 T c 5 * 0 ,  s Y ?  ( f f t T T ) ,
?5S ( S T S ) ,  *TT?TT ( H T c T T T ) ,
2. Lengthening the vowel or adding an extra 
consonant. Examples:
( J 4 c 5 ) ,  3 f t n o r  ( 3 f n ) ,  iT T R r t T  ( 4 R < T T ) ,  # S T  ( # H ) ,  ? T W T  ( ? T f o R ) ,
3. Adding diminutive suffixes. Examples:
f q q f c J T T  (qtcr?),  ^ n r f r 5 T T  (sY^fi), t = T f J C T T  (=YfT), 1 Y r o f ? 4 T  (1w n  
( 1 W T ? Y ) ,
( ^ Y b ) ,  (^), 4 Y = r f Y  ( ^ Y = r ) ,  Ysst (^h), farrtfrr
( f ^ T ? Y ) .
= T 0R f5  ( = r ^ ) ,  4 | 3 f «  ( 3 f ) ,  *T T 4?5  ( * T T ) .
4. Adding *ya* to the a ending root-form, usually
when it is the last word of a line. Examples:
3 T P T  ( * T ) ,  r r c  ( S T ) ,  S T R  ( S = T T ) ,
B - Changes affecting the line.
1. Adding a word or words in the beginning of
a line.
1. These are: ?»=%, toY, toY ^Yf, 3tY, ?Y, $Yf, toY, *Ytt
ii. Adding nouns sometimes preceded by an interjection:
3 t t Y  % = t t ,  * t t Y ,  % s r a Y .
1. The justification for considering these as "additions" 
brought in to complete the line lies in the fact that, 
despite the apparent "vocative" form, in most cases the 
word used in this way does not represent the person addressed in the song.
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2. Adding a word or words at the end of a line.
(Cf. l.ii).
These are: ft, t, ft RfTTTf, RT^ft, fRRT# ft, fRRTtf ST, 
fRftffT.
3- Inserting certain words in the middle of a line, 
such as: %, ft, ft, ft t, Rt, RT, fc.
4. Reiteratives, using two adjectives or verbs of
similar meaning or of jingling sound.
ftfT ft ST, Rf Rf, ftf RTtf, Rtijt RTft, Rff fRfr5, 
fTf ffSTT.
Repeating half of the last words of a line by using
1
Rama before them. For example:
3Tft Rt TTT fT t fTR fRT^ l 
TTRT fTR SRT^ T
TECHHIUUE OF COMPOSITION
#LIn most of^women's recreational songs the first line 
has no relation with the theme of the song andis generally 
about some activity of nature, which is symbolic of the 
emotional or physical state of the heroine of the song. In 
some cases it is used like a refrain. Here are two examples:
*tt fTSRor if TSfT ftR 
ftR tfftft RTff Rf ft
Tft tffTt ^ffT Tt RTRR 
ffR% fR^ fc RTf
1 . 34
2 . 59
3. 79
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The songs of marriage and birth are of a simple 
type* In these songs the first stanza is repeated several 
times, every time inserting the name of a different relation 
and in this way a song of four lines can be extended to forty 
or fifty lines. This is probably done to show the importance 
of the ritual connected with the song, so that women may 
remember it. For example:^
rT S# T R  HcTTT
r^rnrT 
fHT tr rTTTT
After this the song will go on as:
ftrr5T ?T RT’SRT =$ 
ff r| T R  HcTTT 
fVrf5T
fYrf5T % RfTTT
?Tt[ g ^ s t 3?^%  
fHT rRTRT
cTTf
Later, in the same way, the words <TT3;, / will appear 
in the first and third line respectively in place of TT^fT, TTsf! 
and then the other relatives will be introduced. The repeti­
tions in a song may seem odd on paper, but in actual singing
1 . 1
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the repetition gives greater beauty. Each time it is 
repeated the melody becomes finer and by repetition the 
young girlsy who join in the singing for the first time 
very soon become useful members of the chorus.
In other songs this technique is used somewhat 
differently. There the key word is not the name of a 
relation but one of the following:
a) Places and things
b) Ornaments
c) Clothes
d) Actions
The following songs illustrate a combination of 
a) and d)
TTcjt F t  b TT  F T  3 F T  F 
TTRT F TF
T T $ t  F t  F T T  cftf q t  3&flt
r m  F t  TTF  *TTt tftat T t  F%fit 
F T $ t  F t  F T T  FT  3 FTc5 FFT^
T T F T  FTc5 N*
IT rft  B t tfTT (=5rT bYS 3&?5t
t t b  f t  r n r  i r r t  st^rt t t  B ^st
Many more things and actions are used in this way to 
make the song longer. The following are two examples which
i. 54
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illustrate the use of all the four items mentioned above:
(a) fret T t fit fHSRT tftT hsJfTTf
fret Tt t i t  r3t s t gm f
5?53rT R U R  IT ^  t=T Rt FtTf• e\
fret f t  ift  RTf5R T T ^  Sf TTt FTroft 
RRt t f  *R=3 R Tt t  RTRRT TTToit
fret Tt fdt rr^ tT  3ft? Rgfrr# 
fret f t  *rft r3 t as* gm f 
3P^ afT SPUTR asT t  a t t=J ast FtTf
fret f t  *T* RTf5R RT®T S fit FRTRt 
fret f t  R^t RTt t  RT^T TTTRt 1.
(b) fl=3 *Tft iTTa; 7STf t  
RT$T RTRT RJT°f k
TRt RfTTR t  a t RTft RT$t dt'cut 
t RRf: CTTft t 
RT$T RTRT R5TR t  
TRt R5TR tt Rfc Rt t=TT 
5tS5t t RRT *TTCt t 
RT$T RTRT R5TW t  Z.
A similar technique is also used by Chhattisgarh folk 
poets and Dr. Elwin calls it parallelism.^ In Ladakhi folk
ttpoetry also we find an extensive use of it. Ladakhi poetry 
makes use of the rhyme of the sentence, generally called 
parallelism when occuring in European Poetry. Two or more 
sentences are constructed accordingly and in the corresponding
1 . 30
2 . 98
3. Verrier Elwin, Polk songs of Chhattisgarh. 194-6, p.lvi.
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y>lplaces different words are inserted.
Another common technique used in these songs is 
that of 1 Question-Answer *. In most of the songs including
Malhors we find an extensive use of it. It should be noted 
that these questions and answers are not intended as dialogues. 
Question-Answer technique is of two types:
1. A question is asked *0f what is a certain thing 
made and of what the other*, and the usual answer in most 
cases is, *0f gold is made this thing and of silver (or 
some other precious material) is made the other.* Sometimes 
the same type of question is asked, *\Vhen was the certain 
thing done and when the other,* and in the answer are 
mentioned two months. Another common question is, * Where 
shall I put this and where shall I put that,* and in the 
answer are mentioned two places. In most cases things asked 
and answered in this way are a part of the symbolism. In 
all these cases we find the use of parallelism. The follow­
ing examples illustrate it:
(a) 5t niTTt Y rYt t jtt 5t%  5t
3TT 5t 3T5T3, 3rt
hY=% nnrt Y «tYt t Y h w  ^
■,l.Francke, "Ladakhi Songs", The Indian Antiquary, Vol.xxxi,1962
x* pp.’ 87-10 6.
2. 51,1.3-6.
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(b) ?T f«^c5T
rr% zft sTRlt
5 7 %  5 T  %<=5 r T T l "  T T f l t  
3 % = ^  5 T  f ^ T O T
gfsaft 5t sffifr
§ T ? t  5 T  q t  3 f $  H T T t  T T c f t  J
% fax e^t fgr§ «jtf
f 5 H  T-fi 3 f T i r r  T O  ^ 5
g % %  n r q t  > n ? i f f T r  
%  f 5 T  * f n t ? I T  f H T B  q % #C\
yfa i f  3 T T T T  T O  T O«N
fl%% 3nrnY HTcfffJTT 2.
2. It is conventional to ask an afflicted woman,
'Why are you so sad and why is your appearance troubled?
Is this the cause of your sadness or that?1 In the con­
ventional answer the two causes of her sadness supposed by 
the questioner are denied and a third cause given, e.g.,
q q  5 T f t  3R * h Y  
5 5 5 5 T  fT r r T T  i mv)
% ht^5 5*5cr
3fT I TT% HTcTTT 
T T  H T H I  5 T 5 H TCs
3 R  T T  H T c T T T  
f q T T  5 T 5 T t  5  H %CN
^  t  5 T T F  T T H  3
1 . 23
2 . 8 
3- 175
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In addition to the above-mentioned conventions in 
technique, the following ere also important as an essential 
element of the composition of the poems.
Descriptions of nature, situations and moods are very 
conventional and fixed. These descriptions are neither 
detailed nor complete. The use of conventional words indic­
ative of a certain atmosphere fulfils the need. We shall 
see later in the last chapter that this technique has been 
used by contemporary Hindi poets.^ The outline of descrip­
tion begins and ends abruptly but the atmosphere lingers.
The descriptions of the twelve months of the year 
-  -  -  2in the Barahamasas are highly conventionalized. This 
convention is of these indicative words v-hich are found in 
practically all the Barahmasas.
After hearing a sad piece of news the hearer either 
bursts into tears or faints.
Whenever something strange happens it always happens 
either in the third forest or at the third attempt.
Lahasue ka sag and Catar-masur ki rot! are always 
offered to the unwanted guest. Motlchapa bhat and dhova 
dal are offered to the dearest guest.^
1. See below, ptjus
2. See aboveA p. s
3. Lahasue ka sag Catar-Masur ki_roti are considered
inferior, Motichapa bhat and dhova dal superior kinds 
of food. For their nature see glossary.
1 0 2
A proposal of marriage by a lover is expressed in a 
conventional way and the acceptance by the beloved is 
expressed by an answer given and a similar question asked 
by her.k
The lovers always meet by the well, the pond, or 
in the orchard where a beloved goes either to draw water or 
to wash clothes or to swing.
Raja, Rani, Palace and so on are conventional words 
and their literal meaning should not be taken into considera­
tion.
In descriptions the following conventional phrases 
or collocations are frequently used:
?fT?S 5fTiT STS
st rru STS SSTTt
ffrqs nYssrt ?T$T TPT
ffrqTsT qqrr • ?t < ^  trrs
?rt qst qtST HSTHT
Wft^S cfTST f*T^ qTcT
Hf q5fT«TT qsqt q??t ?st
gf 'TTn gfriqq qt?
*TSt *T^ St q=qof qt??t
STS % STS •
*tst nt^r ?T fqqsT
STS ?STSv» . ?t $Sc5tV3
1. See above, pp.
hY^t ?t  ns'3rr ♦
YhhY fn^rr 
Yhhh 5s 
hYfh 35>^ e\
hYhY S5T HTH 
3H^  HTHft 
f5H5PT TTY 
HYfT hY?
THY HcTTtY 
3hY HHTHTT
3% 3Y R?S 
tY^Y fHHT apYsfY
sfT^TT  ^ HfH 
HT^ H ?T fiTf5T 
HTY %Cn
hhY ?H°tY
hY$Y ITT 
HHT ap<?TSS9 •
hhhY hhYbY 
Yt?jt Hf 
sfTcGT cR 
HTfiY 3HT
HH$Y W T  
hY hY %=TT 
hhS fHH%Y *hYhY
HT HTT tY TTH
htY 3r=rr=rY
HIT ?Y H^rc5Y 
%TH TTH 
%T°f HTH 
*Trr5T Yh
srYfY TT HT 
TTtfY HTH3 
BTHY HTHc5 
HHTT ?HTtY
Yh # jtY 
hthY hYhY
TTh HTH HT srYsr
hTh h h t tYv»
hTh hY Hf5 
hTh hhY 
hTh ?f«RTT 
HTh *Jf 
hYh hhY
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The terms of address used in the songs are also 
conventional and most of them are not used in everyday life. 
According to the attitude towards the person concerned, and 
the situation,the choice of the word is made and in some 
cases the diminutive suffixes are added for the sake of metre 
and melody. The following is the list of these:
Father: rR3,  TRS, TTtft TIRS, SThY TRS, c5T*?t CRB,
Mother: 3rnqT, tRT, HTt, *TtY 3fi=RT, qf. ^
Brother; «rYT, fsjT, qYTq qY, qYTT, fqTW, «T?TT anYf, RftTT 3rT^  
Sister; qT?of, q^oTT, tr=Tr>‘^ R .
Husband or lover; qqqY, fqqT?Y, fflTOqT, tHUTf^fT, tqqTTT, 
q T ^ j Y , HTFH 3(TtT, qqY q«R qYr, qTsq, ,
HT 3R, H3R, fTfcq, TRT, TTTRY, $qT, qqq, STS, t$s,
HTrTTT, ^=S, ?=STT, fqqT.
Wife or beloved; qYtY, n-ROf, TTqY, TTi=qq, qq, qqTY, ^jY, 
tRTTY, =nraY, TTT.
Now we come to symbolism which is also a very 
important element in the composition of the songs. Such
symbolism has been widely used in Indian Folk poetry. Verrier
1 2  5Elwin, Hoffman, and W. G. Archer have studied symbolism
in the poetry of the Indian Tribes. Expressing ideas
through symbols is not peculiar only to folk poetry: village
people of the district in everyday life talk in symbols
especially when expressing their ideas on sexual relationship,
1. Verrier Elwin, Folk songs of Chhattisgarh. p.liii
2. J. Hoffmann, Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances.Mem.A.S.B.» 
vol. ii, 1907, pp85-120.
3. W. G. Archer, The Blue Grove, 1940
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including marriage and inauspicious incidents. Sadhus of 
the district make use of rather obscure symbolism in their 
discussions on philosophical problems. Folk poetry of 
Sldhus,^ who are in the tradition of Kabir, is full of 
symbolic expressions which are difficult to understand for 
the common people.
A father who is anxious to get his daughter married 
will say,"I want to smear her hands with yellow.” When 
a woman is pregnant, the people say that her foot is heavy.
When a wife says "I am taking milk for my husband", it means 
she is going to bed. This type of euphemistic symbolism 
from every' day life has been extended to the folk songs.
In folk poetry we do not find development of aesthetic 
experience through imagination. Folk poems are simple and 
plain but very forceful. This force which is the force of 
life permeates the metre, tempo, melodies and the expressions 
of the songs. It is symbolism which protects this forceful 
expression from crudity, cwllfc clotheseit with a through
which only those to whom it belongs can see without explanation. 
In this way symbolism gives a certain dignity to these poems.
Most of the symbols in these poems are used for 
expressing marriage, love and sexual union. The truths about 
laws and philosophical problems are also expressed in symbols.
1. See above, p^ > 3*3,3^.
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Such symbols are also found in the poems of Kabir| and
resemble the Sandhya bhaga of the Siddhas and the Naths.
In most of the Savan songs the lover comes to the
well and asks the girl to quench his thirst by offering him
_ pwater. This is a very common symbol of love. The Mora 
is a symbol of the lover.
We can classify the symbols under the following
heads:
1. Symbols expressing marriage 
(a) Acts:
putting on Silva 
, putting on a shawl 
stretching the shawl 
catching the arm 
'(b) Things: 
cund];!
green bangles
2. Symbols of love and sexual union
(a) Acts:
breaking the ivory bangle
twisting the arm
drinking water
quenching thirst
breathing fresh air of caubara
making the bed
1. Syam ::Stindar .Das t Kablr Granthavali,pp. 38-63*
2. See above, p. si
raising the load 
putting the swing in motion 
tying yellow thread in green bangles
(b) Things: 
sej
red bed 
ripe fruit
food in a golden tray
wet clothes
milk mixed with sugar
water
lemon
khlr
laddu • •
lamp and wick 
Places: 
a^arl 
caubara 
orchard 
pond 
Birds: 
paplha 
peacock 
swan
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(c) External acts symbolising union 
cries of papiha 
thunder and lightening 
rain
dripping of the banyan tree 
storm and wing
3. Other commonly used symbols
running barefoot (anxiety and haste) 
bird (human being)
autumn )
) (The temporary nature of life) 
falling of leaves)
tijjan (brotherly affection)
1
INFLUENCE OF FOLK SONGS ON HINDI LITERATURE
Chapter 5
In his 'History of Hindi Literature' Acarya Ram 
Candra Sukla observed in 1929 > "For the understanding 
of the general tendencies of the Indian spirit it is necessary 
to pay attention to the old and popular folk songs also, the 
study of the tradition of poetry by the Pandits is not enough"^ 
But from this point of view the History of Hindi Literature 
has uo'tL'Mo been studied. Sukla himself in discussing 
the padas of Surdas and the plot of Jayasi's Padmavat 
indicated the influence of folk literature on Sur and Jayasi. 
About the padas of Surdas he wrote, "....therefore Sursagar
seems to be the full development of some tradition of lyrical
2poetry, though it might be an oral tradition." About the
_ 3Padmavat of Jayasi he said, "In northern India^especially
in Awadhjthe story of Padmavat! Rani and Hlriman Sua is still 
recited in almost the same form in which Jayasi has told it.
" PTTdtP JPP 5PT rPTT=q PfPTHt % feft PTT^ pfTfprT PTPPtcft
?t 3ttt pt 'w tr  $t arrprppmT t ,  tffffY grrrr prffa ptsp
PYPTT ?T 3R$rtrH ft 3TSP pft t."
Ram Candra”Sulla, Hindi S a h j - t y a Itlhag, p.600. a.
" 3m: RTRTPT +?Ht P«t 3fTfTt f? i n t ' f P T P T T  PT-PTfc Pf ptfp) 
ft Tft ft-pit fpPTR HT Pftd ftfT t." A
Ibid, p.16§
" 3rTTt PTTP if, fP^PTO PPP if pftppt TT=rt pYt ftTTPP $T *t 
P f R t  PTP: 3Rt if Pft 3fTft $ fpR ^  if PTPR't if 3RPT Pt=T 
fR if fRTTT Pf't 3RPTP % U 3JTPHt ^ PPfcm PfTRt 
|T ft ®PTTT tt PrPPT 5TP, 3% PTSP P>T §=PT PJT fppT
_  / _  _
Ram Candra Sukla, Jayasi Grenthavall. 5thedn. ,1951,p.26.
Ill
In this respect we may suppose that Jayas! took the current 
story and by imagining fine details gave it a beautiful 
poetic form.
*
Since these observations by Acarya Sukla folk songs 
of Awadh!,^ Bhojpur!,^ Braj,^ Maithil!,^ and Rajasthani^ 
have been collected and studied, and now we are in a better 
position to assess the influence of the folk songs of these 
branches of Hindi on their literatures. Khapi Boll, the 
basis of modern Hindi and Urdu, is now widely recognized 
as the most important branch of Hindi and the present collec­
tion provides an opportunity for the study of influences of 
folk poetry on Kha^I Boll poetry. First of all we will 
discuss briefly influences of Hindi folk poetry (Awadhi,
Braj, Bhojpuri and so on) on Hindi Literature in general and 
then discuss in greater detail the influence of Merath! folk 
poetry in particular.
In the Prthviraj Raso the 'Padmavat! Samaya* shows 
clear influences of folk literature. Padmavat! of this
canto is very clearly the Padmini nayika whom Siddhas could
6 _ _ obtain. The language of the padas of Surdas is full of
1. Rim Nare£a Tripathl, Gram Sahitya, "two vols. 1951
2 . K. D. Upadh.ya.ya, *Bhojpuri kstt, 1953
3. Satyendra, Braj Lok Sahitya kg adhyayan. 194-9
4-. Ram Iqbal Singh, Maithill Lok,git. 194-27
5. Surya Karan Pankh, Rajasthani Lokgit. 194-0
6 . Satyendra, Sahitya ki JhaAki^ pT 10
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proverbs and idioms which might have been taken from the 
spoken language of the villages and have been used in the 
Braj folk songs.^
Kabir and other sant poets not only took inspiration 
from the folk songs but also wrote their poems in the folk­
song style. We will discuss these influences in detail
2 - 7 -  T _later. Jayasi and Tulsi like Sur were very much influenced
by the folk literature of their language Avadhl. Jayasi,
as pointed out by Acarya Sukla, not only took a popular folk
tale for his epic poem but also based his Barahmisas on the
folk-tradition. Nagmati goes around crying like a farmer*s
3wife and worries about the old thatch in the rainy season:
IJTJIT JTCcT 3 T R T
?T fsR qfsrr 0T«nr
TheDohas of his Barahmasas are not strictly relevant to the 
rest of the subject matter, and in fact could almost stand 
as separate poems in their own right. It is possible that 
the poet has taken them from folk poetry. They bear a close 
resemblance to the folk-dohas:
T f ?  im re 3TYf? 
=rf?
TT ?tf$r5 trntfTT,
3ft? §1"? art*
1. Satyendra, Braj Lok Sahitya ka Adh.yayan. p. 475
2 .See below, pp.
5# Malik Mohamad Jayasi, Padmavat, 5tb Edn., 1951 * p.152.4. Ibid., p. 158
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Ideas similar to that of the above Doha are expressed in 
an AwadhI folk song. Other features of Jayasi's poem 
that have been taken from the folk literature are the 
importance of the parrot, the mention of Padmini Rani, the 
JogI episode and the miracles of Gorakhnath. In discussing 
the folk epics, we have pointed out^the place of Gorakhanath 
and his Rath Panth in folk literature.
In Tulsi we find a beautiful combination of literary 
and folk traditions. His Ramlala Nahachu is on the lines
of folk songs and is in Sohar metre, which is very common in
V  2 -AwadhI folk songs. Nahachu is one of the rituals at a
marriage ceremony in eastern U.P. and Bihar. Dr. Ram Kumar
Varma thinks that the poet composed this work for the people
to sing at the Nahachu ceremony.
In the same period as that of Tuljsi, another poet
who took inspiration from the folk songs of AwadhI was Rahim,
writer of Barve Na.yika Bhed. In his Barves the sorrows and
pleasures of a poor village woman are very beautifully depicted
in the folk idiom. The following Barve is a very good example
LLof it:
r5% TOT S T + 'T O T  ftR t HTR 
SfltTTT * T T O  bT*!
ZTZ £3 bT 3TO?T <3f3bt £3 
t<R St? TO % 5?
1. See above, p. U7
2. Tripathl, Gram Git, Vol.1, pp. 78, £9
3* Ram Kumar Varma. Sindi Sahitya ka Alocanatmak Itihas .194-8,.,
4. Rahim Ratnavali, edited by Maya banker YajnikT, 3rd edn,
I93H7PV3B ----------------
Bhartendu Haridcandra took many themes from folk literature1
- 2and his fCuran ka lataka' is in true folk-tradition.
After this general description we shall discuss in 
detail the influence of Merathl Folk Songs on Hindi poetry - 
mainly Khapi Boll poetry* The language of our songs bears 
a close resemblance to Rajasthani and several pieces of 
evidence convince us that culturally Mera^h and Rajasthan 
are very close and in the early stage of Hindi Literature 
there was not much formal difference between the K.B. and the 
Rajasthani. The most important proof is the similarity of 
Malhors with the 'Duhas1 of Rajasthan. The Doha was typical 
of Apabhram^a literature and at the beginning of Hindi JLiter- 
ature it was a popular metre. The great Hindi epic Dhola 
Marura Duha, hailing from Rajasthan, is probably the result 
of this popular tradition. In the Merathl region hundreds 
of Malhors about Dhola maru are sung and their content, 
expressions and images show their close relation with this 
work. There are several expressions and words in Merathl 
songs which are not now used in the spoken Merathl but occur 
in the "Dhola Marura Duha". The following are a few examples:
3ft c?f fqfifl srrqTT 
TTJft iflT
Vt t
1. Ki^orl LSJL Gupta.Bhartendu; aur Anya sahyaei Kavi.1956,
2. See above p. £* (pp.26$-275.
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t f r n ? 5 f t q q
f T i T T t f 5
r f ° T f T T ■ f t f T o f t
* f f T
5 T f T q f 5 f o r
^ T c q o r q T $
f q f q t f S T
q q t f s
h t s t f T B f
n t T f t q t f i t
f f D f  ^ H S T •
5 P ¥ t § H T r r•
5lt e t f f T
r r ® f T t f f f T
q T * T
The editors of Dhola Marura Duha very rightly say,**' "By 
looking at the early period of the Hindi language we find 
that before the present form of Hindi came into being, Gatha 
and Doha literature was prevalent in nearly all the DesI 
languages of Northern India. Between the Hindi and Rajasthani 
of that time there was not so much formal: difference as today. 
It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that they were the 
same, and examples could be quoted in support of such a 
statement •1
t. ff==qt vtttt t arrf^Tcs ft sftx vx q?rr stot % tf ff=ft
t  F f s s  t  f = p t r o r  f  q f  n T * n r  s r t T  q t r r  r r f f  c q  ? t  i r o a  ? t
y T f :  e f t  t f t  f T T T a i t  i f  y # T T  * T T .  B f q  f t  t f ^ f t  f t T  r R F S T T f t  i f  
seeT =r#T ft nfT *nr -fsraeT qff qf srr eTq tf f ap*
f t  q t  f t  3Tfft>f f  f t n t .  f f T f T f t  J T T T  q f qq=T yfTt'TO  1 fq T 3IT 
H=f>fT t .
Dhola Marura Duha% edited by S.K. Parikh and Narottama Das 
Svaml, 2nd edn., 1954, p . 6
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It is an accepted fact that the Dohas of Dhola Maru
were preserved by an oral tradition and later collected and
written down.^ It seems to me that Malhors are in the
same tradition and have therefore preserved several Rajasthani
words which we do not find in other songs of this region.
Saints and reformers used folk metres for the
propagation of their ideas and Doha was the most favoured by
all. Jains and Siddhas made use of Doha. Many Dohas of
2Hemcandra are very similar to the Malhors. I am inclined 
to believe that Doha has some relation with the Abhlras 
(Ahirs) for the following reasons: McuLhors are originally
the songs of the Ahirs and the Gujars and the famous Hl^o songs
_ aofjLA.hirs are also in the Doha metre. Such songs are also 
sung by the Ahirs in the Maikal Hills and are known as Dohas.^
1. R. Singh, S. Parlkh and N. Svimi, Dhola Marura Duha.
2nd edition, 1954* pp.7>8
2. Compare:
3t Rf f d W T  fdRSST RdRcR I.
dTd Rdfd^ R g f ^ j ’ a j a r f t r n j  l (Candra Dhar Sarma Gulerl,
Puranl Hindi, p.154.)
RTdR C R R  5? HRT 
dT RRT ddd
fnomJ.fnora +r h nf
cfT'H' dftfdEl’ II? ws it
R T R S  GSET^fdd^ fhj tdddG HFdtd1 , _ ,cov
R g T  d ^ R T  R ? f ?  H R  H jJ T  d f t d U  ^ ’  P * ^
RTR dETRR qof gst 
3TTRT fdRT HERR 
RTgt dEt rrn H$
HTgt TO dERR \V < d d W
3. See above, p. 41.
4. Verrier Elwin and Hivale, Folk Sonscs of the Maikal Hills. 
1944, p. 293 -------- -----------------------
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Famous Birha songs of the Ahirs are also in a Doha-like metre. 
Probably the Doha was originally a folk metre. The poet 
Mailladhaval first composed his work "Davvasahavapayasa" 
(Dravyasvabhavaprakada) in Dohabandh. Some of his friends 
made fun of him,probably because he had used a folk metre and
written in colloquial language. Therefore he put it in
-  -  2 Gahabandh.
The first poet of Kha^i Boll, Amir Khusro was very 
much influenced by folk poetry. One of his Dohas is very
1. Devendra Satyarthi, Meet my People. 1951, pp. 123-154-
2. Nathu Ham PremI, Jain Sahitya Aur Itihas. 2nd edition,
1956, P. 173.
He quotes the following gathas in support of his state­
ment :
gforapr ftiraw w i
Sfrsi of hYf? 3fr«fr rnrcpftm ?fri 1 ? ^ I,
+ + +
srrts I
mrpOr* jt rt??t5 n
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popular even today and can be easily mistaken for a Malhor.'1'
ntTt to tr, hh vx stV» v»
gHTt wr am^T, flfST Hf
Amir Khusro wrote riddles and other such poems
- 2including a song of Vida and a song of Savan. His riddles
and these songs are still very popular in the Merathi region.^
In His riddles we find use of Merathi idioms and phrases and
all his poems have true Merathi colour. Some of his riddles
have been considered vulgar and his expressions rustic.
G. W. Gilbertson in The Assembly of Mirth does not give
translations of several of his poems, but instead has written
the following note under the empty space, "These are too
suggestive of the vulgar to be translated into literal 
z*.English." This type of vulgarity has been attributed to the 
influence of the Muslim court by Ram Kumar Varma^ and other 
historians of Hindi Literature. It was quite natural for 
them to see in his poetry the influence of the corrupt court 
life, since they had no knowledge of the Merathi folk poetry.
1. Ayodhya Prasad Goyaliya^ Ser-o-Sayari« 2nd edition,1950,p 51
2. Muhammad Hussain Azad, Ab-e-Hayat. 1^17. p.72-75.
3. Khusro's riddles, which have themselves become a part of 
folk-lore, do, of course, ultimately have their origin in 
this same folk-lore, to which they returned in the new 
form that he gave them.
4. G: W. Gilbertson, The Assembly of Mirth. 1900, p.400
5* Ram Kumar Varma, Alocanatmak Itihas. p.182.
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This directness or so-called vulgarity is the 
main characteristic of Merath! folk poetry. Though several 
such very direct songs have been excluded from the present 
collection, there are enough examples here to establish this 
point. This forceful direct expression of sex may seem in 
a sense rather crude and vulgar, but this impression is 
largely the result of the poems being viewed out of their 
context of situation. In their proper context the intended 
meaning is fully understood without there being any real 
appearance of crudeness. In Merath! village circles they 
are seen to be in the idiom of everyday life and therefore 
part of life.
By looking at the poetry of Khusro in the light of 
our present Merath! folk poetry collection we can say that 
Khusro did not take inspiration from court life but he was 
a lover of folk culture and poetry and he took not only 
themes from folk life but also their idiom. The objects of 
his riddles are from Village life which a townsman could 
hardly appreciate. Though he was a Muslim he wrote poems 
of Savan and Vida, which are still sung all over the district. 
His riddles are completely lost in the great ocean of folk-
riddles and proverbs, andit is very difficult to differentiate
#
them from each other. He was also a musician and a composer. 
In inventing Ragas and Rlginis he was influenced by the folk 
music of his time.^ It becomes quite clear from our study
1. Muhammad Husain Azad, Ab-e-Kayat„ 1917* P.74.
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of his poetry that he did not follow any of the three 
literary traditions of his time, but took inspiration from 
the folk poetry of the Delhi and Merath region. It is 
this simplicity of folk poetry which makes his poems the 
common property of Hindi and Urdu. The following are some 
of the expressions which occur in his poems and are very 
commonly used in the Merathl folk songs:
” 3THR 3TT=R if*? rr^ f R RTT? RTR
" * % mtt" n
RTR ctY RTRt RgT
*  II
" IF, 3* ^  ^?TTT
" fifRhS RTh ft RTR
Another great Hindi poet who was very much influenced 
by folk poetry including that of the Merath district, is 
Kablr. He was illiterate and paid more respect to the
spoken than to the written word.^ He proudly says, "I have
2not touched pen or paper. 11 As Jains and Siddhas used 
folk metres to propagate their ideas, in the same way Kablr 
made use of Doha. The Sakhls of Kablr, which are in the 
Doha metre bear aclose resemblance to the Malhors. Tlxetee are 
several Dohas which are sung as Malhors in Merath and other
l .  w t r  hffsrr The T f r , hem? r sts  a
T P R  3rNT flT+F ? 1 r , t t  fRR RTS cR.'t*: 5W5T^
trtht hff hff 3fR RRT, W T  R ft# s&K' ir
2* RtR TTTTS sfT Riff, ?RR Rft =rf3 STR 
RTtTR ft RTRfR, RRf? RRTf RTR
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districts of the Upper Doab and which appear as Duhas in 
]}hola Marura Duha and as Sakhis in Kabir. There are three 
possible reasons for this similarity. First, that these 
Dohas were originally Kabir's Sakhis and were used by the 
people as folk songs. The second possibility is that some­
one took these folk Dohas, added Kabir's name and converted 
them into Sakhis. The third is that Kabir took these folk 
Dohas and gave them a spiritual colour. The first of these 
possibilities can be ruled out because we have evidence of 
Duha literature before Kabir. As far as the second is con­
cerned it may be noted that the manuscript on which the
standard edition^of Kabir is based is a very early one,
-tU.possibly going bacK to^poet's lifetime, and therefore it is
. f^OLcU.
hardly possible that someone could wt-^such changes and 
additions. The third possibility seems to be correct^
Kabir took the Dohas from the body of folk literature^, 
gave them a spiritual touch and made them Sakhis.
Here are a few examples showing the relationship
^  _ _ abetween Kabir's poems and the Malhors and Duhas:
RrTtT cnrt gtfrr *rrscr ^rrI .  -  - -i
nor vrt nrfjfaTT
TT £ nt^ ofefTT. HTT 3t 3^.
fas c5Tnt 
fat 3T HTnor?+T.
12L,
RrgYT
Rr Y r r Y RR Y R%
RT R = = f T  R% R3TR 
fRRRt tRRcf c5R Tf
rY £  r Y £  t r Y  RTR.?<^.
r t r Y 
RrYrrT RRRtT R%
RcfT R% RRTR
3fY R T f t  RT RTRRT
rY R T f t  Y RTR.tftf. ? .
sY r t c t t t t r t t
RR RteT RR? RrYrrY 
YRR RR? RRTR 
RTT SRTR'h'R? RR RRT 
RT ?RTftR? RTfR.^o?
?R RR Y  RTc5T 
RT <?RT T& RRRTR
s»
RTRR ?Y YtT RTRTr 
RTR RRTY R T R . m .
RR RR RTtT RtR R:tT 
Y 4rt RT? RTfnrCs C\
RfR Y TTR RRT Rt 
RT+R RRT% RtnT.?.??.
R? RR RTTt RtR RC 
RRT RTf? RTfSTT 
RR tRR R^R5 ?Y? Rtt 
RTfR RRTR? RffR.U?
y: rY rYr|Y
RT 52 RR Y RTT 
r Yr tRRTTt Y  Rt 
RR YY R R T R R R T T . .
RRtT 3fR R RTRf 
£fR RY RR RTT 
5fR tR R TTT Y  R t  
rY  RRTRRBTT. 5#^ . ^o .
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RffYr 
TrfTT STS ft
c5 Tft TSTT
srY 1r3Y jk -mS 
??T AT TPT.**®.CN •
s? ST |TT fit Y |TT 
?Yf S ^ Y  SfsY STT 
tfsY f 0TTT Tff 
foY >Ef5 STY hrY BJT.tU.
T P R  o TTTt sfTYv»
?Y£ cftT sTf ft STT 
3T5PS *it 3iT 3R S|£
foY ?Y£ Tirr tnr? ft arm.?
Hfat 
tts qsfiT tT t% 
g t r  a ° r c r s
3R% fast TT ftrr?,
AX Tfh aTPf.»*.$.?»
3TTsT ?| aSTWT 
HT& *l+S W T• CN
toY 0Tf T aYH%
'BS STY cf AX.W.^o .
?TRfor cfTSt TPPtY 
tfi=T sY$ ifSITT.^o.?.
RfftT 
TTR RTR jfTvtfT RRY
ftf RTTrrRT JRR fFTR
Stht r t r t Yr t r f r t
*Yf RTRT tRRt RT TTR.**S.
rtrY
TTR RTR RTVRT RRY 
RTFRY TRR R>lfRV» S9 O O
RRT ft RT RRY 
RTRT §f R
RR Rt RY c5 THTT f  RRtT RR tfsY RRT
RT f'sY RRR Y  RfR R|RR RfRT RRTR
RRR RRY rY Y  |RT RTf RT rT f'RT RRRT
t o t  §TR 5RR Y  RfR.^o. RR RTRT Y  RTR.?*.^.
RTR c5RY ROf^S Y 
flTT RTY R=T>r 
RRRY RTf RR Rf 
rY RR T# RTY YrR.STK.IN C»
RTft RTRR Yr TYY 
RRRT sYf5R RTR 
RR 2fY YY |3 RRY
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The influence of folk poetry on Kablr is not 
confined to the above examples; it colours his whole poetry. 
The imagery in his padas is very similar to that of the 
Merath! folk poems. Kablr was a great wanderer and had 
come in close touch with the people. Though he was opposed 
to all conventions, he found great inspiration in the con­
ventional folk poetry. That is why today his Sakhis are 
very popular in the villages and many people compose poems 
in his style and give his name in them. «RlT 
is the usual ending of such songs. They have been excluded 
from this collection. We find considerable influence of 
Merath! on Kablr*s language. There is a large number of
Vtypical Merathi expressions, words and forms occulting m  
folk poetry which are found in his poems. The following 
are a few examples:
cfnor §rt fsfcn, s r fRH Strt fYwr, rt r t ^THorT, Htfh % r t s ,
=fTR H RThT JTTH 3>T, fRRTc5T Sr RT, HR ^ CTcT RT HTfcft, TTR TTR
srTtnrr rfT, ss- rf*%, f t? %h r t r , §r t rft
% §RT, c5FT HR =2; Rt.
f3tTH, RTR R=RH ^HfT, HR? ^ HtT, RHFTTt, RtFT,
rSsT, RTFS, HT?5H, %3?t, HTHTT, Rtf, FTpR,
afTRorr, snrRort, rTh , r£, ^f r t , f r f a r^r t , r p r t , r t r
HTTJRT, 3ftHH, ^RRT, Rf, HRFHT, RTHt, RtRH, T^RT.
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After the second world war a new school of Contemporary
Hindi Poetry known as "Nai Kavita" has come into being. 1
Jo.Nai Kavita poets are^new type of "Progressive” poets, who,
nevertheless, do not necessarily believe in Marxism as a
creed. They are rebels against all the literary conventions
and though belonging to the middle or upper middle class
themselves, they are much fascinated by folk life and folk
poetry. They have made new experiments with the language
and the form of the poetry. Their love for folk life and
— — — Pculture is not romantic like Chayavadl poets and also not 
for political reasons like Marxist progressive poets, a 
fact which emerges very clearly from their poems. Folk 
poetry has greatly inspired these new poets and its influence 
has brightened their poetry.
This influence can be put under four headings:
1. Simplicity of a folk song
2. Language and expressions
3. Folk symbols and images
4. Folk melodies
In the poems of Ajneya,the leading poet of the Nai 
Kavita school,we find the simplicity of a folk song. In his 
collection entitled, Ityalam and Harl Ghas par Ksana Bhar
1. A good critical,account of Nai Kavita is given in Nai Kavita 
edited by_JagdisJ Gupta and .Ramsvarup Caturvedi, 195$
2. On_the_@fiayavadI poets see SambhLe Nath Singh,
Chayavadl Yug, Banaras, 1952
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we find many poems in which the simplicity has become a lit-
1erary beauty. The following poem is a typical example:
sit fm rr t t r Y h t h t
3ft ftfTT T R Y  ?THT
T R  f T t
rrTf=r? t  JjPTT s t  
ip Y  *T«7 cfTfrnt 
h t  ^  srtrr qtci smsfiTH 
TTcR  t^=TT f^TT=rt
irrr -faTT cttht 
sit fq q T  trr^ t SfTflT
In the above poem we see a new liberation from liter­
ary conventions and at the same time in the original poetic 
experience, the atmosphere of folk songs is clearly felt* 
Ajneya has used language, expressions and the symbols from 
folk poetry in his own way.
The words to express new ideas and feelings have been 
freely taken from the folk songs by these poets and that is why 
their language is not artificial like Chayavadi poets* e.g.,
Lb spt gtft^f
f 3  t f r f T r r  tre n t - f r r r
ST3T3ft, ^=T^T ^ t
f r s t  sf^t f c R t f r t r
i> tfT T T  '*-■
R TBt t  s t ^ t ,  R TS t t  s t ? t  
3% OTt t(*5 %
%c5 ? t  t  T R t ^TTS nt
tT ?  tit?  « f r ? ¥  % t r \  
fTs it if sfiR TTr5 WTX
3TsY if trYnt SFfTTT ??TT 3.
1. Ajneya, Ityalam, 1946
2* Ajneya, Bavra Aherx* 1954
3* Trilocana* Kavitaen 1954, pp. 141, 142
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In the above poems the form of folk-scngs, as well 
as their language, has also been successfully used. The 
forms of several action songs are found in the Nei Kavita.
In the following poem the first two lines are from a Merath!
1 2 lullaby and the rest is in the form of Catta songs:
rrsft 'TtfT 
Sr 5=%TR5Tc5 YT
3TR HT*I
f=nr^ i^ 'frnroY ?Ytr 
^Y 5tTqT=Tt 
^YfiY ST^TcTTR 5
Folk symbols have found very natural expression in 
the Nai Kavita. Symbols in folk poetry have a very import­
ant place and are an inseparable part of the life of the 
people. In the following poem:
srY*f*r ?tY gTfrrr w t Y  *fi?^ Y 
rniY Y p  3tYt  ?Y q?«Y ciYs ?
cun-£i and Mahand! are symbols of love, Rakh! and Pahl! Tij of 
Savan the symbol of brotherly affection and sacrifice. Such 
symbols have been used in the Merath! folk poems. Such 
symbols of folk poetry have been very beautifully used by
1 . 106
2. See above, p. s\ * note 2
3- Ram Bilas Sarma, Tar Saptak. edited by Ajneya, 194-34-. See above, p.jo^
5* Dharm Vir Bhai$fcI^Th8nda loha. AfUJkJkoJ., .
6 . See above p^
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Bharat! in 1 Dhole Ka git*and1Phagun Ki Sam*. Here are 
some more examples:
(i ) 3 ^
TTH 3fPT 
«T? % f=T3& t
0'u R?S bYt T HT=TT
StYqff^ TT srY RHTTT 
Hf5H Hc5n <j3Tr % tfno  o  r
g? nz 3TTITT *H  ^ITT 
3 *  WT JtTTT
ffT itiTT %
In the second poem the simplicity, the symbolism
and the form of a folk song are very effectively combined.
Similar folk songs are sung by the beggars to the accompani-
*ment of the Cimta or the iktara^which is also the symbol of 
awakening.
Some contemporary lyricists have made successful 
experiments in composing their lyrics in folk metres and folk 
melodies. Such experiments have given a new language and 
new techniques to literary expression.
In the following poem the expression of deep emotions 
has become more effective through the employment of the
1. Ajneya, Bari ghas par Ksana bhar. 194-9, P# 4-02. Laksmi Kant Varma, SammeTa*n Patrika . Special Number, 1950,p.28]
3. See a£ov£, p. 62 _ pRp
4. Sambhu Nath Singh, Sammelan Patrika« Special Number,1950,p.
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"Question and Answer" technique^and the symbolism of folk 
songs, and the popular folk melody:
cTT T it f^ TTT srtT?N»
f5*& 51% \?
%Tt % 51% t 
c^5 ^ TRT t 
fFTH TFT ffTT F*T 5Ff?
Rajnarayan Bisaria in the following poem has used 
the simple words, the images and the metre of folk songs.
Similarly his use of "re" preserves its musical importance
2as in a folk song:
t '+
t uI'tft >:
^ f‘dt 5 f0  TFT 3fTt
sr'ter t t  «rrt  *rrt n u Tt
Ht55T 5t FfcTTf
?rra % £f f  r r t  e x t 
ftTFT ^  Sftft rrsfT ^
nnfTFT iiTt a'faY 3.
We have seen in the last chapter that the metres of 
folk songs are often irregular and it is the rise and fall 
of emotions which govern the melody and which envelop the 
whole metre. It is this melody and the words with it, like 
the drops of water in a current, which create an atmosphere.
l#See above, p . 99
2. See above, p ^ q i - ^
3. Kavitaen 1954. edited by Ajlt Kumar end D. Av- sthi,pp.86-8?
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The background of atmosphere is the life of folk songs and 
outside it their music and metres cannot be successfully 
studied. Creation of this atmosphere brings the following 
poem very close to a folk song:^
fTOftt 3TfS Tt
iiftVT TtSf '
TvTSfH fsftSTT 3TR, f?c5T§3 Y^Y YYt TY 
f#sY?5T ^ ^ tY TY
3tTt hsY g=r hYt f^ 5r=T ^  ^YYr ?tt httY
tTYY 3TR TnjTT Y ’TThY 3TTHT tYCn
In the above poem pagdandl, bindiya, unce unce paing
hindola sakhl, rl....all are expressions from folk songs.
The same atmosphere has been created in another way by the2
use of simple but skilfully chosen words. The following 
poem^is a good example of this:
HTSR l ^ T T  
STTft 3TftR tJTT
«TT^  PTffd hTT 
3TTtt^ T tTT 
3TTt h  9TT
There is no need to say that aAgan par, svanti dhar 
and hun barse express only that atmosphere.
1. Bhavani Prasad Mi^ra, Kavi BhavTti, edited by Sumitranandan 
Pant, p .708
2. See above, p..i*i
3 . Sam'ser Bahadur Singh, Sammelan Patrika,Special Number,1950,
p.284.
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This folk element is the life of the Nai Kavita 
and it will probably live long, unlike ChiyavadI poetry, 
which did not draw nourishment from the folk poetry of Hindi.
There is a large number of Hindi film songs which 
have been composed on the lines of folk songs. These film- 
songs are of different types like Merathl folk songs. When­
ever the birth and marriage ceremonies are shown in the films, 
the women are shown singing auspicious songs appropriate to
4the occasion. All^these songs are composed by the film 
lyricists and set to music by the music directors, Some of 
such lyrics composed by well-known Hindi poets, Pradlp,
Narendra Sharma and others, are very natural and it is now 
fashionable to play their records at marriage or birth
celebrations. Though none of these songs is ^ traditional/
their directness and use of folk imagesand the words make 
them favourites of the people in the towns and the villages. 
Fashionable people in the large towns prefer these records to 
the actual singing by the women. The technique of composition 
discussed in the last chapter is employed by these imaginative 
poets and the words like sajna, balma, raja are used for a 
lover.
Most film songs of this type seem in general to be 
the product of a combined tradition of folk poetry and 
literary poetry. Simplicity is their main characteristic. 
Through these lyrics many expressions of the folk songs, and
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general melodies have come into the light and have become 
very popular in both towns and villages. The following song 
from the film "Ram Rajya" bears a great resemblance to a 
religious folk song:
r r rY ttr t r t t t
ftn RTRRt RTf 
R&RR SfRT RTf 
RR rY r m  TfTTf 
RRRRTt Y RT RTftR Y\9
rT$ r r'+ Rrrf
rY cTT fRRT YtY $rY TflYf
H*RTR fRR RjHTf
TTR fRRT YtY $rY RRY^RT
rYr rY FJTTf
In the following love songs we can also hear echos of the
folk song:
,b RT?5R RTR RRY YY RR if 
RTRR RTRT RR RR? RTYo
RR fRR TfRRT fS R RFTY 
RR if YY fR 7RR Y 
RR »YRf5 fRR RR if
(ib RTc5Y R3TY RTf 
fRRT RT RTRT 
RTR FRTY RTf 
fRRT RT RTRT
ffRRT fRRT Y  
TRRT RfRTY 
rY RFY RFTT 
fY rY RFT RTRT
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Some critics hold the view that the composers of 
such lyrics are degrading folk life, destroying folk songs 
and distorting folk music. To some extent it may be true, 
but their efforts in bringing to life many dying folk songs, 
expressions and melodies cannot be overlooked. They had 
to give an air of sophistication to the folk poetry and music 
to suit the taste of their audience largely consisting of 
town people,and that is why their music is a sort of hybrid 
music•
Chapter 6 
GRAMMAR OP THE SONGS
Like Standard Hindi, Merathl is written in 
Devanagari. Though Merathl-speaking educated people use
S. H. in their correspondence and official business, the 
village poets publish their poems in Merathl.
Merathl has most of the vowel and consonant sounds 
of S.H., with the exception of those which in Hindi occur 
only in learned borrowings from Sanskrit, namely £, s and 
such conjuncts as ks and jn. Retroflex 1, which does not 
occur in S.H. , is very common in this dialect."^ Though 
unknown to all other dialects of Hindi, it is common in 
Rajasthani, Panjabi, Marathi and Gujarati. Words having 
medial or final 1 in Hindi often have \ in these positions 
in Merathl. There are also cases where -1- in Hindi corres 
ponds to -11- (i.e. non-retroflex but double) in Merathl.^ 
Retroflex which in S.H. occurs only in tatsama words is
1. A roughly phonemic transcription (as used in this Chapter) 
therefore comprises the following I.P.A. symbols:
ii u uu e e o oVowels a aa i
Consonants k kh g ghc ch d dk
t Cl &t th d dh
P ph b bh
y r 1 Vs h
2. E.g. Hindi maalii, thaal, kaalaa; Merathl maalii, thaal,
kaa\aa
3. E.g. Hindi cemelii, katiilii, caalaa; Merathl camellii,
ka tillii, caallaa
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very common in Merath! in tadbhava words also. Words 
having dental n medially or finally in Hindi often have 
retroflex in Merath! . 1 In S.H. and c(,h do not occur 
intervocalically or finally but in Merath! we find and ^h 
for and y*1 in S.H. words occuring intervocalically or 
finally.^
One of the most marked features of this dialect is 
the doubling of root-final consonants when these become medial 
by addition of inflexional terminations, both in verbal and 
nominal forms. This process is not found in the correspond­
ing S.H. forms. Similarly, in other words that cannot be 
analysed as root ending, where in S.H. we have^accented long 
vowel followed by^single medial consonant, in Merath! we find 
a phonetically shorter vowel followed by a double consonant. 
Where in S.H. words of this pattern the stressed vowel in 
question is nasalized, we find in Merath! not a doubled 
consonant, but a preceding homorganic nasal consonant.^ It 
should be noted, however, that the sounds r,Ytl»^t do not occur 
as geminates.
1. E.g. Hindi natnii, bhaatan, kaanii; Merath! nathsii, bhaatai],,
kaar^ii
2. E.g. Hindi bapaa, asaaYh, gapaa; Merath! bo^aa, asaac^h,
gic[aa
3. Standard Hindi Merath!
biitii b!ttTibuujhii bujjhii This tendency
paalaa paallyaa doubling
phuulo phulluu consonants
motii mottii if very
jhuumar jhummar similar to
kiikaY kikk©Y that ofbettaa bettaa Panjabi,
uucaa uacaac3adii caandii
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Here we are treating not the language of the dialect 
as a whole, but the language of these songs as a "Restricted 
Language".
The following is an outline of its grammar.*^
NOUNS
The nouns are affected by gender, number and case.
There are two genders, Masculine and Feminine. The declension 
of nouns has to do with their modifications in respect of 
number and case only. There are two numbers, Singular and 
Plural.
Formally there are two Cases, Direct and Oblique.
One of the uses of the Oblique Case is in combination with
various postpositions, to express various syntactical relations
within the sentence.
From the point of view of declensional changes the
2nouns can be put in two groups.
1. (a) All words ending in a consonant both Masculine and 
Feminine, and a few Masculine nouns in - aa follow this 
pattern:
Singular Plural
Direct *
Oblique - -uu
1. To facilitate comparisons with S.H. forms references 
wiHbe made to relevant sections of H.C.Scholberg, 
Concise Grammar of the Hindi Language. 3rd Edition, 1955
2. Compare S.H., Scholberg, sections 33-34-.
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Examples:
bol
Direct
Oblique
Singular
bol
bol
Plural
bol
bolluu'
£aa
Direct
Oblique
group•
Singular 
paa • 
paa
Plural 
paa 
paauu
Merathi nouns ending in - uu also belong to this 
Our text, however, provides only two examples: 
nimbuu, which occurs only in the Direct Case, Singular 
and Plural, tamuu-uu which occurs only in the Oblique Plural*
(b) Masculine or Feminine nouns in - ii are similarly
patterned, except that in Oblique Plural yxu is added instead
of uu and the ii is usually shortened.
Example:
maalii (Mas.)
Singular Plural
maalii maalii
maalii maa^iyuu
galii (Fern.)
Direct
Oblique
Direct
Oblique
Singular
galii
galii
Plural
galii
goliyuu
1. For the doubling of the 1, see above, p.
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2. Most of aa ending nouns model themselves on the 
following pattern:
Singular Plural
-aa -e
-e -uu
Direct 
Oblique 
Examples:
gocl&aa (Mas.)
Singular Plural
Direct go^aa go<y,e
Oblique goc^ c^ e go^uu
Note: i. The Oblique Plural form of aakh is aakkhyuu and not 
aakkhuu.
ii. Wherever necessary according to the rule of doubling^ 
the final consonant is doubled. (See above p. 137 )
The list of postpositions1 added to the Oblique Case 
form is given below, classified according to traditional 
case terminology.
Postpositions
(Nominative)
Agentive
Accusative
Instrumental
Dative
Ablative
Genitive
Locative
ne 
kuu 
te* pe 
kuu 
te
kaa, kii, ke
pe (on) me (in) 
biic or bic (in themiddle of)
1. Compare S.H., Scholberg, Sec. 51-32.
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Note. i. Simple Nominative form is used for Vocative
ii. The postposition of genitive (kaa, kii, ke) usually 
stands between the possessor and the thing possessed. 
The form used is determined by the thing possessed, 
with which it agrees in gender, number and case.
The following scheme summarises the use of the 
various forms:
Singular Plural
Mas. Fern. Mas. Fern.
Direct kaa kii Direct ke kii
Oblique ke kii Oblique ke kii
Examples: Pahlaa pheraa dhartiimaataa kaa (first round for 
the mother earth)
hollar kii daaddii (grandmother of the baby) 
merii aakkhyuujtaara (pupil of my eyes)
PRONOUNS
Personal pronouns may be classified according to 
person (1st., 2nd and 3rd.) and number (Singular and Plural) 
First Persom Sing., ms; First Person Plural, ham: 
Second Person Singular, tuu, Second Person Plural, tarn:
Third Person Singular,^vo (Mas.), vaa (Fern.); Third Person 
Plural, ve.
The Third Person Singular vo and vaa and Plural ve
1. Compare S.H. ftvahtf (Singular) which is used for both 
"he" and "she”, Scholberg, p.68.
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are in fact the Remote Demonstrative, but are used as 
Personal Pronouns. The Proximate Demonstrative Singular 
yo (mas.) yaa, (Fern.) and Plural ye, is also used if "he" 
or "she” referred to is nearby.
There is a special form of all pronouns which is 
formed by changing the final e of the Genitive Plural to e.
It is a sort of Locative. E.G., kiske cok puraaiyo (In whose 
house you will cause the cok to be drawn). Sonne kii kui^lit 
naa hottii mhaare (It is not customary in our family to use 
the golden pitcher).
Declension of Pronouns
Nominative
Agentive
Acc. and Dat.
Ablative^
Genitive
First Person
Singular
me (I) 
marine
ffca je
(mere pe)
meraa, merii,
m-t/xfl-
Plural
ham (we) 
hamne
hamkuu
hampe
mhaaraa, mhaarii, 
mhaare
1. See S. H. Kellog, A grammar of the Hindi Language. 1938 
p. 214
2. The Merathi forms in brackets do not occur in these 
poems. *They have been supplied by a Merathi speaker 
and are included for the sake of completeness.
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Second Person
Singular Plural
Nominative tuu (thou) tarn (you)
Agentive tenne (tamne)
Acc. and Dat. taje tame
Ablative1 terte thaarete
Genitive teraa, terii, tere thaaraa, thaarii,thaare
Third Person
Singular Plural
Nominative vo, vaa (he, she) ve (they)
Agentive unne (unuune)
Ablative uste (uspe) (unte, unpe)
Genitive uskaa, uskii, uske unkaa, unkii, unke
Locative uspe, usme (unpe,unme)
Reflexive Pronouns
Nominative aap
Acc• and Dative apkuu
Genitive apgaa, api^ii , apije
•» pExamples: i. aapii Raam ne kuye khudaaye aapii Raam nil aaye
(Ram himself got the wells dug andhe himself 
did not come)
ii. apkuu pac ragg paag (five coloured turban 
for himself)
iii. api^ii api\ii baar (our own turns)
1. Compare Ablative with S.H., Scholberg, Sec.84, pp.6 6,67
2. On aap + ii, see below, p.u*^
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Demonstrative Pronoun
Singular Plural
Nominative yo, yaa (this) ye (these)
Agentive inne (inuune)
Accusative ise ine
Dative iskuu inkuu
Ablative iste (inte)
Genitive iskaa, iskii, iske (inkaa, inkii, inke)
Locative ispe, isme inme (inpe)
Note: These are the "Proximate” demonstratives. The para-
digorns of the "Remote" demonstratives are identical
with those of the Third Person Pronoun given above.
See also
Indefinite Pronoun
Singular Plural
Nominative koii, koya(someone) -
Agentive kisiyuune kiniyuune
Genitive kisiyuukaa,kisiyuukii, 
kisiyuuke t 
Relative Pronoun
kiniyuukaa fkiniyuuki 
kiniyuuke
Singular Plural
Nominative jo (who) Jo
Agentive jisne jin (without ne)
Accusative jise -(.jine)
Ablative jiste -(jinte)
Genitive jiska^ jiskii* jiske, jinkaa, jinkii, jink
Locative jisme, jispe jinme
14-5
Agentive
Genitive
Nominative
Singular
kar^  (who) 
Kinne
Plural
k»n
(kinuune)
Singular 
Nominative ke (what)
Dative kaahe ko
Genitive kaahe kaa, kaahe kii, kaahe ke
Note: The emphatic particle hii (ii) may be added to
any pronoun. E.g. tamii, hamii, usii, vaaii 
ADJECTIVE
A qualifying adjective precedes the noun, and if 
variable agrees with it in gender and number according to 
the table below. Most adjectives ending in aa are liable 
to such change; those ending in any other sound are invar­
iable. An adjective in the predicate agrees in gender and 
number with its noun in the subject:
Note: The different forms correspond exactly to those of
bac|,aa (big)
Singular 
Mas• Fern
Plural 
Mas. Fem
Direct bac(,a bac|,ii
Oblique bac(,e bac^ii
bec^ e ba^ii
bac^ e ba^ ,ii
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kaa, the Genitive Postposition.^
Comparison
When two objects are compared, the one with which 
the comparison is drawn is put in the Oblique form with the 
post-position te, and the adjective conforms to the rule of 
the adjective. E.g. Susre to mere saale bhale he (My brother- 
in-laws are better than my father-in-law)
When it is the second person with whom the comparison 
is made then the second person pronoun is put in the Genitive 
with the Postposition te. E.g. Bhaabbii, tere te sohi^ii 
merii naar (My wife is more beautiful than you)
To express the superlative degree a universal com­
parison is made by using sab, "all11, with the postposition 
te : sab te ba^aa "biggest of all”.
Os.
In the language of these poems the addition of/suffix
saa, sii, se to an adjective is very common. These formations
2are often no more than a metrical device. But in some cases 
some such meaning as is found in English ”-ish” could be 
attached to them. E.g., acchaa saa pei^at bulaa maa (Call 
rather a good priest, Mother!)
1. See above, p. m-i
2. See above, p. (\$
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THE VERB
The infinitive
The infinitive occurs in two forms, which we shall
call the non-inflected infinitive 8nd the inflected infinitive 
respectively.
All open roots and closed roots, except those ending in 1,1, 
r, f, fh and h, take naa after them for the formation of the 
infinitive. Those ending in 1, 1, r, f, h and h take naa. 
E.g., dei^aa, ler^aa, piii^aa, jalnaa, kehnea.
The inflected infinitive is formed by adding - I], to
milai],, cslai),.
The inflected infinitive of some of the open roots 
occurs in two different forms: (1 ) according to the rule 
stated above; (2) by adding -vax; to the root. E.g., aar^ , 
aavei^; piii},, piivai;.
Imperfect and the Perfect - all three forming the bases of 
the tenses.
1. Compare S.H., Scholberg, p. 117
2. Compare S.H., Scholberg, p. 120
The non-inf lected infinitive ends in nas or i^aa. 1
2The Noun of Agency is formed by adding vaa^aa or haar,
•y/ . , r *.* *haaraa to the inflected infinitive.
Participles
There are three participles, the C o n j u nctive> the
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(a) Conjunctive Participle This corresponds with the root 
of the verb. In some cases ke is added to the root. E.g.* 
bhaakke (having run) * paijkh pesaar moraa jol pive: "having 
spread his wings the peacock drinks water."
(b) The Imperfect Participle is formed by adding taa (tii,te) 
to the root. E.g. Cheytaa* uthte* bittii, dettii* hottdi.
The Adverbial Participle is formed by adding i to the in­
flected form of the Imperfect Participle. E.g. jaattui* "as 
soon as (he) went.
(c) The Perfect Participle is formed by adding aa to the 
root, "y" is interpolated between the root and the termination 
aa* except in the case of roots ending in c* ch, j* jh and s. 
The doubling of the medial consonant after an accented vowel 
is not affected by it.^ E.g.* biit* bittyaa; biijh* bijjhaa* 
tuut, tuttyaa* pissaa.
Auxiliary Verb
Present
Third Person 
Second Person 
First Person
Past
Singular 
he (e) 
he (e) 
huu (uu)
Singular
Plural 
he (e) 
h© (6)
he (e)
Plural
Third Person 
Second Person 
First Person
thaa (taa)* the (te)* thii (tii)
thii (tii),
thaa(taa)*thii (tii) the (te) *thci (tU)
thaa (taa), 
thii (tii) the (te)*thil(tU)
1. See above* p .\yj2. Compare S.H., Scholberg* Section 104
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Note: In most cases the aspiration from the auxiliaries 
(both Past and Present) is dropped.
Finite verbal categories its, this restricted language 
are ten in number.
Imperative: The singular imperative is the root of the verb.
The plural imperative either takes the termination - o or
the precative form - iyo, the difference in use between these
appears to be two-fold.
The precative form is more distant; the imperative
form more immediate. The imperative form again would be
used to a younger person, while to an elder the precative
form may be used, even of immediate action. For singular
- iye precative form is used and is not as respectful as 
1
11 -iyoM. Examples:
Imperative
Singular Plural
jaa jaao
Precative Singular Plural
jaaiye jaaiyo
Present Subjunctive or Contingent Future
The following terminations are added to the root
for the formation of the Present Subjunctive:
Singular Plural
Third Person -ve -ve
Second Person -ve -o
First Person -uu -ve
1. Compare S.H., Scholberg, Section 113
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Example:
Singular Plural
Third Person jaave jaave
Second Person jaave jaave
First Person jaauu jaave
In several cases the Subjunctive form and the 
Absolute Future form appear to be used indiscriminately. 
Similarly the use of the precative terminations -iye and -iyo 
and of the Subjunctive is not always distinct: Examples:
1 . bohuQl merii raandhupgii lohesue kaa saag, 
rottii to pouu catsr masuur kii.
(Daughter-in-law, I will cook saag of lehasuaa 
and bake bread of cat^r masuur)
2 . uske tan man kii^aa pac^iyo re, 
jisne mohe mere bhartaar.
(May worms eat her body, who has enchanted my 
husband)
Present Indefinite Imperfect
The terminations in this case are identical with the
Subjunctive except that the final vowel is lengthened for
the F.I.I.^ In the case of roots ending i n , o  and e, as
m 2an alternative to -ve: and -ve : terminations, the plain root
for singular and its nasalized form for plural are also used.
In these cases also the final vowel is lengthened. When the 
root form is a final word in a line "ya" is added to it. This
1. Compare S.H., Scholberg, Section 116.
2. The vowels in these terminations are considerably lengthened3. See above, p.94
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also happens in some non-final cases.^ Unlike S.H. use
of the Imperfect Participle in P.I.I. is made only in the 
Negative Constructions.
Examples:
3. Negative Constructions: naa katMi berai), raat (cruel night 
does not pass).
Present Definite Imperfect
indicate that the action is at the moment of speech in course 
of fulfilment, P.D.I. formed from the root of the verb with 
raa, rii, ree, is employed. E.g., mhaare dukh paare bhartaar 
(My husband is suffering); siitaa legrii gel (fiiitan^came with 
him)
Ahsolute Future
1 Singular Plural
jaavc: 
jaao: 
j aave :
Conjugation
Plural
Third Person 
Second Person 
First Person
jaave: 
jaave: 
jaauu:
2 Alternative
Singular
Third Person 
Second Person 
First Person j aauu:
jaa:
jaa:
To avoid the possible futurity of the P.I.I., and to
The Absolute Future is formed by the addition of the
1 . i. khuj^tii dharyaa mellaa hoya 
ii. saajijh pa(^ e ghar jaaya rii.
iii. hiren, baraattii jaaya.
iv. daam girah te jaaya
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declinable suffix gaa (gii, ge) to the Subjunctive* In the 
case of the first person singular Kasculine aa is added 
instead of gaa, e.g., lik^uuaa. Sometimes the future term­
inations are added to the alternative P.I.I.forms, i.e.,
1
root forms with or without final "ye", aavegii, jiivege,legaa; 
jaagii, jaage, jaage, jaagaa, jaayge.
No Negative particles are used with the future forms.
In all Future-Negative constructions the Subjunctive forms 
are used. E.g., teje merely naa dyuu re gel setii ho 
jaauugii. (I will not let you die alone and will become setii 
with you)
Past Imperfect is compounded of Auxiliary past and the present 
Subjunctive. E.g., nimbuu tofuu thii ekelii (I was plucking 
the lemons alone)
Indefinite Perfect. This is formed with the Perfect Participle 
E.g. »LIntransitive
loi^uu ke del aaye ( The groups of boys came) 
heriyaalaa benefaa aayaa rii (Hariyaalaa bene^aa came) 
maa baap choc^ke aaii (I came leaving my parents at
home)
2. Transitive
i. aap^ii Raam ne kuye khudaaye (Raam himself caused 
the wells to be dug.) 
ii. Raam naam jaaz^ yaa nehli men me kerii merof (you 
did not know the name of Raam and were proud of 
yourself.
1. See above, p. isvr’•
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pec), Gaijgaa me laaye Raamaa. (Raamaa. 
planted five trees in the Ganges)
Present Perfect
This is compounded of the Auxiliary Present and the
Perfect Participle. E.g.,
jin meraa raakkhyaa he maan jii (Who has preserved my 
honour)
baf tale karya he mukaam jii (He has camped under 
the banyan. tree).
hui he dharam kii baat jii (something holy has 
happened).
Past Perfect
This is compounded of the Auxiliary Past and the
Perfect Participle. E.g.,
jis din janmii thii dhii (the day, when a daughter was 
born to him).
Past Subjunctive
In the past Subjunctive the Imperfect Participle is
used in both clauses. E.g.,
thar^ii chaa jo bethtii,
jal jaataa vo ruukh. (Had I sat under the cool 
shade of the tree, it would have burnai)
The Passive Voice
In the language of these songs Passive Voice construc­
tions are very few, and it is usually used in an idiom to 
express an impersonal negative. In such cases the verb is 
always in the Third Person Masculine Singular.
iii. paajjy:
The Passive Voice is formed by adding the verb 
' jaai^aa* to the Perfect Participle of any Transitive verb.
The participlesis then carried through the entire conjuga­
tion, being affected only by the gender and number of the 
subject. E.g.,
i. cho^aa nimbuu ras bharyaa,
toy'yaa naa cussaa jaay. (A small lemon full of 
juice, can neither be plucked nor sucked)
ii. maaryaa jaagaa pathaaij, ke (You will be killed,
0 pa^haar^)
"Kahiye" construction
There is a peculiar construction in this language
which can be labelled for convenience as "kahiye". It is
used to show that the speaker has heard the fact which he or
she is stating. E.g., baaguu me kahiye rii je siryjjaat kaa
(I have heard that Jai Singh Jaui^is in the orchard), tere
bett© kaa kahiye duujaa byaah (I have heard that your son is
getting married for the second time).
Operators
The verbs jaar^aa, lei^aa, dei^aa, lyaaijaa, pa^naa, 
lagr^aa, aai^aa, sekr^aa, gernaa, rahnaa, calnaa and paaijaa are 
used as "operators” in this language.^- Out of this long list 
only jaaijaa, deijaa and leijaa are very common. These "operat­
ors" can be put into these main groups:
1. For a similar use of the term"operators" as applied to
Hindi, see J.Burton-Page, "Compound and Conjunct Verbs in 
Hindi," B.S.O.A.S,XIX« 3 (1957), p. 471
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1. Used with the root of the main verb
(a) Intensives, such, as jaaijaa, lei^aa, der^aa, pa^naa, 
gernaa.
Examples:
i. tuut phuut gii biinpii (The biin is completely
broken;
ii. untuu ne car liye jhojhfuu (The camels have eaten
up jhojh^uu)
iii. muncyie te tale cLhakel dii (He pushed her from
the chair)
(b) Potential, saki^aa.
Examples:
lobbhii siis na de sake (A greedy person cannot give
his head)
2. Used with the inflected infinitive
(a) Inceptive, lagi^aa.
Examples: catkan. laagge baans (The bamboos have started
cracking)
(b) Permissive, dei^aa.
Example: lagan de ec(, cubaare me (Let me dance in the
cubaaraa)
3. Used with the Perfect Participle
Continuative, (rahnaa), e.g.,
soye rahe suukh kii nij^ d maaruu jii (Maaruu jii kept
>  »
on sleeping soundly).
Note: Past tense of jaai^aa operator, has several forms:
(gyaa, gaa, and gayaa) depending on the melody of the 
song. 1
1. See above, p.^ tf-
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Causative Verbs
A simple intransitive verb is usually made transitive 
by inserting aa after the root, as: suuklrqaa, (to become dry), 
sukhaai^aa, (to dry). The insertion of vaa forms the causative, 
as sukhvaai^aa, (to cause to dry).
If the simple verb is transitive, the insertion of aa 
makes it Causative, and of vaa double causative. Sometimes 
the second and the third form of acausative formed from a 
simple transitive are identical in meaning. E.g., karaai^aa, 
karvaai^aa.
Verbs ending in a consonant preceded by a short vowel 
are regular in formation but there are certain types which 
undergo modifications.
i. If o or e is the first vowel in the root it is
■Mj-changed into u and in^case of monosyllabic roots 1v 1 is 
inserted. E.g., khodi^aa, khudaar^aa; poi^aa, puvaai^aa; dez^aa, 
duvaaijaa.
ii. If ii or uu (and in some cases aa) is the first 
vowel, it is shortened. E.g., suukrjaa, sukaaijaa; jiimqaa, 
jimaai^aa; liipi^aa, lipaai^aa.
iii. In addition to the above a few verbs change t to 
its cognate or E.G., phuut^aa, phofnaa; tuutijaa, tofnaa.
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ADVERBS
Table of Pronominal Adverbs
Prox. Dem 
Remote Dem. 
Relative 
Correlative
Time
9b (now)
jab (when) 
tab (then)
Place Direction Manner
hyaa (here) ixjghe (hither)nyuu
(thus)
hvaa (there) uy^ghe(thither) 
jahaa(where) jijghe(whither) 
hvaa (there)
Interrogative kab (when) kahaa(where) kirighe(whither) kyuu
J (why)
The adverbial particle hii (ii) may be added to
any adverb in the table, and most adverbs given below, for
emphasis.^- The "h*1 often combines with the preceding sound
to form an aspirate. E.g., kadhii.
Other adverbs of time are: aaj (today), kal (tomorrow
or yesterday), picchs (after) abke (this time, this year),
tapke (at dawn) pehle (before), aggete (in future)
Other adverbs of place are: uppar (above), tale (below)
baar or baahar (outside), dhore or nepe (near), urlii paar
(on this side), parlii paar (on that side), bhittar (inside),
bicaale (in the middle) caaruu khuut or caaruu op (in all
four directions).
Other adverbs of manner are sej (slowly), ese (in this
manner), vese (in that manner), kese, jese (in what mamer),
2is c|,haal (in this way).
1. See above, p. m-S"
2. Compare the patterning of the initial consonants here with 
the examples in the table oubovjBL.
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Negative Particles
(i) naa, nii, n©, nahii 
(ii) mat and matnaa, which are used only with imper
custbmary in our family to use the golden pitcher)
aap^jii Aaam nii aaye (Raa**himself did not come) 
lobhii siis na de sake (A greedy person cannot
give his head)
; ■ >" * * ,• • . - .,,v ; w
(ii) paai^ii bharai^ mat bhejiyo (Do not send her)to
fetch water)
mere matnaa laaiye haat (Do not touch me) 
man ke mate naa caaliye
nahii bohet ghaijaa dukh paay (Do not follow the 
dictates of your heart or you will suffer a lot)
Conjunctions
ar (and), bii, (also), nahii (otherwise), jo..*.to
ative forms.
Examples:
(i) sonne kii naa hot^ii mhaare (It is not
Interrogative particle is 'ke'.”1'
(if . . . . than) keto....ke (either.... or)
1. S.H. 'kyaa'
SONGS : TEXT AND TRANSLATION
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The grandfather of the child says,
"To celebrate I will give generously,"
The grandmother of the child says,
"What wealth has the child brought?
He has come with his little fists clenched, 
And has beautiful hair on his head.
He has come naked in want of a shirt,
And naked in want of a cap.
He has come with his little fists clenched, 
And has beautiful hair on his head."
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"Here is the bl^a of five betel leaves with cloves and
betel nuts.
Take them with you and go to the midwife."
"0 midwife, my old midwife,
There' is some disturbance in my palace and my wife is
unwell."
"Raja, my Raja, you are my Maharaja.
The words of your wife have pierced my heart."
"Darling, my fair one, they say you are sharp tongued.
Who will come to you?"
"Here is the bifa of five betel leaves with cloves and
betel nuts.
Take them with you and go to your mother.
She will come immediately."
"Mother, my dear mother,
There is some disturbance in my palace and my wife is
unwell."
"Son, my dear son,
You are the pupil of my eye, you are the light of my world. 
Son, the words of that useless woman have pierced my heart." 
"Darling, my fair one, they say you are sharp tongued.
Who will come to you?"
"Here is the bifa of five betel leaves with cloves and
betel nuts.
Take them with you and go to your sister.
My dear sister-in-law will come immediately."
"Sister, my dear sister,
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There is some disturbance in my palace and my wife is
unwe 11.,f
"Brother, my dear brother,
Beloved amongst the village chiefs,
The protector of my life,
The words of that deceitful woman have pierced my heart.
"Darling, my fair one, they say you are sharp tongued.
Who will come to you?"
"My Lord has been from house to house,
And at last has come back and sits at the threshold.
I will hold on to the ridge-pole and the bamboo at the
side of my bed,
And the turban of my lord,
And quickly will give birth to my child.
Let them talk.
They will aUl come in the morning;
They will come for the sake of the feast;
They will come for the sake of the presents."
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"The bitter tobacco stinks,
It smells and smells."
He pushed her from the chair,
And turned her out of the palace.
"Go to your father’s house."
She crossed one forest, she crossed a second forest,
And arrived in the third forest.
In the third frowns the river.
"How shall I reach my father’s house?"
"Brother boatman, take me across,
I want to reach my father's house early."
"Adhro, for you I will thatch a bungalow with betel
leaves.Gori, stay tonight on my sej,
And leave in the morning for your father's house."
"Fifty times I will hit you with my shoes,
And a hundred and fifty times with a shoe-rag,
And will put fire on your moustaches,
If you speak such words.
My husband, whd'ls like sun and moon,
Has been left alone on the sej."
She tucked the trail of her skirt and crossed the river. 
The boatman rubs his palms:
3
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"The woman has done wonders.”
She crossed one forest, ©he crossed a second forest,
And in the third delivered the child.
"Here are neither my girl friends 
Nor my nanad or sassu.
Had I been today at my father-in-law*s house,
The drums would have been sounded,
And auspicious songs sung.
Had I been at my mother-in-law's house,
I would have given away the whole of Ayodhya generously. 
Of what shall I make the bed,
And of what covering?
0 God of what shall I give ghun^x?"
"Make a bed of earth,
Make a covering of the leaves,
And give sandalwood paste as ghun^i."
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Ladtjo sits on the balcony and chews betel leaf,
And asks her grandfather,
"Grandfather, search throughout the country and in
foreign lands,
And find me a bridegroom, one who is a good match. 
Stay in his house for one night,
Enquire into his ancestry,
And find me a bridegroom, one who is a good match."
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Laddo's grandfather has gone to seek her a husband, 
LadcLo is very much worried.
"I don*t know what kind of bridegroom he will arrange
for me.
If my bridegroom is like the sun or moon,
Then it will be bright all around.
I don't know what kind of bridegroom he will arrange
for me.
For if the bridegroom is like the night,
Then it will be dark all around.
I don't know what kind of bridegroom he will arrange
for me.
If my bridegroom is fair and handsome,
Then it willbe bright all around.
I don't know what kind of bridegroom he will arrange
for me."
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Father, bracelets, anklets,
And quilt lie in my bottom drawer.
Daughter, I have searched in the four directions 
In vain for your bridegroom.
Father, bring me string end lo^a 
And a saffron sari.
I will walk as a jogan
And search for a husband myself.
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Go and pluck flov/ers from your grandfather’s garden,
0 my hariyale ban^eIA
And with the ripe and unripe buds dye your trousers red,
0 my hariyale baryte 1
In the red trousers go to the street of your father-in-law, 
0 my hariyale banax*e!
Your bride’s sister is a spoilt girl: talk to her nicely,
0 my hariyale banafeI
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u0 brother, in which season was the mustard sown 
And when did it blossom?“
Come early^ 0 bhat^iya.
”0 brother, in Aghan the mustard was sown 
And in Pus it blossomed.”
Come early, 0 bhat^iya.
“Whose bhatj^iya are you 
And whose brother? 11 
Come early, C bhata^iya.
“In whose house are the cauk drawn for you 
And to whose house do you bring bhat?”
Come early,0 bhata^iya.
“We are bhata^iya of our brother-in-law,
And brother of oux* sister.”
Come early^ 0 bhatafiya.
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I forbid you, 0 Mandhe Hakma!
Dearest, go not to the orchards of others.
I will plant you as many orchards es you wish,
And employ all the gardeners you will need.
I forbid you, 0 Mandhe Hakmai
A small lemon is full of juice, 0 Mandhe Hakma!
A small husband is full of virtue, 0 Mandhe Hakma!* • t
A small lemon is full of juice,
I can neither tear it nor enjoy it.
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Are you awake or sleeping, my grandfather? 
Four armies have come.
One is the army of our people,
One that of his father;
A third is led by his maternal uncles,
And a fourth is the army of my bridegroom. 
In this are his boyhood friends.
0 my aunt, strew flowers in the path 
Of my bridegroom and his friends.
0 my aunt, strew flowers in his path 
And make the way beautiful for my husband.
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,fSend for five betel nuts, 0 my father,
And send for five roots of turmeric.
Have green and tender bamboos cut, my father,
And built a pent house for your pleasure,
In which our fathers shall sit and gamble."
"Who is the winner, who is the loser 
And what was the prize?"
"The father is loser, father-in-law is the winner, 
And the bride is the prize."
"My father was the loser,
The day I was born,
And father-in-law the winner,
The day my bridegroom was born."
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The grandmother of the laddo peeps through a peep hole, 
"Who is our son-in-law?
Our daughter is fair and our son-in-law dark,
How can the wedding take place?1 
The bridegroom hears and walks away.
"You may keep your beloved daughter."
On the way he meets his bride's brother,
Who runs and catches his hand.
"Come my brother-in-law, sit on the marriage rug,
Let us begin the ceremony"
"The bride's brother is more gentle than his father,
Who has preserved my honour."
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”0 my grandfather, order for me a golden pitcher.
With the Ganges water in the golden pitcher
My bridegroom shall wash his feet.”
”0 ambitious laddo, speak not so.
A golden pitcher is not for you.
The potter will bring a pitcher of clay.
With the Ganges1 water in the pitcher of clay 
Your bridegroom shall wash his feet.”
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”0 my grandfather, with turmeric anoint my hands, 
Something holy has happened.”
My ladcjo sits on the seat of sandalwood; 
Dishevelled is her hair.
”0 my grandfather, with turmeric anoint my hands, 
Something holy has happened.”
“Arrange your hair, 0 my laddo,
Something holy has happened.”
“Now how shall I arrange my hair,
For something holy has happened.”
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The first time round is for mother Earth. 
The handsome bridegroom has come.
The second is for Mother Ganges.
The handsome bridegroom has come.
And the third for the bride herself.
The handsome bridegroom has come.
And the last for the bridegroom- 
The handsome bridegroom has come.
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She is leaving her dolls in the toy cupboard.
She is leaving the country of her father.
"Sister, you are a bird of jungle,
Who feeds in the fields and flies nestward at sunset.”
"I will return to my dolls in the toy cupboard,
And revisit the country of my father.”
When the palanquin passed under the mango tree,
The cuckoo sang.
"This our daughter shall be the slave of your palace,
We are your slaves and she is our daughter.”
"Do not say such things, brother.
She is the queen of our palace,
She is the daughter of a queen and you are our overlord.”
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"0 father, my palanquin is obstructed in your orchard#
0 my father, cut down your trees.”
"My ladcjo, this green orchard will not be cut.
You go to your home."
"Without your daughter your water jars will be empty."
"I will employ a waterwoman.
You go to your home."
"Your cowdung will lay ungathered without your daughter." 
"I will employ a sweeper's wife.
You go to your home."
"My dolls lay deserted on their shelf."
"My grand-daughter will play with them.
You go to your home."
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Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
1 am the bird of your bush
And fly away after getting feathers.
Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
1 am the cow of your peg
And go with anyone whomsoever you give.
Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
1 am the bud of your banana plant 
And fade away in sunshine.
Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
My sisters are married in the vicinity of the home. 
And why do I go to a foreign land?
Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
To brothers you have given palaces,
And why banishment to me?
Why did you marry me in a foreign land,
0 my rich father?
continued.•.
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When the palanquin passed by the palace 
The brother fainted.
Why did you marry me in a foreign land, 
0 my rich father?
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Barefoot ran the grandfather,
”0 samadhi, stop the palanquin,
Our beloved daughter goes to your home in marriage. 
Please speak not to her harsh words.
She will plaster the kitchen 
And wash the dishes,
But please send her not to draw water.
She will bake the bread 
And grind the corn,
But please send her not to draw water. 11 
If at the well she laughs openly,
Both the families will be put to shame.
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Keep me for today, father;
I am your guest.
Your threshold is like a mountain 
And your courtyard a foreign land. 
Keep your house now to yourself.
I am going to my husband*s country.
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"Sassu, speak to me,
For you I have left my parents.1 
”Bahu, how can I speak?
I have high fever.”
”Sassu, let me massage your feet.
Your high fever will go down.
Sassu, my elder brother is a village official, 
And the younger a police constable.”
”My bahu, I kiss the earth.
Our daughter-in-law is of a respectable family.”
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Mother, send for yellow clay 
And for greenish cowdung.
I will plaster the whole house.
Call the barber quickly,
And send the invitations in the town. 
Call an intelligent pandit,
Let him study well his almanac.
Draw the cauk with pearls.
Prepare beautiful carts.
Take the jadulla in your lap,
Call all the duranl and Jithanl.
Let us go to the Devi, mother. 
Prepare good purls,
And mohan laddu.
Let us go to the Devi, mother.
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Arta rl arta 
S a n m a i  arta,
The flowers of arta? A bouquet of Jasmine.
Burn, 0 my lamp, dance, 0 my flame.
"What is the lamp made of?
Of what is the wick?
What oil is it that burns throughout the night?”
"The lamp is of gold,
And silver is the wick,
And it's the ghaTe of the celestial cow that burns all 
-C night."
"San^jl what material will you use for a head-dress?
And of what will you make your dress?"
"She will wear a head-dress of muslin,
And of satin will be her dress."
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Rise, gods! Sit down, gods!
Gods will rise in the month of Kartik.
New basket. New cotton.
0 mouse, go to the milk pot 
And drink the milk.
Be fat by drinking milk,
As fat as a buffalo,
And then cut Kus^grass.
From it make the string.
With the string knit the bed,
And after knitting fix a davan in it.
After that,
Grey cow and brown cow.
Give the grey cow to the brahman.
In it is a great virtue.
May there be as many cows in this house 
As there are the stars in the sky.
May there be as many sons in this house 
As there are the bushes in the forest.
May there be as many horses and bullocks in this house 
As there are the pieces of stone on the way.
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Let us go round, Raghunandan Raja.
Ram leaves, Lachman leaves,
And Sita accompanies them.
Let us go round, Raghunandan Raja.
"Slta, stay at home! Lachman, stay at home!
In the forest thirst and hunger will torment you." 
Let us go round, Raghunandan Raja.
In the open plain is the black deer,
And he has white spots on his belly.
Let us go round, Raghunandan Raja.
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Master, tell me,
How shall I worship you?
Gf what is the earth made,
Of what the sky,
.And of what the world?
Master, how shall I worship you? 
The earth is made of the truth, 
The sky is made of dherma,
And the world of sin.
Master, how shall I worship you? 
The river is deep 
And the boat is old.
Murari is the boatman,
Master, how' shall I worship you?
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Worship God, 0 manI 
You have slept too long.
Devotion is like a rope 
Which tskes you to heaven.
0 locust, fly away a mile.
The stairs are fixed to the heaven.
0 moon> hide yourself in the dust. 
The fetters of the heart will be cut. 
Worship God, 0 man!
You have slept too long.
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Clouds have gathered in the forest of Sita.
Rimjhim, rimjhim, it rains.
Will someone unite me with Ram?
A small boy grazes the cows,
Grazes one hundred and sixty cows.
Will someone unite me with Ram?
"Who is your grandfather and what your gotra?
And to which family do you belong?”
”The name of our father we do not know.
Sita is our mother.”
Will someone unite me with Ram?
”Where is your mother Sita?
Take me to her.”
Will someone unite me with Ram?
Sita sits on a seat of sandal,
Dishevelled is her hair.
Will sotoeone unite me with RFm?
"Cover your hair, 0 mother!
Outside stands Bhagavan.”
Will someone unite me with R&m?
”1 won't see the face of such a husband,
7/ho banished me . ”
continued..•
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Will someone unite me with Ram?
The earth cracked and Sita disappeared in it. 
Ram stands and gazes. LjrvJl*> R avw y
On this body the farmers will plough 
And grow crops.
On this body will grow the grass
And one hundred and sixty cows will graze.
Will someone unite me with Ram?
On this body the Ganges will flow
And a road will be made
On which millions will come and go.
Will someone unite me with Ram?
ifr^ srnr i t t n *rr
cfTcl "TT if
t t t $s <pt btstTT 
eft -ft VR ?Y*f
?t\T.
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Goddhan Mandhu, you are great, 
Hone is greater than you.
You are beloved everywhere,
In all regions all bow to you.
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Today is the festival of lights.
The moonless dark is heavy.
”0 mothers of fine sons! get up and worship. 
Goddhan stands outside*1
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There is a string around the neck of the pot, 
And the spoon is angrily departing.
I will break the head of the female wretch, 
Who eats before her husband.
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What are pole and ridge-pole for? 
Pole supports the thatched roof. 
In this house may a boy be born, 
Who will wear golden ear-rings.
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On petrified soil the water is like crystal* 
The parrots are bathing.
The crows play the flutes,
And the deer walk in the marriage procession*
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On the other bank Har planted the orchards, 
Har planted the orchards.
On this bank I was plucking the lemons alone, 
Was plucking the lemons alone.
0 my friendsJ accept my ram ram.
0 my friends, accept my ram ram.
On the other bank Har dug the ponds,
Har dug the ponds.
On this bank I was washing the clothes alone, 
Was washing the clothes alone.
0 my friends, accept my ram ram.
0 my friends, accept my ram ram.
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In the middle of the Ganges I fill my water pot, 
And half bare is my waist.
Fragile and tender is my body,
And heavy is the pitcher on my head.
Leave the way for me, 0 fool!
This water girl groans under the burden.
"Whose wife are you
Who comes to fetch water in the night,
And fills her pot in the river,
And half bare is her waist?"
"Leave the way for me, 0 fool!
This water girl groans under the burden."
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Rise and meet, 0 Ram, Bharat has come.
The courtyard has been plastered with greenish cowdung, 
And on it the cauks have been drawn.
On the white elephant is the red ambarl,
And the whisks are being moved.
Carat Bharat both have come to meet you,
And the tears are dripping from their eyes.
Rise and meet, 0 Ram, Bharat has come.
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In half of the Ganges was sown the barley,
And in the rest half the bamboos.
Utter the name of Ram from you mouth.
"Why was the barley sown,
And why the bamboos?
Why were the sugar-cane sucked?
And why were the betel leaves chewed?"
"For sweetnes were sucked the sugar-cane
And for colouring the lips red were chewed betel leaves"
"Why was the daughter born
And why the son?"
"For fulfilling religious duty was born the daughter,
And for populating the village the son."
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Ram planted five trees in the Ganges,
And went away in their shade.
He has set fire to my tender and young body, 
Ram himself dug the wells,
And he himself did not turn up.
Brother why are you afraid?
&£§naji comes to give you Company.
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My feet are blistered from continual walking, 
My shoulders ache from the bamboo yoke.
Tell Bhola Nath to hold my hand,
And take my offering of the water.
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He who would drink the waters of love, 
Must first give.
The selfish, who cannot,
Will only ever talk of love.
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True love accepts all.
The lovers mix like sugar and ghl. 
When hearts are joined,
One does not enquire as to family.
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Ganges and Godavari are great,
Prayag is a place of great pilgrimage. 
Waves of the sea are great,
And all the sins are absolved at Hardvar
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In the ko^hj*! of Sitapati,
Are the shutters of sandal wood. 
And the lock of love is fixed, 
Which one day K^sija will open.
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Pestilence, may Hanuman drive thee 
To the west country and Majka well,
Where you were born,
And may Bhlm call you.
Go, pestilence, to the border of some other village 
To the Kanvara land of four-headed goddess 
Where lives the wizard Ismail.
The wizard Ismail sowed the cotton 
For my cows and buffaloes to graze.
The horse is under the protection of the Sun God: 
The buffalo of Machandarnath,
The camel of Bafi Nath:
The sheep and goats of Dhuliya:
Let them milk them and divide the milk.
Let Bhairo remove the pestilence.
Rinderpest, foot-rot, pleuropneumonia,
Foot-and-mouth disease -
Leave this to some other village.
Have mercy on us, Pandavas!
Have mercy on us, Sun God i
Have mercy on us, Ganges Janumal
Have mercy on us, God of this village site!
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Kali, Great Kali chew the betel 
And clap thy hands!
Sit on the branch of pipal!
Intoxicate yourself with hemp!
A leather bag and ashes of cloves!
Help us, 0 Ramcand^ra,
If any injury come to our cows and calves!
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Black scorpion of limestone,
With green beak and golden neck ring,
I know your caste, 0 scorpion!
You were born the night of Amavas,
The sticks of ru^ and the strings of muiij 
I cast you down with the branch of nim, 
Help us, 0 Hanuman!
Lanka is a fort and the sea a ditch.
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Blue mare and the red bridle 
On it sits warrior Mangla.
"Where do you go, warrior Mangla?"
"To Kailas mountain."
"What will you bring from Kailas mountain?"
"I will bring the roots of reed."
"What will you do with it?"
"I will make one hundred mounds of coal from it, 
I will make chisel and axe."
"What will you do with these?"
"Pain of spine, pain of joints,
Pain of ribs and sides and of witch,
And of ghosts.
We will cut and burn these into ashes."
Help us, 0 Hanuman!
Lanka is fort and the sea a ditch.
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Bow down, 0 cloud!
Why do you not rain?
Now is the proper time for it. 
Bow down, 0 cloud!
If somebody’s cund^i gets wet 
Or brother’s red turban*
Bow down, 0 cloud!
Why do you not rain?
Now is the proper time for it.
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On eight wells and nine pa^che,
Sixteen women draw water,
"From a long distance I have come thirsty 
Give the water to the thirsty.1 
"Neither drowns my bucket in the well 
Nor bends my body."
"Whose guest are you,
And whose husband?"
"0 I am the guest of your father,
And your beloved husband,
If you agree I will take you with me 
To distant lands."
"0 inaru, straight is the road to your land,
Further on you will find your land."
"There is nothing in my country 
If you do not accompany me."
"I will cut the beard of your father 
And burn his moustaches."
"0 mother, get up and take down the pitcher from my head 
Or I will smash it in the courtyard."
"Others came back from the well long ago. .
Where were you, my daughter-in-law, so long?"
continued...
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111 met a wayfarer, 0 Sassu!
And he delayed me so long”
"How was his appearance 
And whom did he resemble?"
"With his fair body and darkish face 
He resembles my young devar."
"He was your master, 0 daughter-in-law.
Why did not you hold his hand?"
I feel shy in running.
Walking slowly I wonft find him.
My husband returned home after twelve years. 
And is resting under the banyan tree.
With a lota of water I approach him,
"Drink water, 0 my husband!"
" A Woman like you 
I employ as a water-maid."
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Now has come the season of the fan.
Sassu asks the bahu* "Do not go for water*
Mugal is camping* he will take you in his tents."
\ _  _I will not listen to the Sassu and go to fetch water.
What can he do to me? I will set his tents on fire.
-  CL TLong-haired Candrav^i went to draw water.
Mugal came out of his tent and took her in the tents.
"Take my message* 0 traveller*
Tell my father that his daughter is in the tents.
Tell my brother that his sister is in the tents.
Father burst out crying hearing that the daughter was in
the tents.
Brother fainted hearing that the sister was in the tents. 
Father started with cartloads of money.
Brother started with cartloads of money.
I will secure the release of long-haired sister Candravall.
"0 son of the Mugal* take all these cartloads of money*
Release my long-haired sister Candravall."
"Go back to your home* 0 father* I will keep up the honour
of the pancJS"
"Go back to your home* 0 brother* I wall keep up the honour
of the cap."
"I will not eat the food of Mugal and keep up the honour of
the cap."
"Take my message* 0 traveller*
Tell my father-in-law that his daughter-in-law is in the
tents
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Tell my clevar that his bhabhi is in the tents
Tell my husband that his o^**i is in the tents."
Hearing this the father-in-law burst out crying and the
devar fainted
The husband laughed and said, "I can bring a few like her."
Father-in-law started with cartloads of money.
Devar started with cartloads of money.
I will secure the release of my daughter-in-law:
I will secure the release of my bhabhi,
"Go to your home, 0 &usar, I will keep up the honour of
the cap."
"Go to your home, 0 devar, I will keep up the honour of
the pancV1
"Go, 0 Mugal, bring me some water to drink.
Long-haired Candravall dies of thirst."
As soon as the Mugal turned his back she put the tents
on fire.
Standing, standing, burns long-haired Candravall,
Hair burns like new grass and tongue like a lotus flower,
Teeth burn like cowries and the stomach like flour-paste.
Standing, standing, burns long-haired Candravall.
He rubs his hands and beats his head, "0 God! what have
you done?"
"I only could see her but could not taste. What have
you done?"
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"On other days you gave me dry, hard bread to eat, 
But why today a trayful of khlr?”
"So far you were alone, my daughter-in-law,
But today returns your husband."
"On other days you gave me buttermilk to drink,
But why today a katora full of milk?"
"So far you were very young,
But today you are in your full bloom.”
"On other days I slept on a broken bed,
But wny today this red palahg for me?"
"I have seen my mother and seen my sister,
But where is my wife?”
"In the high atjarl with red doors.
Sleeps soundly your wife.”
I called her and shook her by the arm^
But she did not speak.
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In the heavy dark of Bhadon night,
The queen went out for water.
!,0f what is the pitcher and of what the string,
And with what is studded the Indhpl of the woman?1'
"Of gold is the pitcher and of silk the string,
And with jewels is studded the Indhfl."
In the front went the peacock and after him the water-
woman,
And after her the guards of the raja*
She crossed one forest, she crossed a second forest,
And arrived in the third*
When she fills the pitcher, the peacock spills it,
And spreading his feathers he drinks water.
"Get out of my way, 0 peacock, let me draw the water, 
At home my mother-in-law will quarrel."
"Your mother-in-law is my mother,
Stay tonight in the green orchard."
"Get out of my way, 0 peacock, let me draw the water. 
At home my sister-in-law will quarrel."
"Your sister-in-law is my sister.
Stay tonight in the green orchard."
"Get up, 0 my mother-in-law, take down the pitcher,
(0 rr u e I will smash it in the courtyard."
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"Who has spoken harsh words to you,
And who has taunted you?"
"No one has spoken harsh words to me,
And no one has taunted me."
The wild peacock lives in the forest,
His shriek has possessed my heart."
"Get up, 0 son, kill the peacock,
Your wife has fallen in love with the wild peacock." 
"Bring my five garments 
And bring my five weapons."
He crossed one forest, he crossed a second,
And killed the peacock in the third.
Having killed the peacock the raja brought it home,
And placed it on the threshold.
"Get up my queen, powder the turmeric,
And cook the peacock."
"I cannot be quick in powdering the turmeric,
And my heart burns in cooking the peacock.
The wild peacock lives in the forest,
His shriek has possessed my heart."
"If you want a peacock, my wife,
Get a peacock made of gold."
"A peacock of gold may be stolen, 0 raja,
The shriek of the wild peacock has possessed my heart."
continued.••
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"If you want a peacock, my wife,
Get a peacock made of wood."
"A peacock of wood may be .burnt, 0 raja,
The shriek of the wild peacock has possessed my heart." 
"If you want a peacock, my wife,
Get a peacock tattoed on your breast."
"The peacock on the breast will not speak,
The shriek of the wild peacock has possessed my heart."
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"Bring my five garments, 0 daughter of Sarayo!
Bring my five arms, 0 daughter of Sarayo 111 
Rode away on horseback, Raja Jabar Singh,
From the palace he arrived in the court.
"Do not sit in the full session of the court, our king! 
You are sonless by birth."
Riding on his green horse Jabar Singh returned 
And arrived at the caupa^.
Covering himself with dupa^a he went to sleep 
And slept comfortably for some time.
"Who has spoken harsh words to you* 0 raja,
And who has taunted you?"
"My brothers have spoken harsh words, 0 daughter of
Sarayo|
And the nephews have taunted me, 0 daughter of Sarayo!"
"Bring my three garments, 0 raja jl,
And bring my necklace from the peg."
"What will you do with your garment^ 0 daughter_of
Sarayo!
And why do you need your necklace?"
"I will put on my garments and go, 0 rajaji,
And wear my necklace."
On a palanquin she left, the daughter of Sarayo,
And arrived in the celebrations of tijjan.
52
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"Do not sit in our tijjan, 0 daughter of Sarayo!
You are barren from the birth•"
On a palanquin left from there the daughter of Sarayo 
And returned to the palace.
Covering hereelf with sallu she went to sleep
And slept comfortably for sometime, the daughter of
Sarayo.
"Who has spoken harsh words to you, 0 daughter of
Sarayo,
And who has taunted you, 0 daughter of Sarayo?"
"My sisters have spoken harsh words, 0 raja,
And the nieces have taunted me."
»
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"Gori, I went to Delhi and Merath,
There the gardener*s daughter is more beautiful than 
_ _ you.""Raja, go to Delhi and Merath,
And bring me some poison.1*
She took a full bowl of milk,
And mixed poison in it.
Having drunk it she went to sleep;
And from outside came the raja.
"0 mother, where is my wife?1
"In the high atari with red doors
Sleeps your wife."
He shouted and shook her by arm,
But she did not speak.
"Go to the orchards, my son,
And cut sandal trees,
And in sandal wood cremate her."
My , now tell me what to do?
Come in my dreams.
"Raja, go to Delhi and Merath,
There the gardener*s daughter is more beautiful than me, 
Celebrate your marriage with her."
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Dhobi’s daughter went out for water,
Raja went out for hunting.
"0 dhobi's daughter, give me some water 
I am thirsty since early evening."
"Drink from the pond with your hands, 0 
The water of my hands is not clean,"
"In the pond drink the cattle,
The water of your hands is very clean."
"Raja, if you have a liking for dhobi's 
Then wash the clothes for my father."
Dhobi's daughter washed a few,
Raja washed one hundred and fifty.
"Let me see your hands, 0 dhobi's daughter!
Your beautiful hands have blisters."
"Let me see your hands, 0 raja!
Your beautiful hands have blisters."
"Pick up and carry, 0 raja, the bundle of clothes,
And pick up the wooden club in your hand."
"Where shall I put the bundle of clothes, 0 dhobi's daughter! 
And where shall I put the large clubl"
"Put the bundle of clothes on the bed, 0 raja!
And the large club in the tub."
continued...
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"Dhobi's daughter, you ere so beautiful;
Why are you still unmarried?"
"Raja, the search has been made in all the four directions, 
But no suitable match could be found."
"Dhobi's daughter go and tell your mother,
That your match is on the pond."
"0 raja's son, you are so handsome,
Why are you still unmarried?"
"Dhobi's daughter, my parents died in childhood,
And my brothers did not care for my marriage."
"Mother, celebrate my marriage 
My match is on the pond."
"Daughter, I have always told you
Not to trust the friendship of a traveller."
Raja took the first round and the second round,
In the third round he burst out crying.
"Is it the memory of your parents
Cr of your Maru De£ which brings tears to your eyes." 
"Dhobi's daughter, it is neither the memory of my parents 
Nor of my Maru De£.
Dhobi's daughter, I remembered my wife,
Whom I left alone on the sej."
"Mother, I will take poison and die,
Raja has a second wife."
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"Daughter, why should you die,
Let his second wife die.
Daughter, I have always told you
Not to trust the friendship of a traveller.
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Band!, write a letter to him;
Hearing the agony of my heart he will soon come. 
Kanvar Nihalde says crying.
0 sakhi, Savan has come.
All are dyeing the hemp,
And getting the ropes made.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting,
0 sakhi, Bhadon has come.
Lightening flashes and frightens me,
Night is very dark.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Kvar has come.
All draw cauks,
All wear tilak.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Kartik has come.
All burn lamps>
All go on holy bathing,
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Aghan has come.
All are getting garlands made.
All are getting the parting of their hair filled.
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Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Pus has come.
All are getting their quilts filled.
All prepare comfortable beds.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Magh has come.
All are happy by the cosy fire,
All bathe in hot water.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Phagun has come.
All prepare coloured water,
And celebrate phagua.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Cait has come.
All peep through the windows,
All enjoy moonlit nights.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Baisakh has come,
All enjoy the fans,
All get their cund^Is dyed.
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
0 sakhi, Jeth has come.
The buds of the forest are fading.
All are getting their bungalows thatched with khas. 
Kanvar Nihalde withers sitting.
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0 sakhl, Asadh has come.* •
All quench the fire of their hearts, 
In the forest sing the peacocks. 
Kanvar NihSlde withers sitting. 
Master, you came at the right moment, 
The fire has not touched my hair. 
Kanvar Nihalde is becoming satl.
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I stand in contemplation, bending like a jasmine.
My sadness arrests the passage of my father-in-law.
"0 daughter-in-law, why are you so sad?
Is it that your brother has returned home without you . 11 
"0 my father-in-law, I an not sad,
Nor has my brother come and departed.
The son of my sas, brother of my na^ad,
Is going away on business.”
”May he not do his business in Savan,
May he not be employed in Bhadon,
May his horse become crippled,
And may his business not prosper.
Go my husband to that country 
From which there is no return.
You might as well be a yogi
And display the broken shards of the sadhu.”
”My daughter-in-law, you are a clever and good woman.
Do not curse your husband.”
”Now go, my husband, to that land,
Where you may get employment,
And may your crippled horse become well 
You will get employment without delay.
In kvar the ancestors are to be worshipped.
2 m
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In Kartik the virgin daughter takes up her nuptials.
In Aghan the parting in my hair has to be filled.
J*. pvAS 3 C-nll kc UitCevLh *
In Magh the creditors collect their dues.
In Phagun we would have played phagua.
And in Cait we would have made the pilgrimage of Durga. 
In Baisakh the kesu blossoms,
In Jeth the fiery hot wind blows,
In Asadh the roaring clouds come 
When the twelve months have passed,
And you have not returned.
Come back with another wife
With a kaAgna on your wrist and a crown on your head.
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"I went to the well, 0 sassu!
And have heard several new things.
I have heard a strange news,
That your son is getting married again.
Do I come from a low family,
Or did I bring small dowry, 0 sassu?”
"You neither come from a low family, 0 bahu! 
Nor brought a small dowry”
Maina spoke at the well,
”You are dark, 0 bahu!
And my son has a liking for a fair woman.”
I shall write a letter home.
”0 barber, give it to my elder brother.” 
Seeing the letter the brother laughed *
But after reading became sad.
“Bring my five garments 
And bring my f ive arms.”
"What will you do with the garments 
And what will you do with the arms?"
He left on his horse at once,
And did not care for the typhoon or the rain. 
"Where is my maussl, 0 sister!
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And where has my brother-in-law gone?
Shell I kill your mother-in-law 
Or my brother-in-law?1
"The murder of my mother-in-law will be known all over
the world>
And the murder of your brother-in-law will make your
sister a widow.
Inside the kottjha is a kothyl,
And there is the new sauk,
Who is the root of the wbole quarrel."
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Manara goes round the lanes,
0 sister, why don’t you call him here?
Cupa is my life, the cupa of ivory.
Green bangles I will not wear,
0 Manara, green are the orchards of my rajajl. 
Cu*ca is my life, the cu^a of ivory.
Yellow bangles I will not wear 
0 Manara, yellow is the to^a of my rajaji.
Cu^a is my life, the Ou^a of ivory.
Black bangles I will not wear,
0 Manara, black are the hairs of my rajaji. 
Cu£a is my life, the cu^a of ivory.
Grey bangles I will not wear,
0 Manara, grey are the eyes of my rajajl.
Cu^a is my life, the cu^a of ivory.
Red bangles I will not wear,
0 Manara, red are the lips of my rajajl.
Cu^a is my life, the cu^a of ivory.
Blue bangles I will not wear,
0 Manara, blue is the horse of my rajajl.
Cupa is my life, the cu^a of ivory.
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In my courtyard stands a bitter nim.
In Savan its fruits are ripe,
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay in your orchards."
"There is no room in our orchards, 0 raja!
There live my father*s gardeners."
Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had abandoned my palanquin under the cool banyan
tree•"
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay on your ponds."
"There is no place on our ponds, 0 raja!
There live my father*s washermen.
Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had abandoned my palanquin under the cool banyan
tree."
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay on your wells."
"There is no place on our wells, 0 raja!
There live the watermen of my father."
Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had abandoned my palanquin under the cool banyan
tree."
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay in your kitchen."
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"There is no room in our kitchen, 0 raja!
There live the cooks of my father.
Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had abandoned my palanquin under the cool banyan
tree."
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay in your lane."
"There is no room in our lanes, 0 raja!
There live the sweepers of my father.
Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had left my palanquin under the cool banyan tree." 
"I am your lover, 0 gori!
Allow me to stay on your sej."
"Remember those days, 0 maru!
When you had abandoned my palanquin under the cool banyan
tree."
"My gori, I was ignorant and young then,
Now I am in my full bloom.
Go and persuade your mother,
The season of calla has come."
"Mother, send me now to my father-in-law’s house,
The season of calla has come."
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Bring a blank paper 
And/pen and inkpot.
I will write and send a letter.
It is very difficult to pass the wretched night.
"Come on ten days leave,
And hear the painful story of my heart.
The grain awaits me on the grinding stone,
I cannot move the heavy stone.
Ji^hani is the terror of the house,
And awakens me at midnight.1 
"Gori, I am unable to come on leave.
Go to your father*s house.
Help your brothers
By carrying heavy bundles of fodder on your head.
People will praise you."
My mother is very affectionate and simple,
She worries for me day and night.
My brother*s wife is very wicked,
She gossips whole day long in the streets,
Look, she walks around day and night and does no work." 
My girl friends sit together,
And discuss the affairs of their hearts.
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They all have something to say,
But I sit suppressing my body and heart. 
Lightening may fall on her in the open, 
May a black snake bite her,
May worms breed in her heart and body, 
Who has fascinated my husband.
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Ply away, 0 crow, I will give you food 
If my brother comes•
Hearing this the crow flies away,
And my brother stands at the door.
He is leading a horse,
And there is a basket on the head of his barber. 
I will give a chair to the barber to sit on,
And a couch of nivaf for my brother.
For the barber I will cook khic^i,
For my brother a sweet succulent pudding.
"Come, 0 my brother, to the upper room,
Where we can talk in comfort.
Brother, why are you looking tired,
And so dishevelled?"
"I have walked and am weary,
And the dust of my travels covers me."
Why are you worn my sister 
And why do you look worried?"
"My mother-in-law has constantly nagged me 
And my quarelling sister-in-law troubles me." 
" O ’maussI, let me take my sister home,
It will soon be Savan."
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"Your sister is not my concern,
You must ask her father-in-law."
"0 my 'foaussa, let me take my sister home,
It will soon be Savan."
"Your sister is not my concern,
You must ask your brother-in-law."
"0 my brother-in-law, let me take my sister home,
It will soon be Savan."
"She cannot go now and she cannot go in Bhadon 
She may go in Kvar or Kartik."
The news made him weep,
His tears made him swoon.
He later left,
And rode away.
The mother on the roof of her house keeps watch
For the palanquin of her daughter.
The father on the roof of his house keeps watch
For the palanquin of his daughter.
The sister-in-law on the roof of her house keeps watch
For the palanquin of her nanad.
The palanquin returns empty,
And the mother collapses on the floor.
The palanquin returns empty,
And the father collapses on the floor.
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The palanquin returns empty,
And the sister-in-law collapses on the floor.
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"Sassu, among these four riders,
Who is my brother?"
"Bahu, others have red turbans,
But your brother is wearing a turban of silk."
"Sassu, my real brother has come,
What will you cook for him?"
"Bahu, I will cook sag of lahasua,
And bake bread of catar masur."
"Sassu, you can keep your sag for yourself,
I will prepare food for my brother."
"Brother, I will cook white and bright rice,
And prepare curds of white buffalo's milk.
Sit behind the kuthla and have your dinner 
Lest the jealous sassu may see you and quarrel"
"Sister, I will close the heavy door 
And fix the steel bolt."
"Brother, she will open the heavy door,
And break the steel bolt."
"Sister, I will escape through the drain."
"Brother, the thorn will stick in your feet."
"Sister, the thorn will do me no harm,
But the words of your mother-in-law will pierce my heart."
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One gram and two parts 
Savan has come.
"0 mother, prepare fifty purls,
I will go to the land of my sister.”
Savan has come.
"Get up, 0 band!, and see in the darbar 
Whose horse is neighing.”
Savan has come.
"Listen, listen, 0 queen, listen it is true,
Your brother has come.”
Savan has come.
"Brother, leave your horse in that stable,
And sit in this drawing room.”
Savan has come.
"Tell me 0 sister, tell me frankly
Which is good: father’s house or father-in-law*s house?"
Savan has come.
"Brother, father’s house is the kingdom of childhood,
In father-in-law's house one cries for the whole life" 
Savan has come.
Sassu is the knock of the way,
Standing and sitting she hits me with biting w^ords.
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Savan has come.
Devar is the sting of scorpion,
And nanad lightning of Bhadon.
Savan has come.
Husband is like a betel leaf of Mohba, 
One moment green and the next pale." 
Savan has come.
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Tanks and ponds are full,
And so are the fields.
The lane of my brother is also full,
And so there is no hope.
Sassu sitting on the threshold speaks piercing words,
"How hard-hearted are your brother and father,
Who have not come even now.
Your brother is like a limestone and your father like hard
stone,
And your elder brother like steel and thunderholt,
Who have not come even now."
Tanks and ponds are dry,
And so are the fields.
The lanes of my brother are also dry,
And the hope has come back.
Nanad playing with dolls speaks piercing words,
"How hard-hearted are your brother and father,
Who have not come even now."
"Brother is like moon and father like sun 
And elder brother like Ganges and Jamuna,
Who come running."
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In the green orchard are green parrots.
Gome, 0 my lover, to catch them.
The school is white and has red doors.
Come, 0 my lover, to learn in it.
The manjholl is jingling and is drawn by grey bullocks. 
Come, 0 my lover, to take me home.
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Wide and spacious is the terrace of sipahi^a.
A swing is hung.
Cool cool breeze comes.
0 sipahifa, come and put the swing in motion.
1 will offer you a high chair to sit on,
And wash your feet with milk.
I will cook white and bright rice,
And polished lentils of green mung.
I will serve it in a golden thali,
And fan you with my ancal.
Come, and dine, C sipahifa!
Never we slept together,
And never you tried to know the feelings of my heart. 
My full youth will pass away unnoticed,
Sipahi^a, you never made the string for me,
And never wove the bed.
In Magh you made the string,
And in Sevan wove the bed.
In Savan slept the sauk,
And I in Magh on a rough bed.
I will pass away without enjoying anything;
You never tried to know the feelings of my heart.
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In the courtyard the grain is drying waiting for some
skilful woman to grind. 
In the orchard the Kacnar dries.
In her father’s house withers the girl,
Whose husband has left her.
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"Fly, 0 parrot, to Narvargadh.
Bring me news of my husband. 11
"I know not, 0 gori, the place, the name
Or the appearance of your husband.”
MHis eyes are full of enchantment and pointed are hismoustaches,
And he plays a flute."
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I stand on the terrace and arrange my jhu/mar. 
Raja's parrot looks back again and again.
"Fly away, 0 parrot, go to my rajajl,
And tell my inner thoughts to him”
I stand on the terrace and arrange my bessar. 
Raja's parrot looks back again and again.
”Fly away, C parrot, go to my rajajl,
And tell my inner thoughts to him."
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At midnight
My big toe twitched,
And also my left eye.
In Narvargadh will be arriving - 
My husband.
The brimming cup of milk 
Cannot be drunk without sugar.
I am the daughter of rich moneylender 
And cannot live without my husband. 
"Boast not in this way, 0 woman!
My son has bought you 
At the cost of a mare."
"Speak not, speak not 
Such proud words.
Your son is not even worth 
My trouserfs string."
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"Come, 0 my dear one, come to the orchard,
I will cling to you like a creeper.
Green are my bangles;
0 devar, bind them with yellow thread.
0 my brave devar, come to the lake;
1 am standing alone and the papaiya is calling.” 
”How can I come, 0 bhabhl,
Your husband is my enemy.”
”1 will not let you be killed alone,
And will become satT with you.
I will cling to you like a creeper.”
O- —I am standing alone and the papaya is calling.” 
”0 fair one, how can I come,
Your husband is my enemy.”
”1 will not let you be killed alone,
with you.”
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The fragile tender woman planted the orchard;
Alas! her unfaithful husband came not to see it, 
Devar came, his younger brother riding on a horse. 
The fragile tender woman brilt the pond;
/las! her unfaithful husband came not to see it. 
Devar came, his younger brother riding on a horse.
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0 my balam, I planted the orchards at Gadh.
There too you did not come in the disguise of a gardener. 
Why did your mother not die at your birth?
Why did the cat not tear you to pieces?
My youth has passed after coming to full bloom*
0 balam, I made the lakes at Gadh*
There too you did not come in the disguise of a washerman*
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I will go in any case, I will go at dawn,
My husband is unhappy.
Call the barber’s wife,
Ask her to do my hair.
Exhibit the fine clothes,
Call all my friends.
Prepare mara^-kasar.
The cart is standing ready,
My husband is unhappy.
I will go in any case, I will go in the dawn, 
My husband is unhappy.
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The monsoon leaks through the banyan tree, 
"0 sister, whose cund^I is soaked,
And whose red turban is getting wet?”
"My cundx*! it is that is soaking,
And raja's red turban is wet."
"Where shall I dry my cund^i,
And where shall I dry the red turban."
"On the kot^ha dry the cund^I,
And on your balcony dry the red turban."
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0 plpal, I stood in the shade of your branches,
My devar taunted me saying,
"0 bhabhl, my wife is more beautiful than you,
Alas I this unique one has gone to her father’s house.” 
n0 devar, my husband is more beautiful than you,
But alasJ this unique one is far away in service."
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My yellow silken dupatta 
Hangs on peg and becomes dirty.
I have never worn it at my father’s house,
And never in my father-in-law*s house.
This time I will wear it at my father's house, 
And later in my father-in-law's house.
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"Daughter, go not to the orchard to swing,
In the orchard is Jaisingh Jat."
"Mother, I will go with my girl friends 
What will then Jaisingh Jat^ ?"
"Daughter, he will twist your arm,
And the cu^a of ivory will be broken."
"Mother, I will release my arm 
And wear several ivory bangles."
"Jaisingh, your heart is very beautiful,
Why are you still unmarried?"
"Rupo, my parents died in my childhood,
And my brothers did not care for my marriage."
Rupo, your heart is very beautiful 
Why are you still unmarried?"
"In all the four directions the search has been made, 
But a good match and family could not be found. 
Jaisingh, get a ring for yourself,
And a jingling toe-ring for me."
Jaisingh sits among the pane with his ring,
And she sits among her girl friends like a jingle.
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Sassu, on the bank of the river stands a tree,
Sour and sweet are its leaves.
My susar is my enemy,
Who planted the kikkap in the footpath,
On which I often go;
And the thorn stuck in my heel.
Stranger's wealth is being ruined.
My sas is my enemy,
Who put the spinning wheel on the threshold;
Where I often go;
The spindle stuck in my knee.
Stranger's wealth is being ruined.
My jeth is my enemy,
Who left the horse in the courtyard,
Where I often walk about;
The horse kicked my forehead.
Stranger's wealth is being ruined.
My devar is my enemy,
Who plays with the ball in the lane,
Where I often go;
And the ball hit my breasts.
Stranger's wealth is being ruined.
My husband is my enemy,
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Who has brought a co-wife,
My co-wife is my enemy,
Who has given birth to a boy.
That child is my enemy,
And asks me to feed him.
Stranger*s wealth is being ruined.
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”0 Camell, sister of Parsandl,
Why do you cry in the Kottha?"
"0 Chora, you have never sown millet,
And I could not walk proudly with a bundle of it on my
head."
"You never came with a rath-manjholi 
And I could never sit in it proudly."
"Next time I will come with rath-manjholl,
And you will sit proudly in it.
Next time I will sow millet,
And you will walk proudly with a bundle of it on your
head."
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My body sways, tirmir tirmir,
And every joint moves.
My parents are blind to the fact,
That I am ripe for calla.
My girl friend by now has a boy,
Who is named Kartare.
She brought shirt and cap,
And shining muslin from the town.
“PIay about a year
Next year you will have a separate home. 
I will build high palaces for you,
Unlike other people11
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On my each arm I have four ornaments, 
Let the gajre be put in the middle. 
Round my neck I have four ornaments, 
Let the necklace be put in the middle. 
0 bhartar, I look beautiful,
In the dress of flowers and stars.
On my feet are four ornaments,
Let me dance in the caubara.
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What shall I do, nanadiya?
Our fields are too far.
From home I carry his food to the field.
From there I have to carry home a large bundle 
of fodder on my head.
My waist is slender and young I am in years, 
Every part aches 
Of my delicate neck.
Tell your brother,
If he wants to carry on farming,
He had better bring a woman from Hariyana*
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My shirt is very dazzling,
I came to make jeth feel jealous.
Je^h taunted me,
"A child is married to a young woman.1 
I came crying to my father,
"0 father, it was bad of you,
That you married me to a child.1 
"Daughter, it is not my fault.
The brahman is responsible for it."
I came crying to the brahman,
"0 brahman, it was bad of you 
That you married me to a child." 
"Daughter, it is not my fault.
The barber is responsible for it."
I came crying to the barber.
"0 barber, it was bad of you 
That you married me to a child." 
"Daughter, it is not my fault,
It is the fault of your karmas."
I came crying to the orchard;
There I saw a banana plant;
I embraced it and cried loudly.
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My young devar is very dear to me, 
He comforted me.
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Behind my house is a brinjal,
On it is the silver creeper.
Under it lives the gardener’s wife,
Who withers without her husband.
A house is built and a small cottage is built, 
And there is a sandal courtyard,
In which lives the gardener’s wife,
Who withers without her husband.
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In the thall of gold I serve him the food 
Ignorant saY\an> knows not how to eat.
Raja has plucked a bough of jasmine: 
Ignorant sa/nam knows not how to use it«
In the glass of gold is the Ganges' water 
Ignorant seriamknows not how to drink it. 
Raja has plucked the bough of jasmine: 
Ignorant saxvamknows not how to use it.
I prepared the bl^a of five betel leaves: 
Ignorant sahamknows not how to chew it. 
Raja has plucked the bough of jasmine: 
Ignorant safiam knows not how to use it.
I prepare the sej with newly plucked buds 
Ignorant sa#amknows not how to sleep on 
Raja has plucked the bough of jasmine: 
Ignorant satvanvknows not how to use it.
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"Through the long lane I passed.
0 sassu, I put my foot on an uneven place,
And the thorn of kaif stuck in my foot.
It was very painful.”
"Who took out the thorn from your foot?
And who held your foot, bahu?"
"The barber took out the thorn,
And devar held my foot, 0 sassu
1 will give a present to the barber,
And arrange devar's marriage with my sister."
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"My orange-coloured girdle is made of silk, 
Darling, I will accompany you."
"My fair one, your skirt is billowing,
It will whirl at the station,
And I will die of shame."
"My orange-coloured girdle is made of silk, 
Darling, I will accompany you."
"0 fair one! your children are always crying,
And they will cry at the station,
Andl will die of shame.
0 fair one, for you I will have to pay more fare, 
And will have to pay tax,
And I will die of shame."
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Sister of Harjl came to our house for buttermilk.
0 sakhi, if I refuse her, then Harji will quarrel with me. 
Because of this sister-in-law I have suffered very much. 
During the summer Harji made me sleep inside the room 
On the black blankets,
And covered me with a quilt.
During the rainy season Harjl made me sleep on the floor, 
And I was bitten by mosquitoes all over my body.
During the winter Harjl made me sleep in the open,
On the rough bed and gave only a sheet to cover me.
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0 sakhi, I feel sorry for wearing silva;
The women talk about me.
My heart is paper and my two eyes are full of ink.
My husband is very young and I am fully grown up.
1 wore the bridal shawl for a young husband.
I feel sorry for wearing a shawl;
The women talk about me.
My heart is paper and my two eyes are full of ink.
My husband is very young and I am fully grown up.
I wore the bridal shawl for a young husband.
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Go, go, 0 lamp, go and take a rest,
For tomorrow also we both will work.
Your mother waits for you:
Your wife makes a bed for you.
Our household is large and needs much food 
Our evening meal has taken long.
Now you return tomorrow night.
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Go, go 0 lamp, to your home.
Your mother waits for you,
Your wife makes a bed for you. 
Give our greetings to your mother 
Give our greetings to your sister
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You are going late,
Come early,
And give our greetings,
To your mother and sister.
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Green bird says,
”1 will wear your wife*s string of pearls.1 
My bird is colourful.
Green bird says,
"I will wear your wife's necklace.”
My bird is colourful.
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"0 green bird,
You have black and yellow feathers."
"Whose ten plough*are at work,
And whose is the large farm?"
Mori lagaiyo.
"Dasarath's ten ploughs are at work,
And/it is RamcandrR*s large farm."
Mori lagaiyo.
The green bird says,
"I will grow up in your fields.
Give me your lahanga and ghaghra.
Give me your string of pearls and necklace." 
Mori lagaiyo.
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I have rooted up the young mustard plants and made a
bundle.
I wait in the field.
"0 man with the black umbrella,
Come and help me raise my load.1 
The load is raised,
And my body trembles; it is too heavy.
"Who is the handsome man whose wife you are,
For whom your tender waist is swaying?"
"I am the wife of that handsome man,
Who has sixteen bullocks and nine husbandmen."
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When you gave me birth, my mother!
Child-husband was written in my destiny.
When I sit to grind, my mother!
He catches my hand sits and cries, my mother! 
Then I get annoyed, my mother!
I beat and push him away, my mother!
After a while I feel pity, my mother!
And pick him up kiss and hold him in my lap.
When I sit to cook, my mother!
He takes the pe^I and starts crying, my mother! 
Then I get annoyed, my mother!
I beat and push him away, my mother!
After a while I feel pity, my mother!
And pick him up kiss and hold him in my lap.
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If you raise dust at me,
You will be killed, 0 pathan.
The cap of that pathan is black,
I have my eyes on his beautiful hair.
You will be killed, 0 pathln.
The eyes of that pathan are very big,
I have my eyes on his chin.
You will be killed, 0 pathan.
The dhoti of that pathan is high and low, 
I have my eyes on his mode of walking.
You will be killed, 0 pathan.
The shirt of that pathan is made of lace, 
I have my eyes on his jacket.
You will be killed, 0 pathan.
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The scorching sun shines and the earth burns 
And my brother is making a journey.
I wish I were a cloud 
To overcast the rays of the sun.
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My husband*s father is so wicked
And says, "Let us breathe the fresh air of caubara. 
"Do not paw me with your hands,
I am fierce embers beneath a cool surface."
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How fleeting is a fire of straw?
And how fleeting a stranger*s love?
Rip out your entrails, give him your heart, 
And still, you will never hold his love.
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May the home of a quarrelling mother-in-law 
Be razed to the ground by fire.
But my father’s home shall stand,
As long as the world revolves*
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Chi Chi Chi Chi eats the crow.
Milk and cream eats my child.
Kites fly and shout,
And their young ones cry.
The crow plays the drum,
And the birds sing auspicious songs.
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Sleep, sleep, 0 baby.
0 baby, when you were born,
There were celebrations at your grand-fether1s house. 
Sleep, sleep, 0 baby.
0 baby, when you were born,
There were celebrations at your uncle’s house.
Sleep, sleep, 0 baby.
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She churns the milk, ghumma^, ghumma^. 
"Ja^ni, your child cries."
"If he cries let him cry,
Let me churn the milk."
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Elephant Horse Palanquin. 
Victory to Kanhaiya lal.
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Come, 0 sleep,
Why don't you come?
Why don't you come
And put my child to sleep? .
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Blessed is the khepa and blessed is Bhumia 
And the founder of the village.
0 headman of the village!
May your village prosper.
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’’What is one in the world? 
What is two in the world? 
Who in this world is awake? 
And who lays sleeping?”
"Ram is one in the world, 
The Sun and Moon are two. 
Evil is wide awake,
And dharma lays sleeping.”
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Gold says to the goldsmith,
”1 am of high caste,
Why is blackfaced cirmiti 
Weighed against me?”
"I am the best beloved of rubies, 
And red I am in colour.
I have become blackfaced 
Through being weighed against you.
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The drum of departure has sounded,
All nails and pegs are uprooted,
0 banjari, bag and baggage has been loaded. 
You stand and watch the show.
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The camels have chewed all the jhojft^u, 
And the buffaloes have eaten the grass. 
The woman has consumed the strong youths 
With their elegant turbans.
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We were born in one place, grew up in another, 
Enjoyed our mother’s love in another,
And we cannot know,
Where nature will scatter our bones.
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Mother earth, you are great.
No one is greater than you.
Wise men, prophets and saints, 
All these are buried within you.
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Most of life has passed, little is left, 
And this too is passing every moment.
For the sake of a few hours,
0 bird, why do you take the blame?
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What is in becoming big?
The date palm is very tall.
No shade for the bird,
And the fruit is very high up.
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The leaf is separated from the branch, 
The winahas blown it away.
”We shall be far away from each other, 
Shall we ever meet again?”
The yellow faced plpfi 
Laughs and says,
”1 arrive whilst you depart,
We must take our turns.”
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0 pebble, on the desert land 
Lying in an open plain,
1 ask you, 0 pebble!
"How did the world perish?"
"I am a pebble on this desert land, 
I am-lying in an open plain.
Few there were who died of sickness 
Many more of pride."
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0 man, be as humble 
As the little dub.
Other grasses will burn,
But dub will remain green for ever.
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The kite flew very high,
And now wanders in the sky.
What is in being so high up,
When in her thoughts is the tiny bit of meat on the
earth?
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You did not know the name of Ram,
And wasted life in looking after the family, 
And return in the same state in which you came. 
You neither achieved maya nor met Ram.
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You dic^not know the name of Ram, 
And had been proud of yourself.
A day will come,
When death will snatch you away.
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Woman is worse than a snake,
She bites at three places.
Body is ruined, strength decreases, 
And from the pocket goes the money.
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The forest is on fire,
And the trees are burning,
r*,V .* / 'A •*
11 We are dying our death,
But why don’t you save yourself, 0 fools!"
"We slept on your leaves and ate your fruits, 
And happily enjoyed life on your branches. 
Leaving you where shall we go?
How long shall we live?"
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To walk even a mile is not good.,
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To have even one daughter is not good,
It is not good to owe even to one's father, 
If God may help.
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Follow not the dictates of the heart, 
Which bring great pain and misery,
As a widow repents 
On becoming pregnant.
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There are but two helpless ones in this world 
A daughter and a bullock.
Each must go to a stranger 
Without knowledge of him.
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Among the gods the Devi is great;
Among the cattle the white cow.
Great among clothes is the blanket, 
Which does not go to the dhobi's house.
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What is the life of a wall of sand?
Who can trust the friendship of the petty? 
No, give your friendship to the big hearted, 
And it will last for ever.
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A mother*s love,
The hatred of co-wives,
Their passions are unequalled, 
Though I search from dawn to sunset
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(It makes no difference to me)
Whether my husband lives at home,
Or is domiciled abroad.
(It makes no difference to me)
Whether I wear a silken shawl,
Or walk uncomfortable in a rough blanket.
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A broken thread cannot be Joined, 
A plucked flower fades away.
The guests of a childless family 
Travel very short distances.
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0 grandfather* the world is mad,
They call leather Ram,
And by twisting the tail of the bullock 
Accomplish their work.
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Have friendship like
%
Barren land and Ko^ *:
Neither intimacy with any one 
Nor enmity*
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The lake waters have fled to the sun, 
But the swan remains;
And out of its old love
Eats pebbles and sand for pearls.
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Once I loved a low fellow,
And sullied the hem of my sari, 
Offered my head on a platter,
But, alas I he remained a low fellow.
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The lovers live only when together, 
And should cleave each to each.
As a cotton robe covers the flesh 
Of the living and protects the dead.
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Those who love are mad,
Those who leave after loving are chail. 
Having put the halter round the neck 
Only bullocks go till the end.
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Even with one's father joint ownership is difficult, 
Resulting in many quarrels.
Let us keep a separate household, husband,
Please, listen to my words.
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Kings and tramps, fire and water, 
All are unpredictable.
Avoid them, Barasram;
They love but for a short season.
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In the kallap grow gram;
Green and tender are the leaves. 
Women bend down and pluck them. 
How lucky are the gram!
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Limestone looks pretty in the well, 
So is the cotton in the field.
The gori looks pretty on the sej, 
When she laughs and talks.
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In the sky the stars stand proud,
As the lily in the water.
Surma beautifies the eyes of the gori 
Like a lotus flower in bloom.
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On the top of kottha is Koth^I 
In which a goldsmith works.
"Make me jingling toe-rings,
So that their music may be heard by my friend."
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Gori came out of the village 
Placing her hands on her breasts. 
"0 God, either give me death 
Or a lover for company."
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0 kaAkfe on my bodice,
1 must destroy you.
Something like a capsule of poppy, 
Has burst out of my chest.
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The kot^hl is full of safflower, 
The lid is fixed very hard.
The opener is not here,
And the devar knows not how.
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He had promised to come back in Savan 
But twelve months have passed.
The thatches have become old,
And the bamboos have started cracking.
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He had promised to come back in Savan 
And made many promises.
By counting and counting
The lines of my fingers have withered.
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In kalla^ dries the kangnl,
In ponds dries the paddy,
Marvan fades in her father’s house, 
Like a banana shoot*
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Youth in anger has left me*
And has gone a long way off.
How can I hope to catch him? 
There is no strength in my knees.
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Youth, I will make laddu of you,
And prepare khlr of ras,
And will nourish and feed my husband, 
Who is brother of my real nanad.
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Had I known youth would go away,
I should have conserved it.
And would then have sold it as dear 
As salt and oil#
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Had I known youth would go away,
I should have fortified and entrenched it, 
Hedged it about with spikes 
And guarded it with sentries.
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When a girl is young she is beautiful, 
And every man desires her.
As age ransacks the gem of youth,
She feels forsaken.
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The bin has been ruined,
Its strings have been broken.
What shall the poor bin do?
When the bln player has gone away.
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Were I to sit in the shadow of a tree, 
I would scorch its splendour.
Consumed and burning I wander,
And breed turbulence in the woods.
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0 long-necked peacock!
Sing loudly.
Your voice has possessed my heart.
Come and enjoy yourself in my courtyard.
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In the water lives the lily, 
And the moon in the sky.
Those who love each other, 
Distance cannot separate them.
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The creeper is fading,
And its leaves are falling.
What can the poor creeper do?
When its water-giver has gone away.
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I will burn this body into ashes, 
The smoke will rise up in the sky. 
My husband having become a cloud. 
Will come and extinguish the fire.
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The woman stood to drive away the crow,
Immediately arrived her husband.
Half of her bangles were round the neck of the crow, 
And half were broken.
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From the west came the typhoon. 
The sand has been blown away.
0 sassu, your son
Has made my field barren.
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0 bagull, why are you so mad 
And sit there shedding tears 
Swan will soon return*
When time wheel has turned.
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Happy was I in childhood,
For worries I had none.
0 youth, I wish I could set fire to you.
1 am blamed wherever I stand.
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The palace burns, the gate burns, 
And the verandah burns.
Inside the veil burns the gori, 
Whose husband is very young.
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In golden katorl burns the ghl, 
On the oven burns the kasar, 
Inside the veil burns the gori, 
Whose husband is very young.
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0 eyes, I will throw you in the pond,
So that you may be destroyed.
Who has told you,
That you should meet before the meeting of the hearts?
Why do you throw them in the pond?
And why they should be destroyed?
Eyes are very helpless,
They go wherever you send them.
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On your parapet, 0 wellI 
Why does the water girl stand? 
Is her string short?
Or is the water muddy?
Neither is my string short,
Nor the water muddy•
My husband is very young;
For whom should I live?
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You are the daughter of the gardener, 
Sitting weeding the orchard.
I am a traveller from a distant land, 
Let me taste the lemons.
I am the daughter of the gardener, 
Sitting I weed the orchard.
These lemons are not for your delight, 
They will go to my husband*s house.
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Slender she is and fragile,
As she busily spins her yarn. 
The husband does not touch her, 
Lest she may break in twain.
Think not that I am so fragile. 
Bows and arrows are also thin. 
Draw me as hard as you wish,
And fear not lest I break.
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Sassu your son
Has brought me here in calla.
During a long night of four pahars 
He does not get up even once.
Sassu, get your son.
Buried in the kalla^.
During a long night of four pahars,
He does not look even once.
Bahual, he is a child,
And knows nothing.
I will send you to pihar,
And make him young.
By being patient my blouse breaks,
And the heart fades.
Like the waves of Savan 
My youth overflows.
Put surma in your eyes and bind! on your forehead, 
And go to the bazar.
There if you see any good youth 
Kill and eat him up.
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Whose son are you?
What is your caste?
Where is your hut?
And where do you spend your days?
I am the gardener's son,
High is my caste.
In the orchard is my hut,
And there I spend my days.
0 gardener's son,
We are well matched*
May your wife die,
My husband too.
Why need my wife die?
And why your husband?
It is the affair of two hearts, 
Let people talk, who will.
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High is the bank of the lake,
Wavy is its water.
It is worth drinking,
If someone permits.
Come, 0 traveller, and drink the water,
No body forbids here.
If a crane drinks a beakful,
Water does not become less.
I was joking,
And you took it seriously.
In a pond churned by crows,
Swan does not even dip his foot.
Bright are your feathers,
And you meditate on one foot in the water. 
I thought you were someone great.
But you are a complete cheat.
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Why do you stand so sad?
And why is your appearance so troubled?
Is your Sassu quarrelsome?
Or your husband very young?
Neither is my Sassu quarrelsome,
(H6"sr 'a c my husband very young..
My husband went to earn a living,
Twelve months have passed.
I saw your husbandy
Standing on a cloth printer’s door^
For you buying a cund"£i,
And a five coloured turban for himself.
Had I known it before,
I would have planted a date palm in my courtyard, 
And climbing on its top would have seen 
How far away is my husband.
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Neither in your house are the creaks of bamboo 
Nor the jingle of bangles.
0 friend, tell me,
Who of you two is a fool.
This fool
Never had the company of boys.
How can I say,
”0 bullock, come and hit me with your horns.”
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The lightening flashes,
And in the land of Maru 
IJhola and Reva together enjoy,
And Marvan is unhappy.
You are the wild plum-tree.
Bad are your plums.
Dhola passed under you,
Why didn't you hold him?
I am a wild plum tree.
Bad are my plums.
He ate the ripe
And left a pile of unripe plums.
Bow and arrow are not on the peg,
The camel not in the stable,
And balam is not on the sej.
He must have left long ago.
Go to your f ather-in-law>
Who listens to you.
If you can,then search for Dhola 
In the Narvargadh.
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If it were a well I could cover it,
But I am unable to cover the sea.
If it were a child I could persuade,
But I am unable to persuade a youth.
Round whose neck shall I tie the string of small bells, 
And round whose neck large bell?
Who between the sun and moon,
Shall unite me with Maru?
Round my neck tie the string of small bells,
And round my neck also the large bell.
Between the sun and moon 
I will unite you with Maru.
You drink muddy water,
And graze on the rubbish heap.
How can you have the strength 
To unite me with Maru?
I drink water from the pond,
And eat nagar bel.
Within a few hours 
I will make Reva's sej empty.
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West of the village is a pipal tree, 
And a very tall date palm,
I climb to the top and see,
How far is my plhar.
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All my teeth are loose,
And there is hump on my hack 
jhe gem of my youth is lost, 
And I am searching for it.
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My blouse and bodice are dirty 
Since no dhobi is in our village,
Dear husband bring a dhobi to work here 
Ere I go to his house.
Chiyo Ram chiyo Ram.
Chiyo Ram chiyo Ram.
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0 yajman, eight months have passed,
At least now give something in charity. 
Harganga1
Your neighbour is giving charity,
0 yajman, why do you stand idle. 
HargangaI
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Atte bat^e dahl cattake.
The ears of cuckoo were cut.
The forest blossoms and cotton blossoms. 
Karela blossoms in the month of Savan. 
Bring a string, children,
Both ends of Babba jl.
One-eyed crow says,
"Manage the umbrella."
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A woman with cut nose and small ears,
Sits on the balcony and chews betel leaves. 
Having chewed betel leaves she moves her eyes.
And this woman with cut nose is not ashamed. 
Basantak came and the peacocks danced,
And the thieves carried away that, cut nose woman.
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Listen, listen, 0 mother of jRamul 
Come out of your house.
Take out the buried rupees.
Bring sweets for the cattas.
Bring rupees for the Pan<JitjI.
Bring a set of clothes for Panditji's wife. 
Ca^tjas will bless you,
You will have nine hundred and thirty children.
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A deputy smoked a kali:
From it came out atarkall.
AtarkalT's mother died:
From it came out Kale khan.
Kale Khan had monkeys as pets:
From them came out Fameendar.
Ramcandar's knife is sharp:
From it came out chairs and tables.
Chairs and tables sucked the sugaxcane: 
From it came out two hundred boys.
Two hundred boys made a string:
From it came out snake and mongoose.
Snake and mongoose had a fight.
And both ended their lives in that fight.
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The kite came out of the imll's root*
Nine hundred pearls and nine hundred colours. 
Of different colours are the bows,
In which sits K31e Miyan.
Tesu has come to your door.
0 queen, open the door of sandal.
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The turmeric is knotty.
Brother, your wife is obstinate, 
She wants a binda of gold.
We have plenty of silver,
We have plenty of gold.
Brother, get it made immediate^. 
She twists her face.
Smash it with clubs.
Glossary
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a^arl
adhro
ambarl
ancal
art a
asuto^a
iktara
indrajal
In^h'cl
kahgna
kacnar
ka^ora
G L O S S A R Y
a small room built on top of what is 
otherwise a single storey house.
a smart and slender woman.
a seat with a canopy, to ride in(on an 
an elephant).
oo the end of a woman’s upper garment or of
her sari.
a ceremony performed in adoration of a god 
or goddess by moving circularly around the 
head of the idol a platter containing a 
five wicked burning lamp, flour and incense 
a hymn of praise.
C*'> one who is easily pleased, an epithet of
Siva.
one stringed musical instrument. 
cho magic •
a roll, coil or ring of cloth, straw or 
rope and sonn, on which a water jar is 
carried on the head.
a thread or string tied round the right
wrist of a bridegroom and the left of a
bride at the marriage ceremony.
the mountain ebony, Bauhinia variegata 
(the flowers of which are a delicate 
vegetable).
a small brass or eopper bowl.
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karmas
kalma 
kala^a 
kallaf
kasar
kank^a
kangnl
kavar
kikka^ 
kuthla 
kusa cso 
kesu 
kai*£
ko^ha
ko^thl
koth^I
khic^i
khir
khir of ras 
khe^a
fate (the certain consequence of previous 
acts)•
the Mohammadan confession of faith, 
an earthen pitcher full of water, 
barren, sterile land.
a sweetmeat made by mixing fried flour with 
sugar.
the receptacle (in a woman*s bodice).
a kind of small grain, Panicum italicum.
a bamboo yoke on which the devotees of Siva 
carry Ganges water from Hardvar.
the tree, Acacia (or Mimosa) arabica.
a small earthen granary, a corn bin.
a sort of sacrificial grass, Poa c.ynosurioides
the tree, Butea frondosa.
a thorny leafless shrub, Capparis aphylla 
(which grows in desert and kalla^).
a large (inner) room or apartment.
a bin.
a small room of a house.
rice and pulse boiled in equal proportion and 
spiced.
a dish made of rice and milk.
khir cooked in juice of sugar cane.
a small village, the site of an ancient town 
or village.
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gajra
gramas
gori
ghaghra
ghl
ghuntl
cakras
ca^ar-masur
cartas
calla
fcimta
cirmitl
cund^I
cupa
cauk
a wrist ornament, 
a scale in music, 
a fair complexioned woman, a beauty, a beloved, 
a woman's light skirt, 
clarified butter.
a medicine consisting of aloes, spices and 
borax (given to new-born infants to clear 
out meconium).
circular designs, e.g., as made in henna or 
turmeric paste on a pitcher.
a species of herb which springs up with the 
rabl oruspring crops. (It is used as fodder 
for the cattle; and the poorer cultivators 
use the seeds, mixed with barley, for food)
multicoloured sticks, about 18 inches long 
carried by children on the festival of Guru- 
puja.
the ceremony marking the second visit of the 
bride to her father-in-law's house.
fire-tongs (also used as a percussion instr­
ument) .
wild liquorice.
a partly-coloured sheet or sari (worn by womeij]
a bangle of lac or ivory (usually worn by 
unmarried girls).
a design made up of auspicious symbols which 
is traced with flour on the floor on all 
ceremonial occasions.
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caupa-£
caubara 
chi chi 
chail 
chora 
jadulla
janvasa 
jijman or
ji^hanl
jogan
jhanjhl
jhummar
a kind of pavilion (generally built jointly 
by several people as an assembly-room or 
resting-place common to them all).
a private room on the top of the house.
filth, dirt.
a gay young spark, a fop.
a boy (in the poems used for lover).
the male child who is to have his fist hair­
cut at a place of pilgrimage.
the place where the baratls are accomodated.
a woman of the ffat caste.
sister’s husband.
yajman a person who institutes the performance of
a sacrifice, employs priests for the purpose, 
and pays the expenses of it; a client to 
whose custom Bijhman, barber etc. have a 
prescriptive claim.
husband's elder brother's wife.
husband's elder brother.
a female hermit.
an unbaked earthen pot with holes all around 
and a little clay lamp burning inside it.
an ornament consisting of a number of chains
forming a fringe, which is attached to the 
top-knot (of a woman's head) and falls on 
forehead. Only married women can wear it.
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tesu
damru
dupatta
dholak
tijjan
topa
thall
darbar
dat
davan
dub
duranl
devar
dharamdala 
dhutara 
nanad 
nagar bel 
nivap
(.HO
a kind of grass(to which camels are very 
partial).
a lamp supported on a three-legged stand.
a tabor or small drum shaped like an hour­
glass (it is one of the ten attributes of 
Siva).
a cloth or sheet thrown loosely over the 
shoulders; a wrapper.
a small drum.
a festival held on the third day of the lunar 
fortnight of the month Svan.
a necklace worn by men.
a brass tray.
hall of audience.
dowry.
the strings at the foot of aa bedstead, by 
which the cross s'bfcings are tightened or 
braced.
the so called "bent grass" or "panic grass"
(Panicum Dactylon).
husband's younger brother* s wife.
husband’s younger brother.
a place of rest for travellers and pilgrims, 
a two stringed instrument (as a guitar), 
husband's sister.
a species of grass, C.yperus pertenuis. 
coarse, broad tape (used to lace beds).
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neg a present given at a ceremony,
pane a member of the pancayat.
pancayat the village court and council consisting of
five members.
palang a bed.
pahar a division of time consisting of eight gha^Is
or three hours, an eighth part of a day.
pafcha a place of drawing water on a well.
pipal cho a kind of tree, the fficus religiosa.
pip^I the fruit of the pipal.
plr a Muslim saint.
plhar home of bride1s parents
purls a thin cake of meal fried in ghi or oil.
pe^I a kind of bread,
pracarak propagandist.
phagua the sports of the Holl festival.
bagull female crane, Ardea torra and putea.
baijjarl a woman of banjara caste, who are carriers
of grain, salt etc.
ban/fa bridegroom.
baratI the members of a marriage party which
accompanies the bridegroom to the house of 
of the bride.
bahu wife, daughter-in-law.
bahnol sisters husband.
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bandi
babal
balam
bindl
a female slave.
a familiar title for a father chiefly used 
in songs.
* desired*, beloved, lover, husband, 
ornament for the forehead.
bl^a
bln
blraij
bessar
betel leaf of
a preparation of the areca-nut with spices 
and chunam, etc., enveloped in a leaf 
of the betel plant. A bi’pa of five betel 
leaves is sent by an expectant mother to 
her relations as an invitation for the time 
of delivery.
the Indian lute.
bhartar
bhat
brother.
small, heavy nose-ring.
Mohba (a towik in Central India): betel leaves 
of Mohba are very sensitive and delicate. 
They soon become pale if kept for some time.
protector, husband.
the present given to the bride and bridegroom 
at marriage by their respective maternal 
uncles.
bhata^ia
bhabhl
manjholl
those who bring bhat. 
wife of the elder brother.
a kind of cart or carriage of middling size, 
on two wheels(drawn by bullocks).
mandhe-hakma
manrak
bridegroom.
a maker or vendor of bangles.
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mara^ kasar 
may a 
maru
mung
munj
morchal 
mohan lacjdu
m a m a
maussa
maussl
rath-manjholi
rupo
laddu
lahanga
lahasue ka sag
lcr£a
viyoginl
sati
Sathiya 
s amadhi
a particular type of kasar. 
wealth, riches, 
husband, beloved.
a species of pulse, Pheeolus mungo.
a sort of rash or grass (of which ropes 
are made)* Saccharum mun.ja.
a whisk of peacock feathers.
a particular type of laddu prepared on festiv 
e occasions.
a kind of starling, Gracula religiosa. 
sister's husband's father, 
sister's husband 'sinot her.’ p \ i :v .
a manjholi on fo\ir' wheels, 
a beauty.
a kind of sweetmeat (made of the meal of 
gram, with the addition of sugar and ghl, 
and formed into the shape of large balls.
a womans skirt.
curried leaves of lahasua.
A.
which springs up with the rabi or spring 
crops.
a small, round, metal pot.
a woman separated from her lover or husband.
the ceremony of a widow burning herself 
on her husband's funeral pile.
Swastika
daughter's bridegroom's father.
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samyogim
sanam_
saluna
O ;
sajjan
sarangl
sala
slJLsas
sipahi
silva
surma
susar
susral cHo 
se j 
sauk 
syana
Har
a woman united with her lover or husband* 
husband.
the day of full moon in the month of Savan, 
the fsetival of raksabandhana, when the 
sisters tie a piece of coloured thread 
round the wrist of their brothers, and who 
give them presents in return.
well born, lover or husband.
a musical instrument like a fiddle.
wife * s ^u'x
wife's sister, 
husband's mother.
soldier, but in the songs it means lover.
(sallu), a kind of fine red cloth, which 
is worn by newly married brides.
collyrium ( of antimony, or lead-ore).
husband's father.
father-in-law's house.
the nuptial bed.
a co-wife.
a wise man who knows the remedy of the ills 
caused by evil spirits and evil eye.
Krsna, but in the songs it means lover.
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